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",...Iamwind.onsea,
I am ocean \rave, ,

I wn a beam of the sun.

Wo is he who announces

the ages of the moon?

Wo teaches the place where falls
thesunset?...."

From "The Mystery of Amergen"
Druidic Poem - first Irish Poem
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PREFACE

My studies in landscape Architecture have enabled me to examine the essence of

building in the envíronment, Respect for the reasons behind the creåtion of structures, the

materiais employed to reach such ends, and the locåtion in which they are brought into physical

reality I feel have suffered in this age of materiai pursuit.

låndscape a¡chitecture considers the design of spaces with a mutual respect that reflects

an attitude of concern for the environment it serves. The related helds of a¡chitecture and

construction have lost this attitude. The elements of the ea¡th's environment, such as stone,

water, plants, light and darkness, have been used in the c¡eation of space. This space in turn

serves us and the creåtures with which we share the eårth.

My thesis in I:ndscape Architecture, A Study of Cultural ldentity and Traditional

Values of the Megalithic Landscapes of Ireland, has led me to re-evaluate the ethics involved

in the creation of space. In the broadest sense it has allowed me to explore the essence of a

spiritual attitude towatd "a¡chitecture" (art and tectonics). I felt the spirituality in place-making

was inherent in my past studies in interior design and a¡chitecture, but would be expressed at

its purest level in landscape architecture.

A childlike fascination for lrish folklore and fairies and early visits to the Irish

countryside where the magic people were said to live, inspired a personal interest in the pre-

Christian Celtic culture, and a visit to the South of Ireland in the summer of 1990 led me to

focus on parricular sites in the Boyne Valley.
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"The mounls are not iddles or follies,

they are a living testimony to the

indomitable spiit of Stone Age people,

who built not only for themselves, but

for future generatiotts. '

Michael Brennan
The Stars and the Stones
(1e83)



CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction

INTRODUCTION

British prehistory (a term used by Daniel Wilson in 1851) has changed considerabiy over

the past few decades. Recent discoveries and theories have disqualihed old ideas and brought

to light new analyses, leaving professionais interested in prehistory generally unsatisfied'

The purpose of the thesis is to discover traditionai mega.lithic vaiues used in the creation

of landscaped space. A broad outline of the views of different groups professionals mentioned

in the Foreword (alchaeologists, astronomers, etc.) se€s the emergence of a new picture based

on their individual developments. This thesis attempts to review these developments to re-

establish a common understânding of tr¿ditional values concerning "place, " values that have be€n

lost over time.

A more precise interpretation of this prehistory gives credence to ideas about effly

inhabitants of the British Isles and their lifestyle, most of which have been condemned as

speculative by many of the aforementioned individual groups.

To explain the spiritual meaning behind prehistoric British landscape, one must combine

the findings of those generally compiementary fields to rediscover the elements of a common

understanding between them.

The role of the landscape a¡chitect in a study with this kind of complexity is to consider

and understand the complexity of, and not overiook, the beliefs of the various groups. Once

an overall ch¡onological framework has been established, the landscape architect can sea¡ch into



the underlying traditionai values of these effÌy people and trace the development of the change

in value toward the creation of space.

The landscape architect has been trained to practice as a professional with an attitude of

responsibility and concern for the landscape and to influence those it facilitates. As a landscape

a¡chitect I have drawn upon information from many related helds in order to coÍectly study the

landscape of the ancient megalithic people, thereby attempting to avoid presumptive conclusions

that have generaily occur¡ed in previous studies. I will attempt to identify those tmditional

values of interest to the landscape architert and those in common with other interested

professionai groups. I have chosen to draw common values between these groups by studying

the eårthwori<s with part emphasis on the spiritual in combination with the material values of the

ancient Irish Celts. They received little influence from the developing wo¡ld and lived in

harmony with the landscape.

I have chosen to review the separate studies of individuals invoived in disciplines I feel

share a common interest in megalithic e¿rthworks. The goal of my research is to gain insight

into the mysteries of the ea¡thworks of the British Isles and the values of the a¡cient Celtic

buiiders, and to determine if these values are still evident within the contemporalv landscape.

I artempt to estâblish the original ethnicity of the megalithic people in the British Isles and study

later Celtic cultural tradiúons that may have implemented their system of utilizing the landscape

by both developing and respecting it, a modus operandi we have overlooked in light of

technology a¡rd moderniz¿tion.

Such a study is somewhat pioneering in its attempt to determine the values of the eariy

megalithic people prior to the intrusion of technology and organized religion. Both may have

caused these complementary disciplines to overlook ancient values in the creation of place.

There is a æmptation in a thesis such as this to draw fanciful conclusions based on mythology



and legend as there is often inade4uate information without the examination of a variety of

material. Therefore, I have found it necessary to draw knowledge from these recognized fields

of science and art, linguistics, literature, archaeology, and pagan religious influence in

astronomy, and to draw a connection between Celtic a¡d the ea¡lier megalithic culture. I have

explored to some extent cultural anthropology, folklore and concluded with value changes

brought by the establishment of Christianity in combination with terhnological development.

1.2 Objective

The objective of this thesis is to attempt to determine the original contributing values of

the early megalithic people by studying Celtic culture, the possible link between the two - in

their spiritual perception of the landscape rather than in its physical manipulation - and whether

they are still relevant today in forming the basis of contemporary man's actions toward the

landscape. The material pursuit in building in the landscape, as evidenced in modern times, was

not of prime concem to the early Celts.

1.3 Methodology

The methodology used in this thesis was mainly one of literature search, interviews and

site visits. Reviewing the work of researchers in various professional groups interested in the

relevance of sites provided me with a mo¡e informed background for objectively analyzing the

megalithic sites I visited.

At the time of my first site visit to Newgrange and Ta¡a in 1990 I had not reviewed as

much literature as I had for my 1991 visits to Avebury and Stonehenge. Perhaps due to having



iess info¡mation in 1990 for site analysis, my impressions r.vere more subjective than objective,

and I probably approached the sites with a naivety similar to that of a visitor in ancient times.

I reLied upon my senses. I have chosen to focus on Newgrange and Ta¡a because I

"experienced" them first and later studied them objectively.

pa¡t of the methodology involves the anaiysis of the works of archaeologist Colin

Renfrew and his insights into the reorganization of British prehistory and the origins of the first

Indo-European people in the British Isies.

I have outlined the basics of astronomy in relation to prehistoric landscapes of the a¡e¿

with the help of Professor Ma¡tin Clutton-Brock in the Department of Mathematics and

Astronomy at the univetsity of Manitoba, as an introduction to a review of the work of Martin

B¡ennan and the significance of archaeological astronomy in Ireland. Of peripheral interest, but

not without importânce, is Brennan's interest in Irish literature and megalithic symbolism which

influenced the concluding chapter of this thesis involving the spiritual significance of ancient

builders compared to our religious values and the material world today. Prior to this an historic

overview was necessary to give a grand picture of the wave of cultural influences that both

mouided and eroded the ancient Celts from the neolithic period to the establishment of

Christianity.

In addition to a literature review, the methodology required site visits on two separate

occasions. I visited Newgrange and Ta¡a in Southern Ireland late in the summer of 1990, which

enabled me to establish the two as major foci of my thesis and collect relevart information' A

second visit to the south of England in August 1991 provided me with the opportuníty of

experiencing two other significant megalithic constructs, Stonehenge on the Salisbury Plains, ard

Avebury. Although my visit to these last sites was brief, I was able to appreciate the belief of

the ancient Ceits in the value of sacred space.



I shall consider the work of the aforementioned related, professional groups with the

intent of studying the values of the ancient builders, who were unassuming artists, astronomers,

engineers, architects, landscape architects and spiritualists whose traditional building ethics were

eroded in favour of more quantifiable scientific and material gains. The loss of original vaiues

led to a loss of cohesion in the design of space. The design of space without respect for the

purpose it once served is to dilute the significance of its sense of place. To exploit the resources

offered by the landscape without acknowledging the value system used in the originai creation

of the space shows little concern, not only for the past but for the future also. Creating

landscape spaces without a conscience affects the creatures that inhabit it now and in the future.

Space built without value le¿ds to a place without meaning, life and spirit.

The intent of this thesis is to rediscover those spiritual values used by the ancient

megalithic people; to explore their work through physical evidence and by studying dated Celtic

culture. This work has stood with permanence and embodies the ancient spirit of building; by

reflecting the cosmos in creating places on the purest of spaces - the earth's surface' In light

of these values we can create and/or recreate timeless landscapes.

As background for, and as a prelude to, this thesis, Chapter 2 outlines the processes

involved in the study of prehistory, focussing primarily on British prehistory.





CIIAPTER 2

2.1 Introduction

BRITISH PREHISTORY

The opinion held until recently, that some of the early neolithic landscapes such as

Stonehenge were influenced by the Mycenaeâns from the Meditetranean, has changed. The date

set for the neolithic period itself has been shifted from 2000 B.C. to at leåst 4000 B.C., by the

development of radiocarbon dating. By clarifying dates, past assumptions made by early

antiquarians have been challenged.

until 1970, at the Sheffield conference, no general survey had been made since 1940 (V.

Gordon Chiide). Childe reasoned that, since so many experts ale involved in studying

chronological developments from the Palaeolithic Age, no one person can paint a clear picture.

The Sheffield Conference, which gathered various individuals to present their respective ideas,

helped organize material explaining plocesses that have led up to a changed prehistoric

chronoiogy.

A general framework of British prehistory leaves ¡oom for easement, as too severe a

categorizårion as that devised by Glyn Daniel in 1913 may be too exclusive. He advocated the

tfuee-age system of the Stone Age, Iron Age (lst millennium B.C.), and Bronze Age (2nd

millennium B.C.) chronology. As a result, British hillforts once thought to be essentially of

iron age were of bronze age construction. These a¡chaeological developments, though strictly



categor,zed, have served to provide a framework and encourage further di¡ection today.

Furthermore, radiocarbon dating has illuminated the natural dependence of historical

interpretation on archaeologicai dating. Without a basic chronology, archaeological fltnds,

whethe¡ neolithic or Roman-Britain, remain a mystery, and sixteenth and seventeenth century

deductions of British hillforts as Druidic were therefore proved suspect.

Geologists' method of stratigraphic succession couid be represented on time line by

analyzing layers in the eårth's crust. A Danish three-age system of archaeological chronology

was then adapted for 60 years to this time frame in i918. (fhe "typologicai method" was then

introduced by Swedish scholar Oscar Montelius and later Europe's prehistorian Gordon Childe.)

Thomas Wright criticized these new ideas as "imaginative, " having "no meaning in history,

which cannot be treâted as a physical science."r AII discussions, divisions, culturai groupings

and name types are dependent on such a constricted framework. As a result, discoveries of

today may not be seen in their truest context due to presumpluous thinking f¡om the past which

further divides concerned groups.

2.2 Stage 1l The three agÈsystem (186G1920)

Charles Darwin published "The Origin of Species" in the eariy 1850s, which crumbied

the views of archaeologists, geologists, and indeed Vy'estern civiliz¿tion. Based on the literal

context of Biblical interpretation, the world was created in 4004 B.C. and man on the 6th day'

Based on Darwin's theory, man conceivably lived millions of years ago!

The field work carried out by Stukeley and Colt Hoa¡e revealed a considerabie amount



of archaeoiogical material that spanned Britain's prehistory prior to the Roman invasions,

According to Renfrew,2 C. J. Thomsen's (conceptual) system of ordering was accepted (as

noted earlier) for 60 years.

Lord Avebury published the book Prehistoric Times in 1913, which further divided

Thomsen's stone age into a palaeolithic and neolithic period with extensive subdivisions or

epochs. Apparently, as Gordon Childe criticized in 1940, that following the 18th century,

collections of artifacts using geological and paiaeontoiogical divisions as a method of

classification (thereby making archaeology a science) had totaily neglected to consider the way

of life of these societies. He did, however, use somewhat general ethnographic analogies of

various primitive societies.

The fi¡st stage of British prehistory based theories on excavated evidence, but did not

explain how the ages transuded. It was commonly agreed that continental immigrants brought

about these changes. I-ater a¡chaeologists considered that the transitions might be caused by a

new adaptation, lifestyle, or race of people.

In the mid-nineteenth century, basic subdivisions for the palaeolithic period were devised

in the Perigord region of Southern France. Gabriel de Mortillet gave the periods names based

on sites. In 1872 Sir John Evans divided the palaeoiithic age into five periods and was adopted

to the French typology @re-Chellean, Chellean, Acticulean, Mousterian, Aurignacian, Solutrean

and Magdaienian periods). Assigning dates to these periods was based on sedimentation rates

of the last glaciation dated 8000 B.C.l

However, during the lst stage of British prehistory, little attention was paid to the

neolithic period. Oscar Montelius studied and dated megalithic tombs he felt were constructed



between 4000 and 3000 B.C. by Mediterraneans arriving in Northern Europe.

Montelius's work on metal findings from the Bronze Age provided a typology based on

an evoiutionary or developmental arangement of these articies, relating them to Mediterrareån

examples based on Ancient Egyptian chronology. The assumption was made that Southem

Europe influenced its Northem counterpart. In 1908 he advocated the Chronology of the

Bronze Äge in Great Britain's Ireland and its Italian relationship, an assumption that has stood

for years. The only challenge came f¡om Sir Arthur Evans, who discovered Minoan Crete;

hence he reduced the Bronze Age based on associations made within Egyptian porcelains

similarly found in Britain. He surmised that this was due to possible expansion of the Minoan

Empire.

By 1908, little impact had been made to disrupt the three age system and subdivisions.

Despite growing evidence, however, little attention was given to the Iron Age. Examples of

such important evidence were excavations at the Glastonbury Village in Somerset by Bulleid and

Gray (1911) and General Pitt Rivers in Dorset. In 1890, Sir Arthur Evans challenged the three

invasions of the Neolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages as making up British prehistory, with the

finding of I-a Tène Art in Aylesford, Kent which he identified with Belgic invaders.

2.3 Stage 2: 1920-1960 - Cultures and Invasions.

The years 1925 to 1940 brought a ¡edefinition of British prehistory, upon which

developments of the following twenty yeå¡s would elaborate.

The 1920s brought an answer to physical spatial variations in archaeology. In his paper,

10



Man and rlis Past, O.G.S. Crawford advocated a geographicai approach to a single period in

Britai¡ and lreland. The idea conside¡ed artifacts, their date (previously outiined by Montelius),

the areå of orígin and the peopie to which they belonged. This age expressed an interest in

ethnic origins, thereby making it a material rather than a theoreticâl train of thought. Gordon

Childe believed this culrurai grouping was based on a material interpretation. Changing spatial

limitations were thought to be due to diffusion through the movement, contact or interaction of

peopie. It was not until the 1970s, that with this interpretation, the L.e€ds first I¡on Age farmers

(food producers) in pre-Roman Britain and megalithic monuments of Northern lreland, were

classified.

For the following forty years the migration of people and Continental invade¡s was

considered the predominant mechanism for the diffusion of cuiture by relating materiais in

different areås. It was most important to study British material itself. As Childe writes, a

reconstructed British prehistory was "aimed at distilling from archaeological remains a preliterate

substitute for the conventionai political military history, with cultures instead of statesmen, as

actor, and migrations insteåd of battles."2

Prehistory and geography were combined by Sir Cyril Fox in 1923 with his publication,

Archaeology of the Cnmbridge Region. In the years to follow, this model was used by

Dorothy Ga¡rod in i926 whe¡e material was scrupuiously analyzed and then related to the

French se4uence. Cultures at the end of the Ice Age (c. 8000 B.C.) and the arrival of the first

neolithic farmers (c. 2500 B.C.) were defined by Grahame Clark in 1982 in the Mesolithic Age

in Brit¿in. In i931, in The Neolithic of the British Isles, Stuart Piggott grouped material into

series, Most interesting was Christopher Hawkes' division of British Iron Age cultures into

11



three groups (1931), ¡etating materiai to continental immigrant groups which he further

subdivided in i958. He saw the height of Celtic expansion over Europe in the sixth century with

eariy Stone Age immigrants, beginning with the Hatlstat culture of the first century and

accepting the influence of I¿ Tène culture in France.

This second phase of archaeology was the emphasis of time, geography and culture added

to the three age-system. By the end of the 1930s Gordon Childe gave a first definite prehistory

of Britain in his Prehistoric Communities of the British Isles. S tuart Piggott took on a full

regional chronoiogical survey, Neolithic Cultures of the British Isles, in 1954.

Pollen analysis was used to establish climatic zones separate from the study of a¡tifacts

themselves but with approximates dates for the late palaeolithic a¡d mesolithic periods. Chiide

changed Montelius's chronology for the neolithic period. He infer¡ed that the megaiithic tombs

of Western Europe were influenced by the coliective burial sites of the Mediterr¿nean. The

neoiithic period was studied with the first of these tombs that we¡e round tombs in Spain and

was influenced by the Mesara Plain in Crete (2700 B.C.).

Stuart Piggott felt that the three ages (Stone, Bronze, Iron) could not span four centuries,

but rather the first half of the 2nd millennium, therefore the beginning of the Brirish neolithic

was after 2000 B.C.

Like Sir Arthur Evans (who used Aegean faience beads for dating), Piggott felt that

f,xing the end of the neolithic was dependent on the fixing of the effly bronze age "Wessex

culture" by fìnding Wessex graves filled with Mycenaean riches. The connection changed the

early bronze age beginning from Montelius's 2000 B.C. to 1350 B.C. Further work brought

the date back to Evans' estimate.



The date set by Childe and Hawkes for the Europeån Bronze Age @eginning of the

Wessex culture) was between 1500 to 1450 B.C. and based on two assumptions:

1. There was a form of contact between the Mediterranean and Britain due to similar

finds.

2, The contact was from south to north and east to west'

The Mediterranean finds were based on the ancient Egyptian calenda¡ and British

examples can therefore be given a later date.

Hence, the second phase of British historic studies was based upon the play of the moving

of people to interpret flnds. There was often an over-assumptive attitude that even slight

simila¡ities denoted cuiturai contact if not actual invasion.

2.3.1 Absolute Dating and the Radioc¿rbon Calendar

The 1950s was a period where a¡chaeological information was applied to the

infrastructures built in past outlines. Unfortunately, radioca¡bon dating and later tree ring

calibration, did not flt with the past chronology where it was felt too many assumptions had been

based on past invasions.

2.3.2 Radiocarbon Dating

On the positive side, radiocarbon dating offered absolute geoiogicai dates in years B.C.

rather than assumptive archaeological reasoning based on the chronology of Ancient Egypt and

the process and di¡ection of culturai diffusion.

Invented by Willard Libby in 1949, this method of dating is based on the discovery that
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living creatures contain carbon and a small portion of radioactive ca¡bon (carbon 14). The food

chai¡ ensures its [ansmittâl from plant to animal, as the cosmic r¿diation acting on the upper

atmosphere and therefore the earth's atmosphere allows piants to obtain their ca¡bon (carbon 12)

through photosynthesis. Realizing that radiocarbon decays like other radioactive elements after

a lxed length of time and process (a haif life of 5568 years), half of the original life has

decayed, the other haif remains. (After two half lives, only one quarter remains, etc')' In

measuring the constânt ratio of radioca¡bon to ordinary ca¡bon in the atmosphere and living

things and a half iife, the amount of radio ca¡bon in an old sample will determine its age. After

death, radioca¡bon is no longer taken in with ca¡bon 12 and the remaining radiocarbon decays

at a k¡own rate (measured in years b.p.-before present). The initial concentration, the initial

decay, and the leftove¡ concenúation determines date. Only a small amount of uncontaminated

material is necessary and rated consistently with the Egyptian calenda¡. Radiocarbon in samples

older than 60,000 years is too weak to meâsure, but the effects in archaeology have be¡n

tremendous.

But it is necessary to assign a probability factor to the date as there are risks of er¡o¡

using this method. The half life of radioca¡bon has now been established at 5730 rather than

5568 years, although dates a¡e published according to the old date (with deterioration rates

included),

2,3,3 Trce Ring Calibration

The r¿dioca¡bon dating proposed a later chronology for Europe than had once be¿n

thought. Resea¡ch at the University of Arizona by Professor C. W. Ferguson suggested ke€
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ring caiibration was much mo¡e consistent with dates eståblished by the Egyptian calenda¡ than

by the radiocarbon dates - dates beyond 1000 B.C, were too recent. So for each calendar date

there is a r¿diocarbon date (based on Prof. H. E. Suess of l¿ Jolla's ca.libration curve). This

confusion ca¡ be lessened by expressing radioca¡bon dates followed by ad, bc, or bp which are

given as capitals where the date has received the conversion. It has been accepted that dates

may have to be changed up to eight centuries. Comparison with radioca¡bon dates from

Egyptian material with Egyptian dates seems to be the most acceptable method. The best

method seems to be by using uncaiibrated dated Egyptian material with mdiocarbon dates for

tree ring dated materiai. This method is used on British radiocilbon dates. Mathematical

calculations have been suggested to lessen the margin bf error, but more work is necessary.

The general form of caiibration is acceptei with questions of detail. Errors found may

actually allude to alternative dates rather than mere approximations of accuracy'

2.4 Stage 3: The Study of Culture and Process

Radioca¡bon dating was considered the revolution of twentieth century prehistory and

estâblished itself in 1960. Piggott's date for the neoiithic at 2,000 B.C. in i954 was pushed

earlier by the end of that decade (tree ring calibration was not established until 1969 or 1970).

Radioca¡bon dating dated upper palaeolithic evidence and a post-glacial date at 8,000 B.C.

Grahame Clarke published Radiocarbon, in which developments in various continents could

compare radiocarbon dated material. Minds could rest at eåse even if dates were not consistent

with those dated earlier (up to a one-century difference), as old dates had little strength on the
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basis of their estimate.

The changes of this phase were not merely marked by accurate dating but also by the way

we perceived archaeology. The British Neolithic period was longer than once thought and the

later Piggott's primary a¡d secondary neolithic was considered mesolithic! According to Clark

& Godwin (1962), the British neotithic lasted at least 1,500 years.

The¡e were several questions raised about British neolithic culture, With the new change

in chronology, si¡ce the domesticated plant and animal life were similar to those in Northem

Europe, it was beiieved that the neolithic life was influenced by immigrants. In 1905, some

questioned Childe (and Montelius's) basic assumption that the Iberian megalithic tombs were of

Mediterranean influence. The very early radiocarbon dates for the Breton megalithic tombs

made an independent origin (N.W. Europeân) very conceivable. Daniel wrote in 1967,

"Research on the European megaliths has been proceeding for a hundred years, and I think we

do know that they did not have a single origin, and that 'megaliths' came into existence

independently in Malta, Portugal, Denmark, and probably Western Britain and lreland. "3 Tree

ring caiibration adds further evidence proving the megalithic tombs in Britain, compared to their

Aegean prototypes (tombs of Crete dated 2,700 B'C'), were a millennium older.

Another question arose. Although there were no radiocæbon dated pieces from the

Bronze Age "Wessex" culture, by 1968 samples we¡e available for the Northern German and

Breton e¿riy bronze age contemporary with Wessex (considered by Montelius as 2000 to 1650

B.C. and by sir Arthur Evans at about 1500 B.c.). These samples gave evidence similar to

Montelius's that the Wessex cuiture existed between 2100 to 1700 8.C., far too eariy to be

triggered by Mycenaen Greece (1650 B.C.). At this time this link was also questioned in terms



of the faience be¿ds mentioned earlier, found to be made independently in Czechoslovakia.

The bronze age seems to have persisted until about 1500 B. C. , as was evidenced by three

early bronze age dagger graves in Hove, Earls Bafon, and Edmonsham (McKenell).¡

Cunent explanations of bronze age Brilain would not argue in favour of the Aegeån

influence, nor would the diffusionist argument be appropriate. The radioca¡bon date would be

more accurate than the Wessex date although no samples of this bronze age period from

Southern Britain have been dated.

The "old image"a view also suffered. F. R. Hodson in 1960 examined the 3-stage

classification and felt each group of people should be studied independently before questioning

their ancestral links. Three continental invasions could not explain the three divisions.

Radioca¡bon dating was used by Euan MacKie to establish a new date for the Scottish iron age'

Grahame Clarke in 1966 in Antiquity, 'The invasion hypothesis in British Archaeology' wlote,

"the invasion neurosis cha¡acterized the second phase of British prehistoric studies. "s He felt

that the first half of the twentieth century used invasion peasant culture to explain 3000 years

of British prehistory, whereas recent studies concentrated on their indigenous evolution,

The prehistory of continental Europe underwent simila¡ changes based on radioca¡bon

dating, but chronology should be left out in order to discuss facts (i.e., dates). This second

stage forced an identifying ofboth an explanation and a chronology. Radiocarbon dating broke

the second stage by providing a ruler upon which culture could be measured.



2.4.L T\e Study of Process

Cultural change must be studied without undue attention paid to cross-cultural contacts

by invaders by looking at local social and economic factors that produced innovation in different

communities of prehistoric Britain. The old views ca¡ be as a starting point. The idea is to

study subsystems of the culture in order to view the whole. Iæwis Binford lists six frelds6 that

upon interaction cause change:

l. subsistence;

2, technology;

3. socialorganization;

4. cognitive basis, impiying the symbolic me¿ns which the culture has at its disposai

for comprehending and using the world, including religion and other projective systems;

5. trade and communication;

6. population and population density.

Recently, advancements have been made in the reconstruction of the British prehistoric

environment and subsistence of a single site. Scandinavian work has been inciuded by

paiaeoethnobotany and pollen analysis. Graìame Clarke applied this ecological approach to

archaeology and excavations at Star Carr in 1954. The petroiogical study of neolithic axes and

pottery has helped a geographicai study.

For too long archaeology has studied a single aspect of a single object in time, space and

activity rather than the labyrinth of typologies and variables, Archaeology should study t)?es

of human activities (suggested in the previous six fieids) rvhich study the form, function, and
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composition of an aftifact. Thinking generally, as was the method in the second phase of srudy,

was limiting, where a more detailed study from within was better. Changes in prehistoric

cuiture, or even the six categories of culture, is very difflrcult. Quantitative information (how

much, how long, etc.) must be calculated to necessitate a demographic basis for an economic

history.

Establishing a chronology is of primary importance before more elaborate research can

be undertaken. Radiocarbon dating makes this a routine process. (We have learned that hiilforts

were constructed in the late bronze age, and iron age specialists know more about the

construction process). "The aim of this book is simply to cle¿I the decks, chronologically

speaking, so that we can all go on, the chronological problem being solved, to talk of something

more important. "T The explanation of British prehistory is more important than just the

chronology.

By setting up regional archaeologicai units with sites located separately in Britain, total

excavation of sites is possible. Oniy then calì one begin asking quantitative questions by

appiying the six categories. Today these studies are especiaily important as pollution,

development, "progress, " etc., has caused the deterioration of such sites,

There is so much potential information in a site. Archaeologists are only sampling

and appiying typologies, dates, names, etc. - tepresenting merely a second stage practic€' a

process all too familiar to archaeoiogists! To what extent must every detaii be recorded to usurp

the fagedy of missing this opportunity to eventuaily tap into the potential of these mysterious

sites? Do we know what we are looking for? We have hardly scratched the surface to deveiop

the right questions to justify the expenditures of time in dolla¡s. David Cla¡ke has suggested tÏat
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archaeologists have lost the innocence of those of the second phase who felt their analysis was

exact. Today we know the analysis was not exact, and are now faced with the analysis of

cultural change before we are equipped with techniques for the study.t

The chailenge of the third stage of studying British prehistory is to reorganize familia¡

data proven solid by the methods of radiocarbon dating. Archaeologists have to think

independently for new resea¡ch a¡d excavation methods.

The Palaeolithic and Mesolithic

Archaeological radioca¡bon dating sets the palaeolithic date at approximately 30,000 years

ago. Any date earlier must be based on geological evidence of the glacial and interglacial

periods of the Pleistocene age. There is not much info¡mation on the three interglacial periods

in Britain - in lessening order of age, Cromerian, Hoxnian, and Ipswichian' Pollen studies

proved the vegetation at this time was temperate mixed oak forest. The temperature at the

height of each age was similar in climate to today. A system of vegetational zoning is an

effective way of chronologically ordering archaeologicai material in pollen bearing interglacial

deposits, though evidence is sparse in this period - postglacial organic data is non-existent from

the last glaciadon. The Anglian giaciation provided the maximum glaciation of Britain (as far

south as the Thames Valley); the last glaciation @evonian) reached York.

The animal population of the Pleistocene depended upon climate and vegetation. Animals

such as reindeer, horse, bison, musk-ox, mammoth, and woolly rhino were replaced by

woodland types during the interglacial periods. They were the straight tusked elephant, red
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deer, roe deer, wild oxen and wild boar. Fallow deer lived in Southem England in the Hoxnian

interglacial period and the hippopotamus to the lpswichian.e

Sea ievels rose 25 feet (8 metres) above present day during the Ipswichian interglacial,

about 100 feet (30 - 35 metres) in the Hoxnian, and mo¡e in the Cromerian interglacial. It

seems that during the glaciation the levels dropped from 300 - 400 feet (100 - 125 metres)

making Britain part of the European land mass. But during the interglaciation periods, Britain

would have been an island, greatly influencing the movement of humans.

The iower Palaeolithic settlement is difficult to study due to limited data from disturbed

sites where a¡tifacts were collected casually and the geology complex.

The Hoxnian and Pre-Hoxnian interglacial period boasts the most well-noted evidence

of human occupation. It seems that human groups may have inhabited Britain before this during

the Anglian glaciation based on hand-axe evidence (Fordwich, Kent and Stoutriver).

In Western Europe during the Mendd and Elster glaciation, geological studies have

evidence of hand-axe industries. Fa¡lier human occupation existed in southem Europe.

Evidence of huma¡ occupation in Britain comes into clear view in the Hoxnion

interglacial. The population at this time in southern England may have been greater than

anything prior to the Mesolithic period. Climatic conditions were favourable for hunters and

gatherers.

Hand-axe industries appear represented at Swanscombe in the south bank of the Thames

River (18 miles east of llndon) from Acheulian camp sites - this type of man responsible for

industry was homo sapiens. A Sussex site suggests coastai occupation during the lower

palaeolithic period in Europe.
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The second haif of the Hoxnian interglaciai in Britain was occupied by the Acheulian

industries. The first part was occupied by the Clactonian industries only in south-eâst England.

The two may be cultura.lly separate as the Clactonian occupation was brief, adapted to diffe¡ent

envi¡onmental conditions - the Clactonian to heavily forested a¡e¿s and the Acheulians to open

territory of later interglacial periods.

The occupation in post-Hoxnian groups @olstonian glaciation) was brief. Lower

Palaeolithic occupation was limited to southern and eastern Britain due to the use of quality raw

materials, the low ter¡ain and the close proximity to large bodies of water, along rivers, coasts

and lakes. Acheulian groups may have cleared land and the Wolstonian and Ipswichian groups

hunted mammoths.ro

The last glaciai period is more soundly geologically and archaeologically documented

than the earlier stage of the Pleistocene which extends back 600,000 years. From this point,

British prehistory is more definite. This last glaciation lasted from 70,000 to 8,300 B.C. in a

time of fluctuating climatic conditions (colder 'stadial' and wa¡mer 'interstadial' phases). The

warmer periods encouraged more tre€ growth while the colder periods were more difficult to

document with tundra{ike conditions and ice-standing at York (central England) around 18,000

and 14,000 8.C."

The late glacial period (12,000 - 8,300 B.C.) is the best known of the last glaciation

wamer temperatures and the recession of the glacial ice sheets retreating northward, and a

srong interstadial phase (radiocarbon dated at 10,000 - 8,000 B.C.) saw birch woodland in

south-east Britain. But the Allerod interstadial terminated with a 500 year cold spell that brought

the reappearance of tundra and ice sheets in Northern Scotland. Inc¡e¿sed temperatures in the



late-glacial period brought wafmth and an accompanying fully forested Britain, encouraging

grazing by wild horse, mammoth, bison and reindeer. It is difficult to establish whether they

were summef continental visitors or permanent he¡ds.12

The formalion of ice she€ts in this period caused seå levels to drop at least 300 feet,

connecling Britain to Europe. Even with the post-glaciai rise in sea ievel, people and animals

could have entered Britain at this connection. Human occupation wouid have occuûed only at

the end of giaciation a¡d in a couple of interstadial periods.

Two major occupations occur¡ed in Upper Palaeolithic Britain separated by 10,000 -

i5,000 years during the most severe period of the last glaciation.

The early Mesolithic post-glaciai period brought a rise ofup to 40 feet (12 metres) above

present seå level (complete around 3,500 B.C.) as the ice retreated leaving north-west England

a¡rd Scotiand for "post-glacial strandline settlement and exploitation of coastal resources.t3

Me¿nwhile in southern England, some groups may have pfactised seasonal movements

based on the migralion of animais from lowlands to uplands.

In Wales and Scotla¡d based on axe finds, it appears that occupation occuned between

5,000 and 6,000 B. C. These groups related to the communities of southem Britain ¡eached

scotland prior to the Bo¡eal period (7,500 B.c.). During this time people may have a¡rived

from Denmark, northern Germany, and southern Sweden. Continuity in early and late

Mesolithic culture and changes in environmental conditions, Ied to great diversities'

The exact date at which new late mesolithic people arrived in Britain app€ars to be befo¡e

the end of the 7th millennium B.C. This is based on evidence from two British sites with

simiia¡ i¡dustries in other countries, mainly Belgium and Holland, with which there was still a

physicai link into the Boreal period.
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'Howfar these parallels can be taken to imply an actual movement of new hwnan

groups into Britain at this time of course remains a debatable issue; the

alternative view is tha similarities between the British and. contínental índustries

reflect merely the adoption of similar methods for the construction of barbed

projectile heads, possibly stimulated by the cowinuing changes in ecological and

e nv i r orunent al c ondi ti ons.'ra

A group of Shell Midden settlements along the west coast of Scotland (once cailed

'Obanian' afte¡ discoveries at Oban in Argyllshire) are most mysterious, along the level of the

"post-glacial st¡andline" in westem Scotland built a¡ound or after the maximum sea level point

facing it (3,065-3,900 B.C.). Their tools were highly adapted to this coastal life.ts

2.6 The Neolithic

Radioca¡bon dates for the Neolithic period are fairly sparse, mostly from southem

England, less from ireland, and stili fewer from northern England, Scotland and Wales. Of

these, the dated structures are commonly causewayed enclosures and earthen long-barrows.

The¡e is still more information needed to establish a typological control by sequencing for tomb

chambers, the most prolific of surviving neolithic structures.

Radiocarbon dating has reordered some of the existing prehistory of the neolithic into two

separate phases at the second quarter of the third millennium.

2.6.L T]he Economy of the Neolithic

What was once thought of as the neolithic culture by Professor Piggott has been changed

by radiocarbon dating. The date slightly after 2,000 B.C. (a period of less than four centuries)
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was based on his "Windmill Hill culture" and the diffusion explanation of chamber tomb builders

from Europe up through Southern England. In fact it appe{s that the neolithic period lasted 28

centuries and fa¡mers settled before 3,000 B.C. in Britain and lreland. The importânt point to

be recognized is that a homogeneous material culture spreåd over various regions, from which

the point of diversification has not been established.

The earliest date comes from Tyrone, Irela¡rd at approximateiy 3,759 - 3,675 B.C''

ea¡lier than most Neolithic dates. The first house appears from a later occupation of 3,200 B.C.

Neolithic farming appears evident in Irish and English peat deposits between 3,400 - 3,000 B.C.

At the same time in Scotland and England the first field monuments appeared.r6 These eariy

pioneers initially organized trade networks and clea¡ed mounds from their frelds prior to

applying their stone technology in building, farming and religious monuments'

The Neolithic colonists spread quickly over Brilain and lreland, "establishing small

settlements but not yet producing ma¡ked alterations in the natural environment. . . ." until the

middle Neolithic or latter half of this millennium, "when well-established and expanding

communities started to tra¡sform the landscape by extensive forest clearing and by building the

first monuments of earth and stone."r7

The subsistence practices of the eåriy neolithic period seem to be based on wheat, barley

and animal husbandry. The small number of wild animal bones would indicate minimal hunting

or animal slaughters contÉry to what was once believed.

The settlement dated as the e¿rliest in Tyrone by Piggott in 1954 was about 20 feet

square (6.5m x 6m) in plan with two extemal he¿rths. The walls were built of split oak planls

supported by stones at the trenched foundation, patteming isolated farmsteads. In England'

clusters of pits and post holes in an unorganized pla.n were in close proximity.r8
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A flint, stone and pottery industry was associated with both the eariy and late Neolithic

period of increasing technology.

During the later Neolithic period or the late third millennium 8.C., subsistence practices

seem to have been pastoral, particularly the maintenance of pig breeding in southem England,

game hunting for sport, and seafood varied the diet in coastal areas.

The settlements of the ea¡iier neolithic were characteristicaily " occupation-floors. "tt The

advancements led to a newer typology of this domestic hut structure approximately 12 feet by

7.5 feet (3.6m x 2.3m) enclosed by an oval setting of stake holes. A rectangular sub-plan

within this enclosure may have supported posts for a small timber structure within. Clusters of

stakeholes suggest rebuilt impermanent structures. Other structures of penannular ditches were

often covered by a passage grave with associated cremated bone deposits. "If the pre-

monumental occupation at these sites was of a domestic nature, the structural evidence may

suggest temporary visits, perhaps in connection with seasonal activities. "20

There is growing interest in a possible system of communication between opposing bog

settlements and adjacent higher terrain of the third millennium B.C. based on timber trackway

studies in Somerset, England.

Funerary monuments in the British Isles appear to have been constructed over a minimum

of one millennium stârting with the l¿mboum long-barrow dated 3,415 B.C. and the later

Skendlely ba¡row at the end of the third millennium at 2,400 B.C.2t Various sites indicate

differences in burial rites and timber or turf structur¿l ¡emains.

There is not enough evidence to substântiate a specific typology. The monumental

structures were probably built by established rather tha¡ pioneering settlers.
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Too few dates for chambers long-barrows o¡ cairns make it difficult to chronologically

organize with ea¡lier long-barrows. (lhree Irish court claims represent 1% of such examples

and most dates refer to a period of use rather than construction.) But it seems "both earthen and

chambered long-barrows can be seen to conslitute a morphologically, and, in part, spatially

interiocking series of regional groups, and in the present stâte of knowledge alguments about

relative priority are likely to be circulff and may turn out to be iÍelevant. "22 The oldest grave

goods in some sites appea¡ in both eanhen long-barrows and the chambered exampies.

The later neolithic was representative of "this new cuit"Ë as is evidenced by the Irish

Grave passages of the Boyne Valley. The Knowth basal layer cha¡coal and the other spe.cimens

from the same cemetery dates at 2,?95 B.C. Newgrange plesented two dates of 2,475 and2'465

from roofpassage caulking materiai. Fourk¡ocks II cremalion pit gravegoods dated 1,530 B.C.

in keeping with the passage-grave tradition.

Causewayed enclosures and henges came into use in the later paft of the 4th millennium

and we¡e inhabited for more brief periods. Other great ceremonial monuments such as

Llandegai in Caernarvonshire, Armughall in Norfolk. Barford at Warwickshire, Stonehenge and

Silbury Hill were all built in the later 3rd millennium.

2.8 Summary

The intent of this chapter is to examine the chronology assigned to British prehistory and

how changes in designations affect our perception of the origins of peopie.

The early i900s presenæd Glyn Daniels and the Danish thre€-age systems, both of which

proved presumptive and restrictive. Prior to Cha¡les Da¡win's idea of natural selection, western
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pe¡ple had based their beliefs on a literal interpretation of the Bible.

The first stage ofprehistory was based on excavated evidence but did not explain cultu¡al

changes. Litde attention was paid to the neolithic and it was felt any structures built in this

period were the wo¡k of Mediterra¡eans between 3000 - 4000 B.C.

Stage two involved the differentiation of cultures described by excavated evidence thought

to be the remnarts left by invaders at the height of Celtic expansion in the 6th century B.C.

Here time, geography and culture were applied to the framework of the three age system but the

assumptions about the movement of people were too broad.

The assumptions were disproved by Libby's method of carbon dating in 1949, which

changed the dates of the three ages. Tree ring calibration was used to cross-reference with

carbon dating since the half life of ca¡bon used for dating varied.

The third stage involved culture and process. Explaining chronology was as important

as the absolute dates provided by the radio carbon process. Due to the Mediterrane¿n finds in

the earty 1900s, Hodson in 1960 felt e¿ch group should be studied independently prior to

establishing a link between people versus assuming migration.

Process represented the next deveiopment in chronology. Cultural change was viewed

as a result of contâct with invaders. Binfo¡d outlined six fields of interaction to analyse sub-

systems of culture by analysis of single sites, geographical information, and pollen evidence.

The study of human activities and the function, form and composition of artifacts became

important to the archaeologists. Until this time, these clues ieâding to the mysteries of sites had

largely been overlooked by archaeologists.

Wïat transpired after the consideration of different asp€cts of analysis was a new

chronology for British prehistory. The Palaeolithic epoch was dated at 30,000 B.P. based on
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geologicål and glacial evidence. Limited pollen evidence gave rise to the belief that people of

this culture and hunting and gathering lifestyle were dependent upon the movement of a¡imals

who were dependent on seasonal and climatic changes affecting vegetation. As we shall see

later, this reliance upon seasonal changes affected the lifestyle of primitive people. Increased

temperatures in 12000 - 8300 B.C. led to consistent seasonal movements by 3500 B.C. Around

the time of the Boreal period of 7500 8.C., the movements in Scotland and Vr'ales may have

been related to the south English groups. These people it was feit came from Europe, In fact,

the climate and environmental fluctuations caused the movement (or what was termed the

"arrival') of Mesolithic people at the end of the 7th millennium.

Neolithic dates around 3500 B.C. depended upon radio carbon dating of a few structures,

mainly causewayed enclosures and longbarrows. The earliest dates came from l¡eland a:|3759 -

3675 B.C. and England at 3400 - 3000 B.c. It is felt farmers may have settled a¡ound 3000

B.C. and as a homogeneous group spread over various regions. They applied their stone

technology and by the late Neolithic practised subsistence farming and built temporary housing

to accommodate seasonal movements.

This new chronology estabiished that the "funery monuments" were built at the end of

the 3rd millennium by an established people versus pione€ring settlers. These enclosu¡es

appeared to be both spatiaily and morphologically interiocking into a series of regional groups.

This chronology points to an indigenous people wltose movements depended upon seasonal

changes, possessed their own building technology, and built chambered monuments which

appeared to be related. What was not understood was from what point of origin did these peoPle

disseminate so widely. This topic is discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3 IIISTORY OF NEWGRANGE

3.1 Introduction

Charles Campbell, a landowner living at Newgrange in 1699, needed large stones which

he knew were found under the sod on a large mound of his land. Discovering the entrance of

a tomb when the mound was unearthed, Welsh schola¡ and botånist Edwa¡d Lhwyd visited and

¡ecorded his frndings in the form of letters to friends. He described the crude entrance, passâge

that 1ed to a 20 foot (6m) high cave, three chambers, basin stones, "barbarous scuipture, "ã of

the orthoståts and various bones and heads of elk, deer, or stags and glass beads' The glass

beads (rediscovered in 1967 during the excavations) a¡e now known to be associated with Irish

passage graves. The bones were likely pushed from the stone basins during the sea¡ch for such

be¿ds.

There was occupation around 2000 B.c. near the mound, which had started to collapse,

but no evidence from this period was found inside. The entrance must have remained hidden

over the centuries as there were also Roma¡o-British coins and ornaments found on the mound

from the early Christian erâ, but again not inside.

In 1699, the mouth of the passage was obscured by a fiiled entry stone which originally

fit the op€ning. It is thought that ninth-century visiting Norsemen entered and moved the stone

as they travelled the Boyne River in A.D. 836 and A.D. 84i (recorded in the Annals of

ulster).É Neighbouring Knowth and Dowth were more l-ikely tafgets, with gold, precious

metals, and perhaps food supplies in the souterr¿ins (underground chambers) at the two sites'
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Sir Thomas Molyneux, a professor at the University of Dublin, published a paper in 1726

and made account of bones of two humans interred at Newgrange. In 1967, unbumt bones of

at least two individuais and part of one human skull were found.

In such ent¡ies as the Ännaþ of Ulster O{o. 862) and the Annals of the Four }fasters

(No. E61), Newgrange has been refer¡ed lo as 8ru8 Oengusa (the mansion of Oengus, the

personification of day), Brug maic ín¿ Oc (the house of the Youthful Hero [Oengus]) (another

world, or magical underground location).26 It seems likely that these people exercised burial

practices alluded to in these names.

Writers have speculated about the purpose of these monuments and the origir of their

builders. Lhwyd, unlike the other early antiquarians who visited the site, attributed its

technology to the likes of the Egyptians, Danes, Ethiopians, Phoenicians and Celtic Danes, and

said that Newgrange was "some kind of place of sacrifice of the ancient Irish"27 (although he

deduced this, as the Roman coin found within pre-dated these invasions)'

In 1845, George Petrie stafed a renewed interest in Irish studies with his archaeological

interest. He reasserted the link between Newgrange and early lrish literar.v references to Bni

na Bóinne. He felt we should " allow the ancient Irish the honour of erecting a work of such

vast labour and grandeur. "s

The e¿¡liest mention of the Bni in iiterature is about the l lth century but it is generally

agre€d thefe were older written sources a¡d a basic oral tradition with ancient themes prior to

the lite¡ary recordings. The poets and schola¡s of old Gaelic Irela¡d and the connection between

Irish literature and Newgrange was cle¿¡. By the time Newgrange was discovered in 1699 by

a new culture, many of these woris were lost and desuoyed along with much of the tr¿ditions
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of Gaelic Ireland that understood, ". . , . three times fifry sons of kings abode for three days

with their three knights" (O'Grady 1891) and ". . . . that it was the mansion to which Oengus

an Broga brought the body of Diarmaid", one of the great Irish folkheroes, afte¡ his death on

Ben Bulben so that he could "put an aeriel life into him so he will talk to me everyday.'.,." (Ni

Sheagh dha 1967).

Eariy Irish literature makes a conne¡tion to the Ta¡a site as wel1. The BnÍ na Bóinne was

the home of the supematural, mythical beings Tuatha Dé Danann (peoples of the goddess Danu),

The Bni was where the pagan Kings of Tara were inteÍed.

Bní @rug in Old Irish) makes reference to monumental sites specifically as "abode, hall,

mansion o¡ castle"3o and with a mythical Tuatha De Danann family. This group were said to

be living in Ireland prior to the Gaei (Celts) and who hid in the forts and fairy mounds at that

occunence. Dagda, the Good God (not to infer there was an Evil One, but to emphæize his

omnipotent goodness), his wife, Boann, and his son, Oengus (the Youthful Hero - often referred

synonymously as Ðagda) were associated with Bni na Bóinne (other mounds had othe¡ deities).

These deities could live through the ages and influence the lives of men at their disposal. "They

were not gods in the sense of deities to be revered, but were regarded as supernatural beings

who could and did perform deeds beyond the power of mortals. They were unequivocally

pagan and were mainly portrayed as belonging to a remote past."3r

According to legend (Tochmare Etaine - Bergins Best 1983), the Bni once belonged to

Elcmar but was tricked or stolen by Dagda along with his wife, Bóand (Boann), the divine Rive¡

Boyne. This event is said to symbolize the marriage of god and river deity.32
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3.2 Construction and Purpose

Often refer¡ed to as The House for the Dead, it was constructed of large stones to last

forever, To shed the precipitation and repel the cha¡acteristically moist condilions, the chambe¡

and passage roof corbels were sloped outward and a sort of eaves was provided on the roof slabs

and passage corbels. The roofjoints were caulked with a burnt soil and sea sand mixture. The

internal temperature is likely an even l0'C.

C¡emation was a rite of passage practised by the irish in this grave system, Not in all

cases, though, as evidenced at Newgrange. In total, five people were represented, two unbumt

a¡d three cremated.

The burial at Newgrange may likeiy have been both momentary and collective, the tonne

closing stone raised into place, iowered, and gaps filled with stones. The intened persons

remain a mystery. In what way were they special? Those who built the mound must have been

buried elsewhere, unlike the Mound of Hostages at Tara, County Mead, containing the cremated

remains of over one hundred people, buried at once.

Unlike Knowth and Dowth, Newgrange remained unviolated up to 1699. I-ate neolithic

settlements occuned a¡ound it but there seems to be no evidence of anyone having entered the

tomb. Similariy, a succession of Bronze Age, Iron Age, Farly Christian, and Anglo-Norman

peoples respected the site. As Irish literature has considered this the residence of the gods,

offerings have been made at the site, particularly the visiting Roman contribution from Britain

of coins, gold ornaments and beads.

The stone cawings we¡e executed both before placement, and some after, They are
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considered the mysterious language of the Bní of both the gods and the plesent. "The various

motifs and combinations of them must have had a meaning for those who saw them, but we are

unlikely ever to know what the mearing was"'s

3.3 $umm¿¡y

Newgrange, as one of the few eåfthworks in the Boyne vailey, was discovered in i699.

Early botanists Edwa¡d Lhwyd and other scholars to follow, found it crude in form and curious

in function, probabty funery (due to evidence of integed bones and curious stone cawings),

though Lhwyd felt the technology belonged to the Egyptians.

The ancient place-name literaliy interpreted in literature of the i lth cenlury from Bru na

Boinne means "House of the Youthful Hero, " which led to the belief the constn¡cts were graves.

Closer inspection of ancient Irish liter¿ture indicated an altemate meåning that the

mounds were actually houses fo¡ the ancient gods and goddesses, the family Tuatha De Da¡ann

who lived there prior to the Celts. Each family member was associated by name with the two

major landforms in the valley. Elcmar, the hill, Boann, his wife, was the River Boyne, and

Oengus, their son and Elcmar's successor.

The connection between the physical form of the constructs (though without direct

conciusion as to the function) had been made with ancient Irish folklore.

The site at Newgrange has re¡eived reronstruction, whereas Ta¡a has not. As a resuit

, impressions received at each site were quite different. These impressions are discussed in

Chapter ó.
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CHAPTER 4

4,L Introduction

CELTIC ETHNOGENESIS

The term "Celt" refers to cultural reputation for ferocity and in language spoken in

Scotland, Wales a¡rd Ireland. A nineteenth century Celtic revivai presented an interest in

preserving Celtic heritage as is evidenced by festivals in the British isles. Colin Renfrew

outlines seven meanings for the word "Celtic."

f. it refers to a people whom the Romans designated by that name;

2. it refers to a people who called themselves by it;

3. it refers to a language group;

4, it refers to an archaeoiogical complex in West Central Europe inciuding some

archaeologically defined cultures;

5. it refers to an art styie (first miliennium A.D.);
6. it refers to a wariike, independent spirit of the Celts;

7. Celtic church and Celtic heritage..

The study of the development of British prehistory archaeological theories is quite

complex. In studying the ethnogenesis of the Celts, Renfrew in Archaeology and Languagæ

has traced the inter-related development of linguistics, and peoples, or ethnicity through

archaeology.

Seventeenth century scholars such as Edward Lhwyd discovered a Celtic language group

meaning the Celts or Gauls had spoken a classical language closeiy linked to that which is

spoken today, and aiso belonged to an lndo-European family of languages such as the Germanic

languages,
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The popular view of cultural change has involved the ide¿ of constant invasion by Ceitic

speaking peoples by the Hallstatt and later I¿ Tène cultures into Westem Europe. Renfrew

a¡gues a much ea¡iier European occupation of a¡r Indo-Eu¡opean speaking people. Renfrew

addresses the classicai Greco/Roman times, as much is documented by their scholars.

Early attempts to srudy the origins of the Celts were often assumptive. Gordon Childe

(1920g deveioped a methodology that defined cultuÍes technically by the evidence of artifacts.

He overiooked the idea of the ethnicity and cul[ures and categorized groups in accordance with

the location of artifacts.

Renfrew qualifies ethnicity, language, religion, political groups and material culture.

These aspects are not necessarily opposed. A political group or state is self-governing or a direct

kinship but may not def,rne one territorial a¡ea. An empire is as distinct an administration as

a nomadic tribe. Ethnicity can be mo¡e confusing' A polity or group of poiities (e.g., Greek

city states) can be an ethnic group by affiliation and a nationality can be an ethnic group. The

Roman empire encompassed many ethnic groups'

An ethnic group as defrned by Soviet ethologist Dragadze3a is a group that is traced by

historical descent, place, language and often religion, and possesses its own name' Today,

however, different ethnic groups may speak a common language.

In the Aegean are¿ ethnicity contributed to the social and political deveiopment of the

Greela who identif,red their distinct ethnicity (they were the first to consider the Celts a distinct

ethnos). Other groups do not emphasize their heritage as strongly. Iæss apparent tribal units

inside the Greek city states considered themselves "ethnes"3s as part ofthe Greek family, enough

to defend against Persian invaders.
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"Ethnos' can be defincd. as an aggregate of people, historícally established on a

given territory, possessing in common relatively stable panicularities of language

and cuhure, and also recognizing their dffirences from other similar formøíons
(self-awareness) and expressing this ín a self-appointed natne (ethnogratn)'36

The Greek a¡d Romans attempted to consider early peoples in terms of geography as

written in the 5th century document The Histories of Herodotus . They attempted to def,rne

the ba¡barian tribes as Keltoi/Celtae and Galatai/Galli in Gre¡k and l¿tin. Herodotus grouped

them according to:

1. The country, inciuding a) boundaries, measurements;

b) nature of the land;

c) rivers;

d) climate;

e) animals.

2, The people, including a) population;

b) antiquity's ancient history;

c) way of life;

d) customs.

3. Wonders of the country.

Early geographer Ephorus divided the ba¡ba¡ian world according to the four geographic

(and incidentally, astronomical) directions - the Scythians to the North, the Persians to the Eåst,

the Libyans to the South, and to the West, the Celts.

Classicai Irish scholar J. J. Tiemey noted that a¡cient writer Posidonius (135 to 51 B.C.)

in his book History described the Germa¡i or Teutones and Gimbri as related to either Scytheans

(North) or Celts oryest). Posidonius's surviving accounts provided background for subsequent

reports on the Celts by later geographers Strabo, Diodorus Siciius and Caesa¡.

It s€ems that for classical reporters, the Ceits were a generai group native to the area of

Northem and Westem EuroPe.
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The Romans provided a more refined European geography with the expansion of their

empire. The Galli or Keltoi were separate from the Iberians and those in Britain and Ireland.

I-anguage was not an important distinction, as they may not have considered languages

orher than G¡eek. What is important is whether the Celts viewed themselves as distinct tribes

within a larger area.37 Writer Henry Hubert doubted the isolated Irish peopie felt they were

distinct.

Three accounts were based on the work of Posidonius. First, Julius Caesa¡ in the first

century A.D. describes Gaul a¡d Britain - his first concerns. Gaul he divided into three, Galli

from the Aquilani by the river Garonne, and the Belgae by the Mame and Seine rive¡s. E¿ch

was distinct in language, institution and law. He discusses the customs of Gaul and Germany

but no other ethnic groups.

There is no hint that Britain is Celtic or Galatian (Greek for the l¿tin Galli or Gaul) by

Diodorus Siculus in his accounts to follow Caesar's. He felt they were - autochthonous and

preserve in their ways of living the ancient manner of 1ife. "3t Gaul he describes as hosting many

different tribes. The Keltoi dwell on the slopes of the Alps and Pyrenees. Above the Celtica

along the ocean and Hercynian mountain they reached as fa¡ as Scythia as Galatai. The Romans

described the whole group as Galatai. Here the Germans a¡e excluded. According to Diodorus,

the Spanish neighbours (I{eltiberes) were the result of ancient warring Iberian and Ceitic tribes

that arranged to intermarry.

The third account was written a¡ound the time of Christ by the Greek geographer St¡abo.

He describes Iberia at length and introduces Celtiberian people who he felt had moved into that

vicinity. He discusses Transalpine Celtica and uses Diodorus Siculus' divisions of Aquitani,
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Belgae and Celtae. He postulated that the Greeks called all peoples living in and a¡ound

Galatae, Keltoi. It was the Greeks rather than the Keltoi who imposed this name upon the

people.

These accounts provide a background for many of the views we hold of the Celts today.

Unfortunateiy, these classical geographers were not interested in ethnicity or linguistic variation

beyond their own.

However, it seems the people in Britain and Ireland did not cail themselves Celts or

Gauls. Strabo describes them physicaiiy taller than the Celts. He highlights the root of the

confusion between linguistics and origin of the Celts commenting that the first Greek settlers in

the South of France took the name Celtoi and applied it loosely to all ba¡ba¡ians in that region.

The original wo¡d Keltoi or Galatae may not have been a Celtic word or that these peopie even

cailed themseives Celts to describe their ethnicity. It was the classical geographers, primarily

Posidonius, who coined the term.

Caesa¡ notes they were tribes indigenous to the island, having migrated from invading

Belgium groups. He felt France was one third Celtae. but not one ethnic group cailed Celts or

Gauls filling the province.

The terms Celtic refers to a Celtic-speaking people and the mistake early archaeologists

made was to combine assorted archaeological information on material culture and call it Ceitic.

More information is available on linguistics from the first millennium B.C. Celtic

languages were spoken in cenral Europe and west over the Northern Alps and Northern Italy.

In Scandinavia, linguistics is not as clear, but in 70 B.C. the geographers distinguished Germans

from Gauis in that areâ. Classic¿i writers indicate central and r,vestern Iberia were inhabited by
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Celtic speaking peoples but in the North evidence is of a non-Indo European people. The Celtic

languages that have survived are those which received the leâst Roman influence. Iberia and

GauI lost much of their linguistic tradition due to the spread of Roman and l-atin literacy. The

languages of the Continental Celts survived more successfully than those of the remotely siruated

Celts, and they are well documented today. The Irish Ceitic tradition has been passed down a¡d

documented in the 6th century A.D. Little would have been known had the British Isles not

been dominated in Roman times by Celtic speakers. Brithonic, spoken in Britain, and Goidelic

in lreland, have influenced our contempo¡ary English language. The Goidelic dialects today are

Irish, Scottish, Gaelic, and lv{anx, the latter two having separate histories since the 16th cenrury.

Scottish Gaelic was spoken in Westem Scotland first and spread west in the 5th century A.D.

with the spread of the elite settlers from lreland establishing the Kingdom of Dalriada.

The Scots were often referred to as Picts, though this may be a term loosely applied and

have little ethnic significance. Scottish linguistics is not clear but classical evidence indicates

they may have spoken a Northern Brithonic dialect prior to the Roman occupation.

The most interesting inscriptions have been cailed Pictish and of the Ogam alphabet.

According to K. H. Jackson, a linguist who is a leader in the field of Celtic language, this

language se€ms to have been brought by the Dalraidic settlers and is neither Celtic nor Indo-

European. He concludes that definitely two languages were spoken in North Scotland before

the arrivat iri the 5th century A.D. of the Irish Gaels. There was a Gallo-Brittonic dialect with

southem Brittonic roots and a non-Celtic dialect with non Indo-Europeân roots particular to very

early Scottish inhabitants.

Information on the early insular Celtic languages comes mainiy from the manuscripts
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dating from the 12th century, but 8th and 9th century Iatin manuscripts from the Continent

contain an older form of Irish. Prior to this was an e¿¡lier form oflrish, often cailed "Primitive

Irish",3e of which there are about 300 of these Ogham inscriptions dating from the 4th century

A.D.

The ea¡liest Irish poetry comes f¡om the 6th century, and is written in Greek or Vedic

meter, pointing to an ancient Indo-European heritage, but one which has been criticized.

'Welsh, Comish, and Breton app€ff to be Brithonic diale¿ts, the Welsh appearing eariier

in 8th-1 lth century documents.

Little is known about the pre-Roman and Saxon Brithonic languages except their place

names. The primary Goidelic and Brithonic languages a¡e Irish and Welsh. The different

between the two is in the sound of the Brithonic "qu" as a "p" whereas the Goidelic "q" sounds

like a "k".{

A commonly held view was that these two groups originated due to successive migrations

of Iron Age people to the Isles in the first millennium B.C. is being proven less accurate.

Names and inscriptions from classical authors and European languages provide the only

proof of Continental Celtic languages since none survived after the lst millennium A.D.

The¡e is more evidence from Gaul and lberia. Gaullic inscriptions from the calendar of

Coiigry{r showed Gaulish relating to Brithonic (p sounding as "qu"). In Iberia, the evidence of

a Hispano-Celtic language is less clear, but the Celticiberian script on a b¡onze tåblet found at

Botorritaa2 provided another hint ofthe Continental Ceitic in cent¡al and western lberia. Basque

(which is non-Indo European) still exists to the north of the Peninsula in S.Vr'. Portugal, perhaps

the oldest Iberian inscriptions called Tartessian may represent another non-Indo European

language,
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It is difficult to discuss the Celtic speaking people East of the Rhine. Often ¡eferences

to artifacts from the I-ane Tène art style provide claims to the Celtic culture.

Classical writers in Galatian and in Anatolia described these Celtic speaking people.

After the death of Lysimachos, one of Alexande¡ the Great's generals (who ruled the Thracian

area), the area fell into disorder. Celtic bands moved south, many of whom became mercenaries

in the army of leaders in Macedonia and Anatolia (now known as Galatia, leading to the Greek

terms Keltos and Gaiatia), Nevertheless, the Galaltian influence on the development of the

Celtic languages is minimai since the Anatolian inhabitants do not appear to have spoken a Celtic

dialect prior to these late 3rd century invaders.

It seems the Celtic languages consist of a group in Central and West Europe, Scotland,

and a number speaking in a non-Indo European tongue prio¡ to the first Ceitic-speaking invaders.

4,2 Linguistics and Àrt

The a¡tistic and linguistic culture of the Ceits shouid not necessariiy be equated, as they

often developed independently though theories have been established on the contra¡y belief that

migrations influenced both materiai and linguistic tradition.

The study of material culture has shown that areås were inhabited a¡ound the time of

Christ by Celtic-speaking people. Celtic art is the most indicative development of prehistoric

European material culture as súong as the Roman artistic advancements. Not all of what is said

to be Celtic work was produced by Celtic-speaking people. The Gundestrup caldron may have

been produced by the eastem Thracians and Dacians; I-a Tène art may not have been produced

by Ceitic speakers. Origils of art and language a¡e not necessa¡ily the same,
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Most notable European Iron Age deveiopments of what archaeologists have termed

coming from the Hallstatt C and D periods (700 - 500 B.C.) are the graves and hiilforts of

Southern Germany and Southem France. These chieftain groups appeâr to have been influenced

by the civilized G¡eek and E¡rurian areås as is evidenced by the rich graveyards. After 500

B.C., in which there was a recession, the I¿ Tène developed more prestigious goods found in

graves; aiso ornaments in Southern Britain. The area was influenced by the earlier art of the

German area. Art and materiai culture appear to be indigenous.

Developments in cultures such as the Iron Age Hallstatt, rose from the Urnfield culture

of that areâ, and also in Southern France and Eastern Europe. Fo¡ insiance, the cha¡ge in

Bronze Age burial practices under the burial mound or tumulees was replaced with cremation

and umheld tradition over a wide area. Changes in custom do not imply movement of people

or language. Archaeologists have learned to analyze in terms of models of interaction.€

The Iron Age influence of the la Tène art style in the British Isles was due to the

influence of trade. Non-Celtic-speaking Iberians received influence from thei¡ Phoenicia¡rs

neighbours.

4.3 The Celtic Origin

Renfrew claims that a method of systematic analysiss will rule out earlier archaeologists'

beliefs that Proto-Indo-European language must have arrived by the end of the Neolithic period

or the 3rd millennium B.C. and Ìvere not original peopies. Ceitic culture should be looked at

elementally by discussing language, art, archaeology, ethnic distinguishment by the Greek and

Roman geographers and the ethnic self-perceptions of the peopie. Renfrew ciaims the fi¡st
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people to a¡rive in Europe spoke an early Indo-European language and spread through the

graduai advance of farming through Europe. Their descendents into the classical era were

Etruscan, Iberian, and perhaps Pictish, Basque survives today. Renfrew feels linguists should

interpret material within the framework of their discipline as opposed to that of archaeologists.

Archaeology is useful in heiping to date early material, Renowned linguist Karl Horst

Schmidt, in discussing Ceitic languages, relies on archaeological dates. He feels the Celts a¡e

descendants of a mix of the Bronze Age Tumulus Culture (1550-1250 B.C.) and the Urnfield

Culture (13th century B.C.). They spread over Europe; Asia Minor from East France, North

Alpine Switzerland, and South-West Germany in the Hallstatt (from the 8th century) and lå

Tène (from the 5th century) Iron Age periods. Ireland may have received Celtic settlement in

the Bronze Age before 1000 B.C. Immigration in the 7th and 8th century Hallstatt period

occurred in the Iberian Peninsula, the English Channel, and England. The widest expansion of

the Ceits occurred in the 4th to 2nd centuries B.C. after the late Hallstâtt (chieftain tombs) and

early la Tène culture which spread through Champagne, the Rïine, and Naie and Mosel. This

later l¿ Tène culture was cha¡acterized by " Flachgraberfriedhofen " or flat cemeteries.6 This

period represented, as noted by archaeologist Wolfgang Klimmig, modern connections of the

ethnicity of cultural material with historical observation as the Ceits spread into Italy, the Balkan

Peninsula, Asia Minor, Bohemia, Upper Silesia and Hungary.s The influence in France is

evidenced by its name, Gaui. The Celts of the Iå Tène period moved into Britain, I¡eland and

Spain and met populations of earlier Celts as they moved into Ireland and the Iberian Peninsula.

Archaeology and linguistics need to be feâted sepamteiy with reference to the term Ceitic

as is stressed by modern schoia¡ Miles Dillon.
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'The Celts were distinguished in yarious wøys, by social organization, dress,

methods of warfare. . . but the main distinction, then, as now, will have been thø
of language. . . Indeed, this definition by language is the only usefuI one, for by

reference to it we can speak meaningfully of Celtic archaeology or Celtic religion.
But if we do not aùnit language as the criterion, these terms involve circular
argwnent.'a7

Archaeology indicates Ceitic was spoken during the I¿ Tène period in Eastern France,

Northern Alpine Switzerland, South-Wes¡ Germany in the fust century. It do€s not neressarily

relate l¿ Tène material culture with Celtic spealers who iived over a vast area having different

materiai cultures. Klimming's assessment is cor¡ect that the Tumulus Bronze Age culture

predated the Urnfield, La Tène, and Hallstatt. The difficulty arises in the idea that the Celts

came from the Tumulus culture of Eastern France, Northern Switzeriand or South-West

Germany. The spread of style was through trade and language was not displaced as part of then

trading. Archaeologist Graham Cla¡k in "The Invasion Hypothesis of British llistory,"

questioned this migrationist theory and Christopher Hawkes proposed a theory of "cumulative

Celticity" (similarly in the Celtic Iberian peninsula) over long periods.

Northern Italy may have been invaded by Celts a¡d possibly parts of Eastern Europe as

La Tène materiai cuiture is found there, but the finds do not mean the artists there were Celtic-

speaking. The conquest of Gaul by the Celts does not conclude people in Gaui derived a Celtic

language.

A popuiar theory suggests the first fa¡mers of Westem Europe spoke an eariy Indo-

European language. The Ceitic languages would have descended from such settlements as the

early farmers of Southem France in 6000 B.C. and in the eariy neolithic period of the Vy'estern

Mediterr¿nean of Spain in 5500 B.C. North West France developed a farm economy by 5000
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8.C., Southern Britain and Ireland by 4500 8.C., and North Britain by 3500 B,C. A subsequent

development was occurring in Danube Valley @anubran I) and Northern France by 5000 B.C.

The question arises as to whether the first farmers in England we¡e related to those in Westem

France. There were likely linguistic differences between the westem and cenûal European

groups but their common language wouid have derived from G¡eek in 6500 B.C. Over the

following 1500 years, there would have been cuitural and linguistic changes.

Where Schmidt believed in the framework of a more traditional migrationist view,

philologist Myles Dillon had other ide¿s in 1972. He felt the Celtic influence in the British Isles

could be cha¡acterized by two schools of thought, one of which is the olde¡ migrationist idea.

The Bronze Age Wessex culture occured in 1500 B.C. following that of the 2000 B.C. bell-

beaker people. The second ide¿ was int¡oduced by the grave riches, suggesting they were a

warrior society much like those in the Homeric society and similar to those of Irish tales.

Therefore, the Celts may have come at this time. The early lron Age hill-fort builders of the

insular Ceitic world appeared in the 6th century B.C. Caesar spoke of Beigic invaders before

this time; it has been thought Celtic migrations occurred between these times but archaeoiogists

now feel there were no large-scale migrations into Britain between 2000 and 6000 8.C.18

Myles Dillon's assessment notes social interpretation. The earliest Celtic settlements may

have come from the Bronze Age; the invasionist ide¿ and the question of Goidelic (Hispano-

Ceitic) or Brithonic (Gaulish) associated with Iron Age migrations is not reievant. This points

to the linguistic changes occurring indigenously in historical periods. The developments occur

in Gaul a¡rd Britain but not Iberia and lreland.

The approach views the Celtic language development as separate from the generalized



Indo-Europea.n counterpart. Befo¡e 4000 8.C., an Indo-European language would have been

prevalent in France, Britain, Ireland, and pafs of Iberia. The noted linguistic differences in the

Goideiin and Brithonic languages would have ¡esulted from changes after that time within the

same territory.

Celtic languages would spread to distant Celtic-speaking areas. The differences between

these languages and those of Halic or Germanic languages wouid imply a difference from Celtic

culture. The spread of Celtic language did not necessariiy pívot around one area but rather

through peer-polity establishment of fading relation over large æeas. l,anguage areas with

individual dialects evolving simuitaneously rather than growing apart from one cent¡al are¿ of

dependence.

4.4 Concept of Cumulative Celticity

England and Continental Europe developing simultaneousiy, accumulating Celtic

quaiities, is a¡ idea proposed by Christopher Hawkes. By the time of Christ, the Celtic

language was spoken over a wide area and excluding Galatia and Itaiy which were thought to

be waves of later migrations. Linguist H. Krahe studied the names of rivers in Central and

Western Europe and concluded ín 1951 that the European areâs north of the Alps were Indo-

German from early times. These names originated in a cent¡al and western Indo-Europear area

versus a Hittite, Greek, and Aryan Indo-Europeån a¡ea. Therefore, the Western Indo-European

languages (Celtic and Germaine), were not the result of invasions. The oldest ofthese languages

spread both like a Stammbaum (famiiy tree) and wave process. låter languages would have
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spread from secondary cenftes. The early separation from Greek and Hittite was followed by

distinguishing developments between European languages.

Renf¡ew believes, foliowing Spanish linguist Antonio Tovar, that individual languages

grew through Neverungsbuundel, or innovarion, that affected regions of peaceful linguisúc

tradition or ruhiges Sprachieben. Differences between the regions were explained by war,

religion, and economy. Areas of intensive contact bred similarities and those of less contact

resuited in linguistic diffe¡ences. He explains the variation of the middle ages between High

German (or Hochdeutsch) and Castilian languages.

This processional approach by Tovar blends well with Hawkes' idea of collective

Celticiry. Although he followed traditional archaeological ideas, Tovar unifred Indo-European

languages of Cent¡al and Western Europe that existed in the late Indo-European period of the

2nd and 3rd millennium B.C. It is also thought an Anatolian origin occuued befo¡e 6000 B.C.

4.5 Summary

Renfrew believes the Celtic languages had emerged from a common Indo-European

language prevaient in Europe and west of the Alps. Developments in the continental and insula¡

language of the Celts of the lst century B.C. developed in those a¡eas and have suwived today

in river names and language (Scottish Gaelic and Breton moved from these original are¿s in the

5th century A.D. due to aristocratic dominance).

The earliest Indo-European speakers appeared in these areas by 4000 B.C. Celtic

variations in language took place long after culture began through a cumulative process.
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Invasions such as the attâck on Deiphi and the Sack of Rome are seen more as a result

of the we¿kened empire of Alexander the Great.

Custom, art and material cuiture of these Celtic-speaking areas can be termed Celtic, as

they are tbund in the same territory of Celtic languages.

Renf¡ew is not in favour of a view of Celtic origin that limits Celtic ethnicity to one

originai homeland, rather one of simultaneous deveiopment of lron Age chieftains and l¿ Tène

cuiture in the same a¡ea without one dependently originating from the othe¡. In this way it is

possible that the Celts ofthe British Isles were evolving at the same time as other Indo-European

Celts and had their own indigenous developments which were influenced by trade but not the

result of Indo-European i¡vasion.

The indigenous ethnicity of the eãiy Celts is important when discussing the distinct

building typology of sola¡ constructs they developed, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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CIIAPTER 5 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ASTRONOMY AND STANDING STONES

5.1 Astronomy in Antiquity

Many of man's patterns of cultivating the land and navigating the seå have been dictated

by the cycles of the sun and the moon. It is not difficult to suppose that even the megalithic

peoples would have tracked the seasons and attached special significance to solar and lunar

movements.

Professor Martin Clutton-Brock, Department of Mathematics a¡d AsÍonomy at The

University of Manitoba, explains that the Greeks and Babylonians plotted the path of the sun

against the zodiac and the ecliptic. This is very difficult, as one cânnot easiiy see the sun and

stars simultaneously (one can see stårs on the horizon one hour after sunset and plot the sun's

position one hour west of the horizon).

The annuai motion of the sun that we perceive is an EaslWest movement similar to the

stars. The sun is tilted 
^t23.5' 

a¡rd is called the "obliquity of the ecliptic. " It moves along the

ecliptic and because of the tilt, the declination changes as it moves. (Ihe value of the obliquity

of the ecliptic in 2,000 B.C. was approximately 24".) Tuming on its annual path, the right

ascension of the sun increases in relation to the stars and is tilted relative to the celestial equator

due to the eårth's tilted orbit.

The moon's path is tilted at 5o ¡elative to the ecliptic; because of this, lunar and solar
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eclipses do not occu¡ at every full moon or new moon. Eclipses can be predicted if the path of

the ecliptic is charted. During a full moon, when the earth is in line with the sun and the moon,

a lunar eclipse occurs. During a new moon, the moon is on line with the earth and the sun. At

these times the earth's shadow can miss the full moon and the shadow of the full moon can miss

the eårth by up to 5o from which it can stând from the ecliptic.

During a full ecliptic year of 346.6 days, the moon rises 5' north of the ecliptic, fails,

crosses the ecliptic, falls 5' south of the ecliptic, and c¡osses the ecliptic again. When the earth,

sun and moon are in a straight line, the eclipse occurs, but only when the moon crosses the

ecüptic. The full moon crosses causing a lunar eclipse and the new moon crosses causing a

soiar eclipse.re

A Saros cycle lasts a period of 18,61 yeårs as the moon's orbit (the node) turns one

revolution and crosses the ecliptic. One can calculate the length of an ecliptic year and predict

eclipses every half year.

The megalithic builde¡s may not have kept accurate maps, plotted the sun's path or

identified rvhere the moon crossed the ecliptic, but may have been able to determine the iength

of the Saros cycie and from that the length of the eclipse year. This is evidenced by the

declinations of the stone alignments. During each Saros cycle a maximum northeriy and

southeriy delineation of the moon occurs. When the moon's orbit turns in the same direction

as the ecliptic tilt, this is referred to as the "major standstill" of the moon. A "minor standstill"

occurs when the orbit is opposed to the dire¡tion of the ecliptic.

"Ecl-ipse danger periods" occur at these standstills neår the equinoxes. The sun and moon

align on the path connecting the nodes where the moon's track crosses the ecliptic, When the
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tilt of the moon's orbit is in the simila¡ direction as the ecliptic (major standstiil) and in the

opposing dire¡tion (minor standstiil), the lines connecting these nodes is parallel to the line

connecting the equinoxes.

Clutton-Brock continues on to give an example. He states asEonomer Alexander Thom

was interested in the ast¡onomical significance of the alignment of the megaüthic sites and

outlying stones. More than one observation would have to be made before drawing conclusion.

Although, as he noted, a site may be prominent on the landscape to perform accurate

observations of solstices, frrm evidence must be sought by the declination of the sun, moon, and

su¡s and their alignmens to the stones.

The basis of Thom's studies revealed the alignments occurred at peak times; at the winter

and summer solstices, and the sun's declination half-way between the solstices and e4uinoxes

marking cross-quarter days. These represent the beginning of Summer, Fall, Winter, and

Spring, represented by Celtic festivals of Beltane (May 6), Lugnasadh (August 6), Samhain

(November 6), and Imbolc (February Q . (fhom thought that perhaps the megalithic people had

16 months of 22 or 23 days, but his is a sola¡ caiculation without lunar reference.)

Kintraw, a site in Argyll, southwest Scotland, is an example of a site where the (Yule)

winte¡ solstice can be studied. A twelve foot menhir points to a cleft between two hills calied

Bei¡n Shiantailh and Beinn a Chaoias and could be seen when Thom stood facing S.Vy'. from

a ledge cut (and evidentiy compacted, as studies conducted at Glasgow University hypothesizei)

into the hillside. The midwinter sun could be observed setting furthest south over the two hills.

These cor¡elations prompt a number of questions. There must have been special

signihcance attached to the movement of the sun and the moon. The sun's path affects the
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farming seåsons and the moon's path the navigation of the seas. When the sun and moon

oper¿te in sequence, tides a¡e sûongest (spring tides). When they are in opposition, tides are

weakest Q.{eap tides). To a certain degree man's movements and culturai traditions are dictated.

The power possessed by the stars must have been ¡evered and respected.

'Surely the people who built those magnificent megalithic monwnents ¡vatched the

sun and the moon and th¿ stars. Surely they tracked their motions across the

sþ, Surely they endowed special solar and lunar directions with special magical
power. And surely they would have alígned their megalithic monwnents along

those specia! directions,n

aa Summary

The annual movement of the sun and the moon as it affects the changes in seasons, must

have been of crucial importance to the megaiithic buiide¡s.

Astronomers can predict the eclipse of the sun and the moon when the sun and moon a¡e

in li¡e with the eårth. The eclipse year lasts 346.6 days, in which an eclipse occurs every half

year. The moon's orbit rotates once in a Sa¡os cycle lasting 18.6i years.

The megaiithic builders may also have been able to make similar predictions based on

the remaining evidence of the orientation of ancient stone structures in alignment with the sun,

moon and stars at peåk times indicating seasonally two equinoxes and two soistices.

The movements of ancient peoples as noted in previous chapters were diclated largely

by change in season. As these changes were controlled by the celestiai bodies the powers of the

planets could have reached mystical proportion. In fact, early Celtic festivals, some of which

remain today, fall on the dates of solstices and e4uinoxes.
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"Archaeology, which aspires to the status of a science in the

modem, maÍerialistic sense of the word, is ill-equipped to

investigate the stott¿ instru¡nents of the earlier, nnre
comprehensive system, whose secrets cannot be excavated along

with bones and. potsherds, but must be sought through the study of
the megalithic science, the way which the arts of astronomy,

architecture, numerology and every other branch of htowledge

were unìted in one system to service a contnon purpose. "

John Mitchell
Megalithomania (1982)
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CHAPTER 6 MEGÄLITHIC MOUNDS AND ASTRONOMICALÀLIGNMENTS

6.1 Newgrange

Three megalithic mounds stand predominantly on the higher ridges of County Meath.

The River Boyne runs through the valley and empties into the Irish Sea. Inferio¡ earthworks are

scattered about the landscape.

These th¡ee structures were, according to radioca¡bon dating, constructed between 3,200

and 3,700 B.C. Including the minor earthworks that comprise what is refer¡ed to as the Boyne

Valley complex, the structures belong to the neolithic period of the Stone Age.

Recently it has been found to be a solar construct, built in alignment with the position

of the rising sun at Winter solstice. On the shortest day of the year, a shaft of light enters the

central chamber a"long the main passage through the lightbox at the enÍance. This discovery

was not in acco¡dance with the traditional beliefs of archaeologists that these structures

represented great tombs, certainly without astronomical consideration.

In 1980, after ten years of preiiminary research, including solar observations of thirteen

megalithic sites, Michael Brennan had studied Newgrange's other similar constructs and

recognized the concept of the sola¡ chronometers, especially that of Newgrange at midwinter.

His initial i¡terest had been the detailed neolithic artwork carved into the passage kerbstones

which have long been conside¡ed "primitive. " He was looking for a connection between the

solar construct and its internal ârt'flork. His interest in the significance of the arnvork led him

into a deeper study of Newgrange's a¡chaeo-astronomical significance.
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Archaeologists expressed little interest in the idea; however, in 1979 a fellow a¡tist and

amateur astronomer, Jack Roberts, was interested in testing Brennan's theories.

To begin his investigations, Brennan decided to negate the idea of suspect findings by

also studying the other complex mounds in the Loughcrew Mountains. In this way all the major

mounds of the Boyne Valley would be covered (including Dowth, Knowth, and Newgrange).

His idea was to study the a¡t contained within each and draw correlations about the

artwork. "The mysteries of the art could be explained only in terms of the mysteries of the

mounds themselves, especially the way they interact with light."st The structures were

considered a celebration of light and measurement, given further meaning by the carvings.

6.1.1 Personal Impressions - Newgrange

Newgrange is a site that has received considerable reconstruction. The approach is by

a narow road leåding around the fenced site. I could see the site only when we had cut round

the site by bus. From the road I could not fully appreciate how the ancients might have

experienced it. Firstly, the road cut through the complex separating the main mound from the

smaller satellites mounds in the surrounding landscape. The main mound was fenced off with

wire and we gained entry through a ticket booth. As we ascended on foot towards the entrance

I was struck more by the impervious white wall of stone that was supposed to be an exact

restoration of how the mound had originally been built. (I realized later from eariier

photographs that this was not so).

We entered the chamber passage one at a time. The darkness and dampness at first

seemed eerie; the stones feit smooth, though we were not to touch the cawings which were lit
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Figure 6.3 Topographical Map of Newgrange
(1.{ewgrange: Archaeology, Art and Legend, O'Kelly, M.J.)



up. The backstone and end chamber were also lit. I could iook back a¡d see the lightbox

silhouetted against the daylight, I tried to imagine the chamber empty, as perhaps an "ancient

meteorologist" might have experienced it. This was a difficult task since we were c¡owded

against one another waiting for a ìight-beam demonstration of the winter solstice. The be¿m of

light was di¡e¡t and ha¡sh, not at all what I had imagined from the softly obscured atmosphere

of misty Irish daylight.

I admit that I was very disappointed by my visit to Newgrange. I looked back as we left

hdping that I would feel something sronger that had been missed in the initial approach.

6.2 Tara

Tara was also a site of mystical importance as it was the seat of the Kings of Tara. Tales

cite Newgrange as burial place of these kings. The Christian king, Cormac mac Airt, who

eventually is buried south of the Boyne due to its flooding, refuses to be buried at Newgrange,

the "cemetery of idolate¡s. "s2 The idea of the landscape as tomb seems isolated, an ideâ that

alludes in both ea¡lier and later iiterature.

6.2.1 Personal Impressions - Tara

After visiting Newgrange we approached Tara. The¡e was an old abbey built to the side

of the site. I decided to let the others clea¡ the bus and take photographs before I made my way

up the path to the site.

Tara had, in my eyes, ¡eceived little interference, with the exception of some grazing
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Figure 6.4 Tara, aerial view (The Sta¡s and the Stones, Breman, M,)
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sheep. As I climbed toward the site I could sense I was approaching a high point in the

landscape. There was more mist than at Newgrange, but the surrounding patchwork of paddocks

was far off and small in scaie. The rolling terrain formed a series of ci¡cular mounds and deep

moats a¡ound circular high points. It reminded me of a living moonscape. I was struck by the

gentle mouiding of the ia¡rd and the freshness of grass and clover. The breeze was strong and

quite damp. Somehow I could imagine this site would have changed very little since megalithic

times, with the exception of a statue of Saint Patrick alongside a sole standing stone. This

seemed üke an appropriate ceremonial site. The natural site had been chosen for a particular

purpose. If the purpose were rituai practices I would not have been surprised. I could

experience the excitement the elements working together contributed - the rain, the light, the

eårth, the gmss, the silence, the scent and the gentle manipulation of the existing tenain. I sat

for quite some time looking out over the countryside.

6.3 Ancient History

Pervasive throughout the successive cycles of culture over time, one constant remains.

The presence in literature, mythology, the tradition of royal sites, and the association of historic

times of the neolithic mounds, is consistent. A historicai perspective of ancient Ireland would

not be complete without a consideration of its oral traditions and mythology, of which both

Newgrange and Tara have their rich sha¡e.

Megalithic mounds such as Newgrange and Tara were held in high regard in the ancient

Gaelic world. Christianiry carried with it new concepts that affected the native people's physical

identity with the landscape.
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Newgrange became the new place-name in i378 after falling into the possession of the

Ciste¡cian Abbey of Mellifort in 1142, Historical Williamites land changes brought the

fa¡mland into the hands of Charles Campbell in 1688 who, as mentioned eariier, identified the

mound. He was the second p€rson to actually enter, but it was Welsh naturalist Edward Lhwyd

who was credited with its discovery.

For one hundred years, old ideas about the origins of the mound has pewaded; that these

massive wo¡ks were due to the ingenuity of the likes of the Danes, and bones confirmed by

similar evidence at other sites corroborated that thèy must have been used as tombs.

Traditionai folklore ca¡ be c¡oss-retèrenced to provide opposition to these assumplions.

Lhwyd spoke with the locals and in spite of sociai a¡d political evolution the people had

presewed wonderful mythology intact, but littie attention was paid to the significance of possible

connections.

General Cha¡les Vallency, who wrote the antiquarian work Collectanea de Rebus

Hibernicus, was a British army officer in 1750, and he was the first to give serious attention

to the possibility of astronomical significance to the Irish landscape. His inte¡est in linguistics

ailowed him to discuss 14th century manuscripts and study ancient asúonomical tracts. He

described Newgrange and similar sites as Antra Mithrae a¡d "caves of the sun, "s stånding

stones measured the cycles of the sun, moon and planets like the temple of the sun, Stonehenge.

(Ihese ideas are of growing interest to resea¡chers today.) The theories were soon forgotten and

today are largely disregarded by archaeologists. He is criticized for attributing the building of

the mounds to the Druids. Although we do know they were constructed thousands of years prior

to this, he was original in considering the mounds to be of native origin.
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Figure 6.6 Newgrange, view south to satellite mound - site visit 1990

View south at mid-winter and common misty conditions
(Newgrange, O'Kelly, M.L)

Figure 6.7
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Vailancey's sources seem to be from oral tradition, having contact with locals in Dubiin,

and that Newgrange was constantly called after chiefs Oengus and Dagda, I-ord of Bni na

Bóinne, who were buried there. He was able to ailude to later f,indings but did not deduce that

the mounds were built to emit the sun's rays. Rather, the Druids "directed their worship to

Samon (Samh, the sun) in caves and da¡kness. Such I take to be the cave of Newgrange. By

Samh, our Druids understood the sun. . , . heat and light is the producer and preserver of life;

therefore, Sol was the god of nativity. "5s He further states, "We aiso frequently f,rnd

subter¡aneous buildings in Ireland, which are evidently of Druidicai workmanship, such as that

of Newgrange near Drogheda, which may probably have been the place of sacriltcing to

Samman. "s6

Vallancey wrote A Vindication of the Ancient History of Ireland, and stated

"Astronomy took its use in the latitude of 49' or 50o; here the arts had their birth, and from

thence spread towa¡ds the South." Only recently has this been substantiated, that the megalithic

mounds of Northern Europe are of the 4th millennium 8.C., predating the Mediterraneân

structures. This view was surely before its time. Through oral tradition he was able to identify

the cross-quarter days of the ancient Irish calenda¡ which fall between the solstices and

equinoxes. "Thus Cormac, in his glossary, says the four great fires of the Druids were in the

beginning of February, May, August and November. " "The fire of the Druids lighted on the

Neomenia (new moon) of the four quarter months, " and "high mountains were assigned for their

astronomical observations. " Their festivals were generally governed by the notion of the

heavenly bodies; was it not necessa¡y that the people should be wamed of their approach?"t

Vallancey considered the Druids as "the revolutionary prophets or the observels of
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time. "s8 The Romans and Greek writers had a similar view of the Druids. They may have been

influenced by an ea¡lier tradition of astronomy (reference is made to the origins ofthe megalithic

people by Colin Renfrew in a previous chapter).

Vallancey even went so far as to allude to the signiflcarce of the interior cave engravings

which were viewed as "ba¡ba¡ous carvings" by his contemporaries, and his insights "mystical

speculations. " He called the marks "Hibernian Druidic symbols, " "The chief if not the only

deities of the heathen lrish." He made reference to the symbols relationship to the sun, moon

a¡d their numerical significance to astronomy by i804.se His were one of the most insightful

developments of the 19th century antiquarians.

6.4 Nineteenth Century Contributions

One other person was the exception to the rule in ignoring the significance of Vallancey's

work. Àn Essay Upon the State of Architecture and Antiquities, previous to the landing

of the Anglo-Nor:mans in Ireland, by Nliss L. C. Be¿ufort, referred to the megalithic mounds

as "Caverns of the Sun and Altars of the Sun" that related to sun worship ceremonies. Her

observations of their physical landscape features ¡elated to those of asÍonomy were that 'Such

artificial high places are generally situated in an eminence, frequently upon the tops of hills and

mountains; and these stâtions were so chosen as to form a chain of connexion '¡/ith each other

in such a manner that on the festivai days, the hrst of May and the first of November most

especially, the flres of Bel (the sun), were seen from one to the other over the whole country. "&

Her information on these and other structures she gathered like Vailancey from pagan sources.
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She made and related the important discovery of the mounds at Loughcrew to the Royal Irish

Academy in 182'l . Today, some of her theories have been substantiated, such as that of the

stone circles whe¡e "it is thought that they expressed periods of time or astronomical epochs. "6t

Surprisingly, the Ordinance Survey of part of County Meath in 1836 omitted someof the

mounds in the complex and it was not until Eugene Alfred Conwell in 1866 published

documentation on the full extent of the site. One cannot be entireiy certain of the impact of

these cairns on the neolithic iandscape but if they are as clearly visible over wide distances,

growing in prominence as one approaches Tara, they were likely designed to be distinguishing

features on the horizon. His major contribution was his discovery of the megaiithic symbols

engraved on the stones in The Discovery of the Tombs of Ollanh, which he regarded as

mysticai patterns. ú

Recordings of twenty-seven of these stones were fortunately made by an Irish geological

suwey officer, G.V. Du Noyer. Due to the process of weathering, these ma¡ks have been worn

away and the sketches stand as accurate surveying records.

The discovery of the kerbstones at Knowth brought to light almost twice the number of

cawings than those of I-oughcrew, and more than 220 in the Boyne Valley. The two sites

combined represent the world's largest sampling of megalithic art.

Some of the engravings could be recognized as sun and star symbols but the examples

at Loughcrew were more confusing. The picture of pre-history became further confused when

large (aithough scattered) deposits of undated bones, mainly animal, were taken as indications

that the mounds were "to fulfil a burial function and that the compiex was designed as a giant

ciry of the de¿d,"6 The methods of engraving at Loughcrew are less advanced than those
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empioyed at the Boyne Vailey, which may meån the I-oughcrew mounds a¡e older, conflicting

with the generai beiief that the Boyne Valley mounds predated læughcrew. When a similar

discovery is made regarding the secondary remains interred at Loughcrew, that the bones have

no connection with the original purpose of the mounds, the view of the neolithic period wili be

further ciarified.

Several individuals were interested in the connection of the megalithic st¡uctu¡es of

Loughcrew and the Boyne Valley with ancient lrish lite¡atu¡e. In 1845, George Petrie made

the Bni na Boinne folklore connection with the Boyne Valley in The Round Towers and

Ancient Architecture of lreland, an idea lbllowed up by George Coffey. It was the mystic

poetry of George (4.E.) Russell in i897 that advanced the Irish literary Celtic revival. The

light that entered the chamber at Newgrange was a prevalent theme in his worla. It is the

phenomenon of the penetrating light that was the most important discovery of the 19th century.

The discovery was still not acknowledged until 1969, even with the interest of other eariy 20th

century schola¡s. Had a¡chaeologists given c¡edence to the astronomical aspects of prehistory,

unfortunate reconstructions that completely negate such a possibility could have been avoided.

6.5 Research Conducted by Martin Brennan and Jack Roberts

When the studies into the phenomenon of light and the megalithic mounds were started,

it was necessary to analyze many literary accounts. The first account was by George Russell

entitled, A Dream of Angus Oge. Written in i897, and as its imagery is extremely poetic and

explicit about the iight and engravings, it seems impossible he would not have experienced the
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light's effect once inside the passage. Russell made visits to Dublin in the 1890s, a date

following the ciearing of the entrance to Newgrange. It was in 1849 that William Wilde wrote

of the clearing of the passage in his The Beauties and Antiquities of the Boyne.

The most important excerpt from A Dream of Angus Oge relating to light reads:

'As he spoke, he paused before a greø mound grown over with trees and around

it silver clear in the moonlight were immense storæs piled, the remains of an

origínal circle, and there was a dark, Iow natrow entrance leading within, He

îook Con by the hand and ín an instant they were standing in a lofry cross-shaped

cave, built roughly on huge stones. 'This was my palace. In days past many a

one plucked here the purpose Ílower of magic and the fruit of the tree of life...'
And even as he spoke, a light began to glow and to pervade the cave, and to

obliterate the stone walls and the antique hieroglyphics engraven thereon, and to

melt the eanhen floor into itself like a fiery sun suddenly uprisen within the

world, and 'there was everywhere a wandering ecstasy of sound; light and sound

were one; light had a voice. . . .' 'l Aengus, men call me Young. I am the

sunlight in the hean, the moonlight in the mind; I a¡n the light ø the end. of
every drean . . . I will make you ímmonal; for my palace opens into the

Gardens of the Sun.'" s

In his The Earth Breadth and Other Poems (1897), prose and poems are saturated with

the themes of sta¡s, stones, light, da¡kness and shadow. Newgrange is ¡eferred to in The Cave

of Lilith, The Story of a Stone, and Voices of the Stones.

Russell, who died in 1935, felt that someday his work would have a greater impact. He

was more with the ancient Irish concept of the mounds as a home for immortal gods arid

goddesses of light rather than their actual megaiithic makers. To him they were "cyclopean

crypts and mounds once sanctified by Druid mysteries and divine visitations and passing from

the mortal to immortal. "Ú

As Russell was the first writer to signify light entering Newgrange, Mrs. Alfred Gatry,

in 7872, with he¡ The Book of Sundials, drew a connection between ancient sundials and the
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neolithic rock engravings. Loughcrew and Dowth are "very much like some of those sundials

we stiii hnd in churches. "s She felt the sundials and circles were used to identify northern

orientation by reading shadows. (In 1890 Mrs. Gatty worked out the diurnai sundiais at

Knowth.)

Traditional views of pre-history held by archaeologists were being slowly questioned

from a variery of directions. Sir Norman l-ocþer, astronomer a¡rd Directo¡ of the Sola¡

Physics Observatory, stated, "neither Newgrange and Dowth on the Boyne nor Gavrinis in

Brittany bear any intemal proof of being specialiy prepared as tombs," and architect George

Wilkinson felt the mounds were "not the wo¡ks of temporary invaders or intrude¡s. "67

6.6 Twentieth Century Astronomy and Archaeology

The early 1900s brought more attention to Newgrange as groups of schoolchildren a¡d

visitors began to take interest in what had become local folklore.

The 1960s brought the first written account of an a¡chaeologist on the light entering

Newgrange. GIyn Daniei in his book Newgrange and the Bend of the Boyne, refe¡s to it as

". . . . the jumbie of nonsense; wishful thinking indulged in by those who prefer the pleasures

of the irrational and the joys of unreason to the hard thinking that archaeology demands. "€

Interest from the fields of astronomy and anthropology occurred at this time completely

independent of each other. Sir Norman locþer made note of the winter solstice orientation

at Newgrange in his book Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments Astronomically

Considered. American anthropologist W. Y. Evans-Wentz wrote The Fairy-Faith in Celtic
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Countries, under the guidance of the Oxford P¡ofesso¡ of Celtic Studies. He reiterated the sola¡

orientation of Newgrange plus those of mounds Gavrinis in Brittany. In the 1920s, Admi¡al

Boyle-Somerville felt that in studying megalithíc monuments one could not condemn

astronomical connecúons without acrual field studies.

It is true that their theories are not ade4uately researched and that true site observations

were made by locals, but each made his contribution; Russell was a mystic and lncþer and

Evans-Wentz inferred the possibility of the significance of light beams in their theories of

ast¡onomical associations.

In i935, an expedition was launched by a group of amateur archaeologists to Newgrange,

headed by Robert Hickey. Unfortunateiy, they chose the summer solstice period to test

ast¡onomical asp€cts, a period when the sun's position at dawn is farthest from the passage

entrarce. Such grave oversights substantiated further claims by archaeologists such as R.A.S.

Macalister, who excavated Newgrange in 1928 and Knowth in 1940, that no cor¡elation between

asfonomy and the megalithic monuments existed. When light rays were discovered to enter

mounds a¡d archaeologists' comments had done their damage, the importance of connection was

ignored. Suggestions of such solar symbolism in the rock engravings re¡eived simila¡

relucta¡ce. George Coffey made note of the wheel-like forms at Newgrange, ". . . . The solar

discs with rays proceeding downwards is a well known Egyptian sign for solar energy. "6e

Unfortunately, he was satisfied with the knowledge that these carvings were decorative and that

the mounds served as great burial monuments. He overiooked the symbolism and astronomical

aspects,

The roots of failure to teÆognize the symboiism of megalithic art work are deeper than
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merely ignoring their connection with astronomical alignments due to a long-standing traditional

view of pre-historic culnrral deveiopment. Part of the problem was eariy man's underdeveloped

method of communication and uncle¿¡ association with the forms used. Secondary to this is our

inability to discern the basic visual elements of solar imagery. Anthropometric misinterpretation

permeated ¡esea¡ch in the early 1900s. It was Abbé Breuii in 1934 who deliberately exaggerated

featu¡es of the engravings in his drawings in favour of anthropometrics he interpreted.

Decorative human faces, axes, feet, serpents, flowers and male genitalia were just a few

examples. Stars and the sun we¡e completely overiooked.T0

Irish schola¡ T,F. O'Rahilly who was a professor in the Schooi of Celtic Studies, felt the

engravings were indeed solar symbols representing the Roth Ramach or Roth Fail or "the wheel

of light. " Albuquerque e Castro, a Spanish archaeologist, in 1957 suggested j uxtaposing radial

lines with a crescent were the sun and moon. But these ideas were viewed with much

speculation. Therefore, the approach Martin Brennan decided to take was "to establish a link

between the light of the actual sun entering the mounds and its corresponding symbols."Tr

At the time of the 1969 winter solstice, archaeologist N{ichael J. O'Keily was the first

in his field to witness and acknowledge the significance of the light entering the chambers at

Newgrange. His excavations between 1962 and 1975 allowed him the opportunity to discover

an aperture or light-box above the entrance that he reasoned was not a tiny spirit door or gift

offering hole, but was constructed to admit the sun's light, consistent with local folklore.

O'Kelly witnessed a 17 minute light show resulting from a direct line from the sun's ray on the

horizon tkough the light-box door and passage to the backstone in the chambe¡. His reports

were met with many attempts to disc¡edit his claims. Some felt this occur¡ence would not have



taken place 3,500 years ago and that O'Kelly had built the iight-box himseifl Even a survey by

Jon Patrick that provided proof of such ast¡onomicai inferences did not consider the incredible

accuracy with which the mounds were constructed.t2 This was also true of the outiying members

of the system at Loughcrew.

6.7 The Basics of Neolithic $u¡fli¡lling

Ma¡ti¡ Brennan is an artist who arrived in I¡eland from New York in 1970. He became

interested in ancient Irish art a¡d "its exciting power and total abstaction of the elements, "

cha¡acteristic of "the first major Western European art tradition since the Ice Age. "ã

Info¡mation available on the topic in the '70s did not inspire any ideas on the

interpretation of engravings. Brennan's inte¡est in "highly abstract visual concepts"Ta made him

curious as to their intended meaning. The context in which the art was done might explain if

a circle and radial lines was meânt to ¡esemble the sun.

He began researching out of casual inte¡est and by 1976 became invoived in site visits

to Newgrange and documentation at the winter solstices. By 1979 some of his analysis led him

to believe that perhaps both the rock engravings and the orientation of mounds couid be

explained on the basis of local t¡adition, the actual light entering the passage, and the sundials

in the engravings.

Brennan considered the astronomical potentiai of the mounds much as one would the

reiigious potential of a church. "Just as the art displayed in ast¡onomicai constructs could be

expected to ¡efer to the sun, the moon and the sta¡s. "7s

Building models of neolithic sundials in 1980 helped him observe the connection between



the sun and the earth and light and shadow by sunbe¿m diailing. By using studio sun-tight at 10,

23, and 27 foot distances (similar to smalier passages in the mounds) he became mo¡e

accustomed with methods used by early man.

Amateur asEonomer Jack Roberts became interested in Bren¡an's work and offered to

assist testing his theories inside the mounds. They decided to concentrate on Newgrange and

Loughcrew which housed the majority of megalithic art out of the 150 Irish passage mounds.

"I thought these sites should be investigated fust because, if the extant passage mounds could

be demonstrated to be sola¡ orientated, it would eliminate the possibility of chance occuûence

and establish astronomical features as characteristic of the mounds. "76

6.8 Sundiallíng

The sun rises at various times during the year in extreme positions on the horizon

represented in Fig. 6.8
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The longest day of the year (Midsummer's Day) is at the summer soistice when the sun

rises at its most northeriy position on the horizon, its highest position at noon in the sþ, 60'

18'. The shortest day of the year (Midwinter Day) is at the winter solstice when the sun rises

at its most southeriy position on the horizon, its iowest position at noon in the sþ, 12' 18'.

Fig. 6.9 represents how the year is divided into these ext¡emities.
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Figure 6.9 Sundialling and alignments

The positions change as one draws closer in latitude to the equator whe¡e the solstice

rising positions a¡e closer together. The greater the distânce from the equator (the Boyne Vailey

is 53' 41 north latitude) the solstice rising positions widen. ". . . . to its early inhabitånts this

was probably one of the most striking variations in the natural world, " Brennan says of the

Boyne Valley complex.T

A year can be analyzed as an annual solar movement along the horizon from one solstice

to another and back, caused by the earth's position in space and the motion of the ea¡th as it
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orbits round the sun. What was most importånt to these early people in tracking the orientation

and motion of the earth was the signalling of the change of season. They may not necessariiy

have understood what caused the changes, but these ast¡onomical indicators we¡e "a symboi of

the worid's greåtest forces. "æ This prehistoric astronomy was reviewed by E.C. Krupp and his

wo¡k be¡ame of interest to Brennan and Roberts.

The ceiestial equator lies on a plane perpendicular to the eårth's axis and ¡esembles a

large circle h the sky. The angie of tilt of the earth's axis away from the celestiai equator (23o

27') caused a change in the sun's declination from 23o 27' South to 23' 27' North as the sun

moves from one solstice to another. During the length of one yeår the sun's de¡linations lie

between these two declinations. The sun sitting above the equator results in longer days and

beiow the equator causer shorter days. An equinox is the result of the sun on the celestial

equator with a declination of 0o0' when the length of day equals that of night.

The movement of the sun is also responsible for defining the ca¡dinal directions, notjust

the days of the year. The sun will rise due east and set due west anywhere in the worid at

equinox. It defines south at mid-day as it rises to its highest elevation. A line drawn north and

south on any day wiil dire¡t the angle of its rising and setting positions.?e

It se€ms that the geometric formations of megalithic art and architecture reflect the

geometric plan of the heavens. The form used to delineåte this positioning was a gnomon or

"one who knows. " This vertical stone's shadow is indicative of time. In Fig. 6.8, three stones

align to a central gnomon, the most important object in a sundial. The gnomon can indicate both

time of day a:rd time of year. The sun hits the stones at winter solstice, equinox, and summer

solstice where the gnomon rests on the horizon. The ea¡liest of these may have been built
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10,000 years ago, but the oldest known stem from the Irish neolithic period.

The cross-quarter days, solstices and e4uinoxes divide the year into 8 parts as indicated

in Fig. 6.9. The neolithic diallers must have found these two additional positions important in

highlighting half-time intervals between the solstices and the e4uinoxes. Because the earth's

orbit a¡ound the sun, the positions on the horizon of the cross-quarter days are closer to solstices

than to the equinoxes though they represent equal time durations. The result of the eiliptical

orbit causes a rapid change in the sun's position on the horizon as the yeår approaches the

equinox and slows to almost a stop neã the solstice, calied " sun's stândstill. "t0 This slow period

lasts for eleven days prior to and after the exact solstice date.

It is e¿sier to mark the precise date of the equinox than that of the solstice, as the sun's

declination changes very slowly a¡ound the solstice,

Exampie: 1980 winter solstice

declination change in 11 days 22'60' to 23'26'

1980 e4uinox

declination change in ll days 4' 8' to 0"11'

Cross-quarter days define spring, summer, autumn a¡d winter and influence the

agricuiturai calenda¡ defining periods of harvesting, planting, a¡d animal grazing. Saxons and

Norse people obsewed solstices (Yule, Midsummer) and one equinox (Eostre, that is, Easter).

Solstices and equinoxes seem to have more of an astronomicai inte¡est. The cross-quarter days

helped to shape a complex neolithic cuiture, including the technology to constn¡ct these
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permanent monuments. There was likely trading of farm produce, astronomical pursuits and

ritual meetings regulated by the caiendar. A hiera¡chicai system of social ordering and division

of labour could have resulted as some people specialized in these areas.

In Fig. 6.9 cross-quarter days operate twice a yeâr like the stone indicative of the

equinox. In prehistoric times dates were determined by direct observation rather than the fi¡st

of the month in modern times. (fhe dates given are the usual calendar dates given to events and

can vary slightiy in certain years.)

Fig. 6.10 gives a slight variation to Fig. 6.8 The gnomons are replaced by plans for the

mound passages. In fact, the passage is constructed as a more precise tool than the gnomon.

As the passage is aligned to a point on the horizon, at special times in the yeår, it sewes to

di¡ect a be¿m of light onto the back stone of the chamber rather than cast a shadow. This is

referred to as a sunbeam or light beam dialling. In its exact technology it defines both the

altitude and direction of the sun after the sun rises. It eliminates the need for observation of the

sun's shadow at sunrise, wams of events, and its permanency requires no readjustments.
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These neoiithic sola¡ constructs stand intact and pre-date those of the old and new worlds.

Sir Norman Locþer describes light beam methods for solstice observation used by the Egyptians

at the Temple of Amun at Kamak and continued to be used until the mid 18th century in Eastern

areås. In his book, Mysteries of Ancient South America, Harold T. Wilkins described

methods used in ancient American sites.

He states, "When Cuzco was the capital of old Peru, it contained a Temple of the Sun,

famed fa¡ and ne¿r for its magnificence, . . at the west wall, the architects had contrived a¡r

aperture in such a way that, when the sunbeams reached it, it caught and focused them inside

the temple's nave and sânctuary. Stretching inside the temple, Iike a gold chain, from one

sparkling point to another, the rays encircled the walls, illuminating the grim idols, and

disclosing certain mystic signs, at other times invisible. "tt

Rese¿¡ch has proven that Peruvian remains have alignments and the Incas employed

sundials. These basic Peruvian principles were used in Mayan temples.

Due to experience limited only to observations at Newgrange and descriptions by kcþer

of the Temple of Amun at Karnak, Brennan and Roberts studied the fundamentals of dialling

with freld observation a¡rd model building.

The stones in Fig. 6.11 define a difference in the angle of a shadow that is twice as greåt

based on two different dates, because the B stones are placed further from the gnomon than the

A stones. On day i, a shadow aligns stones A1 and ,{2. On day 2, a shadow aiigns stones 81

and 82. The placement of the B stones greatly magnifies the discrepancy between the two days.

Fig, 6.I2 shows how two passages, one double in length, can double the accuracy of that

solar construct. Each is aligned to the same date which is noted by the point of the üght beam
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hitting the backstone. Since the sun's rays are parallel, the longer passage is more accurate in

that the exact time has not yet been signalled as has occur¡ed in the shorter, less accurate

example.

Figure 6.12 Sundialling and alignments

Whether one looks at the mounds with an astronomical or a¡chitectural eye, no two

mounds are constructed exactly the same, though they obviously share the recording of times

in the solar cycie. With this goal in mind, the megalithic builders intended to creâte as dark a

chamber as possible to allow the appearance of the most brilliant and accurate rectangular pattern

projected on the backstone. In Fig. 6.13, A represents a typical passage and B a baclatone.
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Stones 1, 2,3 and 4 creåte the rectangle of light on baclstone B. Passage stones 2 and

3 a¡e most crucial, without which solar alignment would not be determined. Suffering the loss

of lintel I and sili 4 would still allow a reading to be taken, though with less accuracy, (A roof-

box is a derivative form of passage A, placed above the passâge.)

Fig. 6.14 shows a backstone aligned to sunrise and one to sunset. The daily path of the

sun can be tracked by the movement of a light be¿m from ieft to right. When the sun rises, the

beam of light is angled down and as it sets the light is angled up. As the direction and altitude

of the sun changes each day, so too does the beåm of light. The length of the construct

amplihes in proportion to its length the difference between one and two days and also increases

the speed of the light beam.

Example: If one stone in Fig. 6.14 is placed in a construct two times longer, the time the

beam of light takes to travel from point I to 2 wiil be half.

@ffi
SUNRISE SUNSEI

Figure 6.14 Sundialling and alignments
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Determining a date is not determined by the speed of the beam but by noting its changing

position, magnified by the length of the passage.

The megalithic solar constructs were efficient, carefully planned, roughiy buiit, but very

accurate. To design to track one specif,rc date without warning would be impractical, as it would

require great lengths of land and unnecessåry labour. To rely on the weåther, good conditions

for one day would not ensure successful solar observation.

Fig. 6.15 indicates light cast into a chamber on two successive days prior to the day of

a primary alignment. The two days are visually separated, as one day the light is stopped from

striking the backstone. In a small construct this has been described to be as small as i/10".

The beam of light strikes the backstone and is defined in only a few days in most megalithic

solar constructs.

Example: This period is known (from past experience on a mark) to be nine days, The

observer can count off four days to the specific date of alignment he intended.

Weather is not a factor in the reading, as the date has already been anticipated.

6.15 Sundialling and alignments



The days the Light sits on the baclstone can be tracked by the position of the left

rectangle on the backstone. In Fig. 6.16, day one is in aügnment with an engraving, but not

on day two.

ffiffi
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Figure 6.16 Sundialling and alignments

Where backstones have no engravings (Fig. 6.1'f the position in which the light rectangie

falls on the ¡ock is the determining factor.

In determining a solstice, speciai care must have been taken, as the change in positions

of Light are difficult to detect (unless the construct is very large!).
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Figure 6.17 Sundialling and alignments

In Fig. 6.18, the day of the solstice and the day prior to the soistice are given. As the

sun moves from the day prior to the solstice, it moves to its fr¡rthest rising position south on the

day of the whte¡ solstice and retums to that position one day after the solstice. By dividing the

days the sun will take to retum to the first position by half gives the specific date for the winter

solstice.
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Figure 6.18 Sundiailing and alignments

At Newgrange the construct gives an accurate description of the solstice period to

determine a date. The sun enters the chamber eleven days prior to the day of the winter

solstice. Even with shifted stones on the roof-box, the construct is highty accurate.

The diffe¡ence in the shift in the tilt of the earth's axis ove¡ 5,000 years does not

significantly change the accuracy of the alignments as the shift is only 5' north.

In 1980, Brennan and Roberts decided to test their theories on two passage mounds in

the Loughcrew compiex concentrating first on Cairn T. (containing many engravings) and later

Cairn L. Strangely, both mounds were aligned slightly south of due east. Since due east would

suggest equinox observations, it seemed odd that major mounds of ast¡onomical signifrcance

would chart a date prior to the spring equinox and after the autumnal equinox!

Megalithic "equinox" was (according to Alexander Thom) half way between the solstices

in time, and differs by 0.5' from the ast¡onomical equinox, a difference that is due to the

ellipiicity of the e¿rth's orbit.

They began on the evening of March lst to observe the sunrise the following morning.
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6.9 Loughcrew

The Loughcrew mountains may have pre-dated the Boyne complex at 3,700 B.C. and

stands in prominent elevation with views in ali directions. It is located 40 miles from the mouth

of the Boyne and at one time may have contai¡ed 50 to 100 megalithic mounds. B¡ennan felt

that if it was a sola¡ construct it must have been of great importance due to its high summit

(Cairn T. at 900 ft.) and position on the lândscape.

Adverse weâther conditions prevented solar observations in March, which started by

studying the weather at 5 a.m. daily, an hour and a half drive to the cold dark passages.

Though the weâther was only 2"C milde¡ 5,000 years ago, meteorologists would stâte the

variation would make a difference. The¡e was a danger that the Ma¡ch 20th equinox would be

missed without making any observations. On March 17th, Roberts had predicted clea¡ skies.

Brennan humorously comments that being out on site as the sun breaks the horizon is like

being late for an appointment made 5,000 years ago. They managed to catch light entering the

chamber and illuminated the upper left of the backtone in a clearly definéd shape moving

diagonally across the engraved patterns. This was different from Newgrange where the light

was more generai as it moved across the chamber c¿used by the 1ow sun angle at winter solstice.

They were beginning to see the symbols in context with the light beam. "Suddenly markings

that had appeared to be random and haphazard became part of an intricately structured system

that derived its meaning from the sola¡ event r¡r'e were witnessing. "æ

B¿sed on wo¡k with thei¡ sundial models, they predicted that the sun wouid not strike the
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baclatone for five or six days after the Ma¡ch 20th equinox when the beam would illuminate a

sun disc engraving. The construct was more accurate than Newgrange. The actuai day the

equinox occur¡ed could be more easily predicted at Câirn T. due to the sun's wider movement

at equinox. Caim T. sits at the dominant point on the mountain Sliabh na Cailtiagh, the

Mountain of the Sorceress or Carnabe East, surrounding a cluster of smaller mounds. An

equaily dominant counterpart, Cairn L. sits on Camabe Vy'est. The difference in the two was

the white stânding stone inside the chamber at Cairn L. which they were confident could be

explaired in terms of the light beams.

They decided to split the wo¡k and observe the two caims separately, but missed the

equinox due to poor weather. Luckily, three days after the equinox they were able to catch the

sun light in Cairn T. stopping briefly on stone 3, as they called it, before hitting the backstone

where, as suspected, the rectangle of light appeared off centre and low mirroring the March 17th

off centre high position. There again was a¡ appatent connection with megalithic art.

Roberts found that Cairn L. was aligned to a position on that horizon that would not

experience the sun until late in the year. Although archaeological surveys referenced the two

caims to be oriented in the same direction, the actual equinox was focused on Cairn T, but

nowhere nea¡ Caim L. The Cairn T. beam would vanish within two days. Reliance on the

surveys after that was not as important as actual site observations.

In the studio they argued opposing views in order to find the alignments weÍe intentional.

This experiment did not give ar exact picture of what the lower sun angle would show in Cairn

L. at the autumnal equinox or whethe¡ it indicated a critical period in the solar cycle. What

could be gathered from the mounds at Loughcrew and the Boyne Valley was the signihcance of
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the equinox to the megalithic buiiders. Knowth (under excavation at the time) they couid only

presume was oriented towards the equinox also. The equinox had universal importance and

since the solstice alignments at Newgrange complemented the equinoctial alignments at Caim

T., it seemed a connection worth publishing.

After the announcement in the Irish Independent, the people we¡e famiiiar with the site

and enthusiastic about the findings, as were some professionals, including astonomers. In the

a¡ticie a¡chaeologists were accused of dismissing the possibility of astronomical connections to

the mounds. The archaeologists kept quiet. Brennan and Roberts wondered why there was little

comment, as two major mounds found to be soiar constructs rnight impiy others were designed

on that basis.

This kind of publication not only drew public interest but aiso an awareness of the

destruction of farmland produced by new farming techniques. Evidence of this kind of damage

was indicative that the values the new inhabitants had towards the landscape had changed from

one of reverence to one of exploitation.

6.10 1980 Lunar Observations

The wo¡k of Brennan and Roberts brought much attention to the complex a¡ea of

archaeo-astronomy in the megaiithic period. The Assistant Director of The University of

London Observatory wrote, "My interest in positional astronomy is kept alive by its possible

application i¡ the heid of a¡chaeo-astronomy. "ß But Professor P. Q. Wayman of the Dunsink

Observatory outside Dublin felt there we¡e drawbacls. Reliance on good weather plus having
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to wait patiently for specific caiendrial dates was time-consuming. However, he was encouraged

by the obsewations made without a detailed te¡hnicai survey in order to make ceiestial

conne¡tions from abstract concepts.

Brennan and Roberts decided to ¡efine thei¡ methods of lunar observations as they had

to wait for the sun rising in the winter. As major mounds Cairn L. and Dowth had winter

alignments aiong with a few minor mounds, They suspected the larger mounds such as Cairn

T., Newgrange and Knowth were aligned to the equinox, The smaile¡ sateilite mounds had

supplementary functions. The only way to get a jump on the studies of Cairn L. and Dowth was

to use moonlight during the summer months.

On April ist, ten days after the equinox event, they observed the rising of the full moon

at Cairn T. The sun must set before the chamber aligned on the horizon can be fully lit by the

risen moon. This date represents a day after the full moon when conditions are best. What

happened in the chamber six days before the equinox was easy to check as conditions were

similar because that night the moon's declination of 2'36' was simila¡ to the sun's declination

of 2"33' on Ma¡ch l4th.

The moon beam light is much more diffuse than the direct shafts created by the sun. The

rectangle of light created on the chambe¡ stones and to the right of the backtone was fainter and

vanished rapidly within twenty minutes. Brenna¡ notes that because of the beauty of the event,

ritual observation must have been part of the builders' plan.

Because the light hit stone six to the right of the backstone, proving that six days prior

to equinox the sun's beam would not have hit the backtone until about four days before, the

construct was more sensitive than they had assumed.
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Although the luna¡ observations helped to give some indication of what would happen

in the winter as most mounds start operating, they feit most of the mounds at I-oughcrew in the

Boyne Valley were sola¡ constructs and used this time to che¿k if Cairn L. has a solstitial

alignment. The fuil moon at the summer solstice rises to approximately the same position on

the horizon as the sun at winter solstice.

The sun repeâts its cycie annually but the less consistent movement of the moon repeats

every 18.6 years in a Saros Cycle, causing the appearance of a moon beam on the backtone of

a passage mound. On June 29th, the light came through the light-box at Newgrange, but only

partially. At ail other sites the moon rise was far to the right of the intended aiignment.

On July 28th the moon rise was closer, but still not close enough to the passages. On

August 26th, moonlight hlled the chambers of Cairns L., U. and Tara. This was indicative of

alignments directed to the position of the sun close to the cross-quarter days in November,

defining the start of winter and likely the cross-quarter days in Februa¡y defining the

commencement of Spring.s

I¡cal t¡adition had inspired Vallency and Beaufort's reports on the functions of the

mounds and the impact the calenda¡s had on the local population apart from the use in ritualistic

observation. Astronomer Sir Norman kcþer explained that the neolithic caienda¡ wæ used

as a practical eight-part solar-tracking system, divided by solar observations of the equinoxes,

solstices and cross-quarter days. In 1909 he conne¡ted the Newgrange aiignment with the winter

solstice.

Unfortunately, as an attempt at ¡econstruction, the largest of the two passages has been

built over, ignoring the possibility of astronomical alignments (of cross-quarte¡ days to the

setting sun in November),
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'The lunar observations in su¡nmer served to preiew winter obsert'alions and

establish some basic ideas about n¿olithic timekeeping. Such a system may have

been quite elaborate, and. could explain the relatíonship of the mounds to each

other and in relation to the landscape. A beacon lit from the top of Loughcrew

could have been seen throughow much of the island. Many of the mounds are

intervisible, and Tara is in a cerural position from which the Boyne Valley

complex and the Loughcrew complex can both be viewed. In this cowext it is

interesting that Tara is infact the location of rule and authoriry in Celtic lreland.

The lighting offires at Tara is well docu¡nented in anrient lish history anl. lore,

as is its connection with the cross-quafter day in November,'8s

It is possibie that the lunar alignments were as deliberate as the solar alignments.

Gavrinis, a passage mound at Brittany, is aligned in position with the rising moon and the winter

solstice alignment is secondary. Brennan felt that the sfongest evidence for lunar and solar

functioning was apparent in the rock engravings.

6.11 Summer Solar Observations and the Autumnal Equinox at Knowth

They continued making both luna¡ and sola¡ observations. Team member Garreth

Williams noted a direct summer solstice sunrise alignment of four mounds at Tara on Cambane

East, Loughcrew. A summe¡ solstice sunset alignment occurred in the Boyne Valley between

Newgrange, Knowth and another mound.

What they were used to observing was a mound indicating a solitary event, but after

continued observation at Loughcrew afte¡ the summer solstice they noticed satellite mounds

operated in a continual sequence. It appeared between the cross-quarter day in August and the

autumnai equinox, the remaining mounds followed the sunrise on the horizon in some pre-

determined fashion.
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On Cairnbane Fast, Caim T. was the major mound. On August lst, they noticed the

sun on the backstone of minor mound S. which was closely aligned to the cross-quarter day on

August 8th.

On Cairnbane Vy'est, Cairn L. was the major mound a¡d Cairn F. its mino¡ mound. In

the mornings, when the sun was out of alignment with Cairn S., it was in line with Caim T.

(which had engravings of a¡cient sun and moon symbols).

In September the sun's rays moved from Caim F. and moved to Cairn I., which aligned

on the horizon wilh Caim T. By September 18th, the sola¡ rays shifted from the backstone at

Caim i. and began to appear on that of CÀirn T., signalling a warning of four days prior to the

equinox.

Brennan had been interested in the megalithic artwork at Knowth and tried to put together

evidence though the site was closed off for archaeological excavation. Knowth contained two

passâges, twice the size of Newgrange, which he suspected were aligned to both the sunrise and

sunset at equinox. If this was true, they would stand as the largest and longest solar constructs

in Europe.

He was encouraged by the teåm to continue at leâst preliminary observations of Knowth

at equinox by evidence they had found at Caim T. (warning of equinox) and the astronomicai

symbols engraved at the Boyne Valley.

They left the Loughcre',v site and distanced themselves from Knowth and its sixteen

satellite mounds. The enûance was exposed and a standing stone was beginning to cåst a

shadow at sunset. Were archaeologists going to seal the passage in the same way they had of

one at Dowth? They decided they could not let their theories be treated as mere speculation,
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rather their goal was to spark new interest in the Irish megaiithic culture.

The entrance stone at Newgrange exhibited a similar vertical line engraved as the one at

K¡owth. B¡ennan suspected the sunding stone outside the Newgrange enrance cast a shadow

on the entrance stone at winte¡ solstice. Here, as the sun set, a shadow moved away from the

line, and as e4uinox drew closer (9 days) so too did the shadow to the line. In both cases úme

was told by shadow casting outside and sunbeaming inside.

They were keeniy interested to see what would occur at Knowth at sunrise as the sun was

moving on the backstone of Caim I. a¡rd onto that of Caim T. They sne¿ked back to observe

the sun¡ise in the eåst passage (directly opposite the west passage marking sunset). On

September 16th, six days prior to equinox, the backstone at Cairn I. was struck by a narrow

beam of light 6" wide at sunrise. Cairn T. remained dark.

As suspected, ât sunset, the shadow drew cioser to the vertical line at the entrance and

the shaft of light entered the chamber, providing further evidence for "delibe¡ate megalithic

ast¡onomical orienlation. "t6

6.L2 Solar Observations - lYinter, 1980

Days prior to the autumna.l e4uinox the passage at Knowth was sealed over and the stones

covered. The archaeologist had claimed the mounds were tombs, built by invading colonists

spreading west from the Continent and built this necropolis in the Boyne Vailey. Based on their

findings at Cairn T., Newgrange and Knowth, they could not argue that, 'About 2,500 8.C.,

the passage grave builders a¡rived in the Irish Sea f¡om Brittany, and buiit thei¡ first tombs. .

. ." (L977, Heritz & Eogan, Ireland in Prehistory).
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A ¡evived interest in Irish pre-history has changed a few of the t¡aditional ideas. One

is, the origin of the megalithic builders; two is, that the spread of the development of passâge

was actually from west and moved east; and three, that the mounds were not merely tombs.

I. "Mesolithic hunters and gatherers, who represented lreland's fust settlers, were

onc€ thought to be nothing more than hungry suandioopers, unable to penetrate

the isla¡rd interio¡ a¡d able to do little more than scavenge a living along the

shoreline about 6,000 B.C, Recent excavations carried out by Peter Woodman

in the North and Michael Ryan in the very cenÍe of the island, however show

that mesoüthic communities with substantial material equipment were flourishing

in the interior by 7,000 8,C., or about 9,000 years ago. Gö¡an Bu¡enhult of

Sweden uncovered an even earlier mesoiithic presence, dating back to 7,500

8.C., at Ca¡¡owmore in the far western extreme of the country. These are the

earliest known habitation sites in lreland, and they completely overturn the old

notion that man first entered Ireland on the eåst coast after a short sea crossing

from Britanny. "t?

"The megaiithic complex at Carrowmore excavated by the Swedes gave

r¿diocarbon dates in the region of 4,200 B.C. for the ea¡liest structure, a

thousand years before the construction of Newgrange. There were no burials at

this level. All the evidence points towards an indigenous origin for megaliths,

with an evolution from simple (Carrowmore) to complex @oyne Valley).

Moreover, the techniques of engraving at Loughcrew suggest to us that the

mounds there came somewhere in the middle of this se4uence. "s

Elizabeth Shee-Twohig writes in her book "The Megalith Art of Western

Europe (1981), "Remarkably little study has been done on the burials from

megalithic tombs . . the size and sophistication of many of the monuments

generally exceeded what would be required if they were built merely as buriai

places. It seems reasonable to conclude that they fulfllled some further role in

society. "Ð Besides, whe¡e is the evidence of the radiocarbon dated bones? If this

were the case, that the mounds were used as grave passages, perhaps the

ceremony could be considered as part of a series of other rituals.

2.
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On September 22nd, with Knowth sealed up, they decided to observe Cairn T. at equinox

as the sun rises at a lower angie than in the spring, resulting in a longer, slimmer beam of light.

It appeared to be a sola¡ ch¡onometer measuring both spring and autumn equinoxes.

Brennan and Roberts continued to observe Loughcrew. At the foot of the mounlain they

discovered a pile of stones neål the Bailin Vailey stone circle, one engraved, and another a holed

stardirg stone. Unfortunately, because astrono-archaeological concepts are ignored, many sites

have been destroyed. Archaeologists do not reaiize that in the eariy 20th century " . . . the oniy

real protection the mounds had was the belíef in the minds of ordinary people that vandalism

would be swifdy revenged by spirits k¡own as fairies. "s

Early November meant the approach of the cross quarter-days. The rising sun sent light

into Cairn L., Cairn U. , and Tara. The minor Caim H, for Cairn L. with its standing chamber

stone, wamed of the date to mark the beginning of winte¡ for Caim L. (similarly, Cairn I.

warned of the e4uinox in Caim T.).

As Locþer had considered ye:trs ago, there was some astronomical function to the

mounds. Brenna¡ and Roberts had shown that:

1. AU 5 major mounds at Loughcrew and the Boyne Valley were astronomically

oriented (only a second chamber at Dowth was left to study).

2. All satellite mounds examined had been built with an astronomicai function.

3. Some smaller sateliite mounds were aligned due south marking the midday sun

crossing the meridian.

locþer had in his book Stonehenge and other British Stone Monuments

Astronomically Considered (2nd edition 1909), refened to the asÍonomical orientation at

Newgrange, which he presented to archaeologists.
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'lYe made out that in the case of the temples d¿voted to sun worship and to the

determination of the length of the year, there was very good reason why all these

attempts should. be made to cut off the light, by diaphragms and ston¿ ceilings,

because, ønong other thinçs, on¿ wanted to find the precise poiw occupíed by the

sunbea¡n in order to determinc the exact date of the solstice.' He corcidered

some as sun temples and others as star temples and said that the early build¿rs

' . . , . wed starlight at night for some of their obsertations, very much like they

wed sunlight during the day,' and that they were ' . . simply calendars,

enabling people to know and recognize from past expeience the difereru pans

of thc year by the place of sunrise and sunset; and. they were also nightdials,

enablíng them to differentiate between the early and the late hours of the night, A'

Brennan made another important discovery based on his finally studying the second

passage at Dowth. On De¿ember 20th, just as the rising sun's rays entered Newgrange, the

setting sun's rays entered Dowth. It was aligned to the setting sun at winter soistice. The

alignments at Dowth and Newgrange were synchronized in the same way it was at Knowth.

Passages appeã to be aligned to both sunrise and sunset at critical times perhaps because

weâther permits favourable readings at one time more than another. The thre€ sites at

Newgrange, Dowth and Knowth were found to be part of a delicately designed system.

Brennan's work was largely inspired by his intuition for "An a¡ist's mind and eye is

trained to sea¡ch for more than a superficial reading in the work of other more ancient

a¡tists. "e

6.13 Surnmaty

The work of Martin B¡ennan a¡rd Jack Roberu led to some surtling discoveries about

neolithic constructs that have previousiy only been alluded to.
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Brennan originally wished to study the interior stone carvings and the significance of

primitive artwork. He decided to concentrate on the Boyne Valley complex dated from 3200-

3700 B.C. He could not srudy the intemai cawings without first studying the archaeological

astronomicai aspects of the site with the help of Jack Roberts.

They were led into a srudy of ancient Irish literarure and mystical aspects of folklo¡e -

listening to the orai tradition of folklore became a necessary part of their research (this study of

aspects of specific sites was suggested in an earüer chapter in studying culture and process prior

to making assumptions about the origins of people).

Brennan and Roberts forged ahead with thei¡ theory on the phenomenon of light entering

the megalithic mounds. In following the ideas of Admiral Boyle-Somerville (1920s), who

suggested astrologicai connections could not be substantiated without field studies, included in

their methodology was the study of folklore and studio models to leam the basics of sundialling.

They did not believe the purpose of the mounds was funery or the work of invaders. They

found the sites admitted rays of sun into what literary ard local t¡adition had termed the home

of a supernatural family.

The site of Tara was not a cemetery, but following traditional lore was the ancient seat

of the Kings of Ta¡a. The curious stones that had once presented an element of mystery were

actually used for sunrise observations.

The arrival of St. Pat¡ick in the 5th century A.D. significantly contributed to the

diminishment of pagan beliefs and the introduction of new concepts affected the native peoples'

physical idenúry with the landscape.

Although these structures had once been anributed to the Danes and the connection with
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folklore overiooked (except by Welsh naturâlist Lhwyd), it was not until Charles Vallancey tlat

asronomy and the concept of indigenous construction þre-dating Mediterranean prototypes) and

the symbolism of cawing were considered.

A later connection with the Celtic se¿sonal festivals was suggested by Miss Beaufort.

Their research proved:

. the mounds were in fact solar constructs that marked winter and summer solstices

and e4uinoxes;

! they were connected;

. the satellite mounds functioned to ma¡k the midday sun and provided warning

dates;

o tho Boyne Complex acted as a calenda¡.

Loughcrew (3700 B.C.) marked the Ma¡ch 20th e4uinox and Newgrange marked winter

solstice alignments; Dowth, Cairns L, T and U and Knowth marked autumnal equinoxes.

One of the most importånt points of their work is that had these aspects been considered

ea¡lier, unfortunate reconstructions could have been avoided. Brennan and Roberts in thei¡

se¿¡ch to explain the symbolism in a¡t had connected the sun's entrance into the mounds with

corresponding symbols that followed the notions of e¿riier researchers none too soon.
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CEAPTE.R 7 THE EMERGENCE AND DECLINE OF THE CELTS

This chapter deals with cultural influences that contributed to changes in Celtic cultural

identity. In previous chapters I have considered the effiiest origins of the Celts. This chapter

relates to later eroding factors. An overview from prehistory to Christianity is included in

Appendix B.

The hrst true picture of Celtic Britain has come to us largely through Roman accounts,

depicting immigrations to Britain from Northeast France in the 2000 years of the neolithic

period. By 1300 8.C., a srong British society was established with simila¡ roots to the Hallstatt

and l¿ Tène groups of the Rhineland from 5000 B.C. They exercised tribal kingships similar

to those in Gaul, and were settiers rather than invaders. The Scots and the Welsh fortihed their

territory which, along with the British Isles, was open to invasion by Angles, Jutes and Saxons

after the Romans retreåted after an occupation from 55 B.C. to 410 A.D. to defend Rome.

The 52 B.C. battle anà defeat of Vercingetrix (and a similar battle by Boadicca which

illustrated yet again the diminished feariess reputation of the Celts) marked the beginning of the

a¡rival of literacy, organized armies and Christianity, and self-sufficiency was dealt a final blow

by the Norman Conquest. However, Celtic dominance seemed to have new hope when in 56

B.C. the Celts invaded Britanny as a possible means of controiling the Saxons and Franks.

Claudius set up the colony of Camulodunum, assimilating rather than dominating.
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Hadrian followed and built a wall to contain the Picts, but I¡eland was left alone until St.

Palrick's arrival in 432 A.D, Celtic art was the oniy remnant of Celtic culture and to this point

I¡eland remained the least influenced a¡ea of the British Isles.

In 597 A.D. Augustine a¡rived in Canterbury and brought the Roman liturgical calenda¡

which eventually changed the dates exercised in the Celtic calenda¡.

In ireland the monasteries became powerful ancho¡s to a Christian Ceitic life. The

Vikirgs arrived in 842 A.D. and established headquarters in Britain. They brought magic rituals

and infoduced port cities but were defeated by the Irish in 1014. England became a blend of

Romans, Germans, Celts and Norse peopie. Ireland was less affe¡ted territorially but its cullural

development had been stunted. The Celts had been politically cohesive due to geographic

location and this was particularly true of the Irish.

The Normans and Vikings paved the way for an easy English and Scottish dominance and

protected themselves in Ireland by establishing a twenty mile radiai protection for Dublin.

The Norman alliance with Wales toppled the Welsh opportunity for political independence

with the last Prince of Wales reigning in 1282. The Scots fought among themselves and in 1742

saw the defeåt of Prince Charles Stuart.

The Bretons defeated the Vikings and merged with the Norman aristocracy remaining

independent from England and France until the 100 Years Wa¡ of the 5th century nd the L792

French Revolution.

The Celtic mainla¡d suffered from invasions. The Welsh and Scots had a surviving

interest in ancient linguistics, and the Irish remnant of Celtic identity, the srongest of the tfuee,

¡emains in traditions and festivais.
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This chapter discusses the hybridization and layering of Celtic heritage due to the

influence of invaders. Through art, music, literature and ancient accounts, we iearn of Celtic

tradition. The roots of Celtic heritage, established in the chapter utled Cebic Ethnagencsis,

received successive influences which a¡e oniy relevant when we establish a corect chronology

and ethnic origin of the indigenous people.

Through the study of Celtic culture it is possible to demonstrate how this group of

peopie, as successors to the megalithic people have adapted. The key i¡fluences may have been

derived from the megaliths, though with such a variety of influences, it is difficult to determine

the precise ¡oots. But certain link between the two ove¡lapping cuitures can be made that trace

back through the cultural hybdidization.
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CHÀPTER 8 ANALYSIS OF CULTI]RAL IDENTITY

This chapter will give a brief ovewiew of the preceding chapters covering prehistory,

ethnogenesis, archaeology, and the basics of astronomy, Brennan's work at the Boyne Valley

Complex, and the influences on Celtic culture.

Paft of the work Colin Renf¡ew has done in the field of archaeoiogy in British

Prehistory: a new outline, has been to examine the archaeologicai developments up to and

including the fwentieth century. Not only does this examination clarify the chronology of British

prehistory, but also identifies the pewasive attitudes of the profession at that time that foste¡ed

certain views or assumptions.

Renfrew discusses the view held by Christians that man was created on the 6th day of

one week in 4,004 B.C. I feel such literal acknowledgment could afford a¡ altemative

possibility to explain Creation. Perhaps one we€k is representative of a greât time span, This

being the case, the early biblical scribes writing the book of Genesis were not necessariiy

wrong.

In the first stâge of archaeological consideration of British prehistory, there was too strict

an organization of material. Categorizations were made based on assumptive thinking that

excâvated evidence was the resuit of p€ople who had immigrated to Britain. Little thought was

given to ethnography.
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If one thinla the constructs of ancient peoples of Britain we¡e of Mediterranean origin,

any evidence would be wrongly attributed, with serious ¡amifications based on wrongiy applied

assumptions explaining origin of people, culture and economy.

The second phase of archaeology invoived a period of forty years from 1920 to 1960.

Cultures were explained primarily as a result of invasions. Ethnic origins were conside¡ed

versus the ea¡lier strict interpretations of materiai. The neolithic farme¡s were thought to have

arrived in 7,500 B.C. Christopher Hawkes felt the height of Celtic expansion over Europe

occur¡ed in the 6th century.

Migration and i¡vasion is not necessarily the best explanation for similarities in excavated

material. This thinking is again too general. The diffusion of ideas and cultures may not have

been the result of dire¿t contact. Perhaps some of the cultural development of early Celtic

peoples was based on simultaneous adaptations to simila¡ climatic conditions, neolithic farming

techniques, settlement characteristics, etc.

Radiocarbon dating discovered by William Libby in 1949 reduced the problems of

assumptive thinking and broke the reliance on the Egyptian calenda¡ for dating archaeological

materials. Finally, there was a more reliable approach that dispeiled problems of categorization

based on inaccurate dating methods,

The third stage was of a somewhat more enlightened attitude. The process of cultural

development in the neoüthic period was pushed back beyond 1,500 B.C. Daniei in 1967 states

that in the studies of European megalithics over 100 years, it could be conciuded that they

developed separately from the Mediterr¿nean up to keland. The diffusionist theory ,.vas not

appropriate. Further to this, Hodson in 1960 feit indigenous evolution should be considered
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befo¡e invasions in estabüshing an accurate chronology of British prehistory.

The study of process became important at this time. With the idea of separate origin as

a foundation for the initial o¡ganization of material, cross-cultural influences based on social and

economic factors and trade could then be anaiyzed. l,ewis Binford listed six fields he felt could

be changed as a result of this kind of interaction. What was beginning to develop was a more

thorough system of evaluating the culturai development of the neoiithic people. Grahame Clarke

took an ecologicâl approach whereby archaeology should consider the study of singular objects

in time, space and functions as opposed to the ordered typologies of the past. David Cla¡ke

criticized a¡chaeoiogy for trying to analyze culture before having adequate techniques with which

to do so.

Renfrew returned to study the Paiaeolithic and Mesolithic periods before looking at the

Neolithic era. To estâblish an accurate picture of the movement of these people would certainly

shed light on the origins of neolithic people and their settlements, culture, vaiue, etc. To neglect

this ståge in favouring the analyses of (more prolif,rc) material from the later neolithic stage

seems ir¡ational.

The study of glaciation on the British Isies showed that during the Cromerian glaciation

the sea level dropped, connecting Britain to the collective European landmass. Based on

excavated evidence of ha¡rd axes simila¡ to those in Europe, it seemed these people migrated

northward in the Palaeolithic period into south and eastem England. In the Hoxnian period, the

human occupation would have been less than that of the later Mesolithic.

Although this is a relatively early development in the evolution and migration of Man,

it represents an ex[emely important step i¡ the establishment of the ¡oots of the ancient peoples
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of the British Isies. The¡e may not exist as much material to be exami¡ed, but to proceed

without considering the valuable information to be gained would not be logical in deducing an

accufirte chronology.

The period after the last glaciation represented the time span from 12,000 - 8,300 B.C.

The¡e is considerably more evidence to trace the movement of people who would have only

come at the end of this glaciation over the linked land masses. With a more temp€rate climate,

woodlands flourished and people practised seasonal movements based on the migration of

animais. In Vy'ales and Scotland there is evidence of human occupation between 5,000 and 6,000

B.C. In the late Mesolithic period (end of the 7th millennium), people app€ar to have a¡rived

from Denma¡k, North Germany and Southern Sweden, but, as Renfrew points out, the

movement of people into Britain may only be speculative. An alternative view would consider

the similar adaptation of industries to changing environmental conditions.

During this perio'd man would have ¡elied on natural resources fo¡ construction and

animais fo¡ food sources whether in Europe o¡ Britain. It is possible at this time that as part

of (separately) adapting, cultures developed a system of charting the seasons. Animal migrations

would have been dependent on seasonal changes, and so similariy the peopie. These people, as

in other primitive cultures, would have had a great reliance on the dictates of the elements of

nature, and understandably deveioped a respect for them.

The Neolithic period is considered to stand at the second quarter of the thi¡d millennium

8.C., and spanned 28 centuries, Before 3,000 B.C. , people inhabited Britain and lreland,

dispelling Stuart Piggott's diffusionist theory that p€ople came up from Europe afte¡ 2,000 B,C.

@is neolithic starting date). This homogeneous culture spread, but from which point it is
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unclear.

Renfrew notes that neolithic people did not alter their environment until the middle or

late part of this period where they began to build e¿¡h and stone monuments. Bone deposits

found at the sites suggested the monuments may have been rituaiistic, or graves representative

of a cult activities. He does not make a clear distinction of the function of the mounds but later

stâtes that the monuments may have been linked with temporary seasonal visits.

Renfrew felt that it may have proven futile to analyze them further than to sây they

spatially related regional structures. Unfortunately, to stop there gave more reievance to an idea

that the mounds were grave passes, sites with negative cult connotations.

To find another interpretation, it was necessary to cross reference the Ilistory of

Newgrange with an outline provided by Michaei O'Kelly in his book Newgrange. I was able

to extract a few more positive notions than those of Renfrew beyond the basic facts.

Newgrange was discovered in 1699 by landowner Charles Campbell. Inter¡ed were

stones crudely engraved and bones that indicated burial practices. Lhwyd inferred they were

built by Egyptians built for the purpose of a sacrifice.

ln ancient Irish folklore he writes, Bní na Bóinne was the abode of the Tuatha Dé

Danann and that Ta¡a was a hail of celebrations where the pagan kings of Tara were buried.

The suggestion by archaeologists that the mounds were merely "House of the Dead" (where

bones do not even pre-date construction) seems to have iittle reievance in a history of tradition

that seems more to uphold the concept of the spirit of the afterlife, even reincarnation.

O'Kelly notes that it was not until 1699 that the mound at Newgrange was disturbed.

The fact that a successive sffeam of ]ate Neolithic, Bronze Age, kon Age, Early Ch¡istian and
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Angio-Norman people did not enter the chamber certainly did not suggest they had not the

means, strength or knowiedge to do so. They appear to have inhabited the a¡ea peacefully and

resp€ctfully without the wili to penetrate the monument.

Colin Renfrew, through an in-depth study of the linguistics of place names and the

movement of the Indo-Europeån people, was able to eståblish the possibility that the eåriy Celts

arrived in Britain not as the result of invasions, as archaeoiogists long believed, but had existed

in Europe and the British Isles indigenously since thê Stone Age epoch. Changes in culture were

the result of trading. Trading was impeded with the deveiopment of language barriers. This

answers questions about the origins of the Celts as posed by Frank Delaney in the chapter titled

The Emergence of the Celn.

Professo¡ Clutton-Brock, in his paper Astronomy and Standing Stones, outlines the

basic principles of astronomy and suggests that early man's farming patterns and movements

we¡e based on the seasonal changes and the movement of the sun. Similarly, the navigation of

the seâ was affected by the cycles of the moon. Due to reasons of survival, people were

dependent upon reading the dictates of seasons - the path of the sun and moon along the zodiac.

Festivals then developed in celebration of the sun and moon.

He notes that Alexander Thom saw the landscape as importÂnt for the purposes of

observation. The sola¡ constructs were strategically designed as part of the landscap€ to âlign

with the sun, moon and sta¡s at the winter and summer solstices, and the sun's declination

halfuay between the solstices and equinoxes marking the c¡oss-quarter days.

The Celtic festivals that were (and often are today) the result of such important if not

mysterious events were Beltane, marking the beginning of Summe¡ on May 6, Lugnasadh,
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marking the beginning of Fail on August ó, Samhain, for the beginning of Winter on November

6, and Imbolc, for the beginning of Spring on February 6.

Clutton-Brock altudes to the imporønce of individuals in this early society who possessed

the abüity to reåd arid predict the changing of seasons and the approach of equinoctial and

solstitial dates. It would appear that wilhin the social structure some individual, such as a priest

or priestess, possessed a speciai power to alert the remaining tribe dependent upon these sp€cific

dates. Therefore, the religious significance of se¿sonal events must have gained great

momentum over the centuries. Legends were passed down through orai tradition and what has

stood as proof has been the megaiithic monuments and the secrets tha! motivated their

construction.

The concepts explored by Professor Clutton-Brock were investigated separately with site

work conducted by aÍist Michaei Brennan. His interest was in symbolic megalithic engravilgs

which diffe¡s greatly from common astronomical or artistic pursuits, but in the case of

megalithic construct the two overlap considerably. The work of professionals such as Renfrew,

O'Kelly, Clutton-Brock, and Brennan are inter¡elated if not dependent to a large degree upon

one another.

Brennan's work involved the study of Newgrange and the Boyne Complex, constructed

between 3,200 and 3,700 B.C. He was primarily interested in the engravings but had to

consider their arche¡-ast¡onomical significance before drawings his own conclusions. Based on

his studies, he was ied to study folklore and astronomy.

His work with Jack Roberts in the late 1970s and 1980s encompassed a study of folklore

and traditional Irish literature which pointed to the reverence of such high places in the literary
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references to growth, mystery, light and darkness, The inhabitants of this a¡e¿ (as outlined

previously by O'Kelly) were the Tuatha Dé Dannon, good supernatural inhabitants that pre-dated

the Celts. There was also reverence for the surrounding areas and even the Boyne River which

gained divinized status. Christian scribes, although they transcribed these s[ong oral traditions,

censored the tales in accordance with the teachings of basic Christian scripture'

They practised sundialling in their Dubljn studio a¡d ventured out to test their

hypothesize at various megalithic sites in southern I¡eiand.

At Tara, which was believed to be of mysticai importance, they discovered from sunrise

observations ma¡ked the Celtic festivals of Samhain in November and Imbolc in February. They

found the engraved symbols interred represented the sun which Thomas O'Rahilly identifies as

the symbol of the power of healing.

In 1750, Charles Vailency had studied oral tradition and c¿lled the mounds "Caves of the

Sun." He even alluded to the purpose of the engravings.

It took until the 19th century for archaeologists to even consider that stone circles pointed

to specific periods of time. Brennan actually credits O'Kelly as the first archaeologist to witness

and acknowledge the signif,rcance of light entering Newgrange though his claims were met with

attempts to discredit him. Unfonunately, such attiiudes only serve to hinder exploration in ail

areas and even are the c¿use of inaccurate reconstruction and site redeveiopment.

B¡ennan and Jaclcs were interested in the play of light on the stones once they were

confldent that the beams of light entered on significant dates. Mrs. Alfred Gatty draws a parallel

with the sun symbols in that they seem to recur in the sundials of churches. Many of the ancient

traditions must have been adopted even in Christian times based on the strength of their

importance in primitive and later, the Ceitic age, Once again it is noted that these constructs

were not the work of invading people.
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Though the view continued that astronomy had no reievant connection with archaeology,

and that documentation remained one-sided and well-intentioned expeditions failed, Brennan

pressed on. Interestingly he states that the mounds astronomical potential must have been as

great as the religious potentiai of the church.

They studied the geometric plan of the heavens and the sun's position indicating the

winter, summer and winter solstice and equinox and the cross-quarter days marking the se¿sons.

They began with Newgrange and its winte¡ soistice signalling.

They looked at the exactness of the technology employed by a peopie iong considered

primitive. Mound passages used to chart astronomical alignments could increase the accuracy

of predicted dates by lengthening the passage. Even the inference of inclement weather in the

reading of light beams could be overcome. They even went so fa¡ as to discover that the

pattems of light on the stone were indicative of the path of the sun during the day - it fell high

on the stone at sunrise and at a lower position at sunset. Dates could be determined by the

change of position of light on the stones. This brought into piay the significance of the

engravings lit by the beams of light which seemed to signify the event taking placel Such was

the case at Loughcrew, which was easier to chart as the sun's movement is wider at equinox.

It was aiigned due east and must have had extreme importance based on its summit location.

They charted the day prior to the spring equinox and the day after the autumn equinox and

watched the sun cross the engravings.

What they discovered was fascinating. Not oniy were the megalithic mounds

astronomical constructs and that they signified special astronomical events, but that they had

different levels of accuracy depending on the importance of the event they charted and were
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related in functionl The solstice alignment at Newgrange complemented the equinoxai

alignments at Cairn T, I-oughcrew. They presumed there was a similar importance attached to

the mound at loughcrew which, after exciting adventures, they were able to prove. The two

passages were aligned respectively to sunset and sunrise at equinox.

They used luna¡ observations in the summer to help prove Caim L. and Dowth had

winter alignments (the fu1l moon at the summer soistice rises at approximately the same position

on the horizon as the sun at winter solstice). They felt Caim T, Newgrange and Knowth were

aligned to the e4uinox. Tara they found highlighted the start of winter.

Their conclusions were that luna¡ constructs had as significant a purpose as sola¡

constructs and the importance of luna¡ and solar alignments necessitated further accuracy by

employing satellite mounds that operated sequentially.

Brennan and Roberts have been partially responsible for a renewed interest in Irish

prehistory. They were concemed with the origins of the megaiithic builders, the spread of the

building of the monuments was from an east to west orientation, and that the mounds were not

tombs as was believed for too long. In utilizing folklo¡e and ancient literature, they gave

relevance to " fairy tales, " which may have been the bæe for the religious beliefs of the ancient

Irish in their reverence for the landscape.

They proved all five major mounds at Loughcrew and the Boyne Valley were

astronomically oriented a¡rd that satellite words had astronomical functions even so fa¡ as to have

alignments with the sun and ma¡ked the mid-day sun crossing the meridian. The two important

sites of Newgrange and Dowth were connected at winter solstice. On De¿ember 20th, the rising

sun's rays enter Newgrange and those of the setting sun enter Dowth.
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Robert Delaney in his book The Celts provides a general understanding of the cultural

development of the Neolithic people to the Celts and the influences successive invaders and

finaily Christianity had on their traditions. Inherent in this is the effect not only on their

language, settlements, literature, artwork, etc., but also on thei¡ system of values and religious

beliefs.

Delaney outlines the Neolithic period which spanned 2000 years and saw the emergence

of people from N.E. France. He differs in his views from those outlined by Renfrew who

betieved the predecessors to the Ceits arrived much ea¡lier and were therefore descendants of

a more indigenous peopie.

He attests to the fact that we owe most of our knowledge of the early Celts to the records

kept by the Romans. These were obviousiy transcribed but would have received Roman

censorship much like that of the later Christian scribes. The ease with which the Christians

were able to assimilate their religion with the existing pagan Celtic religíon was extremely

peacefui compared with attempts by Christians to evangelize other primitive societies. The

scriptures were exciling, with legendary content simila¡ to that of their own tradition. The

transition from pagan to Christim meånt the deities were traded for one, rather than the view

that one deity gathered together the aspects of the othe¡s. In many ways this shift was refle¿ted

in the Roman-Christian attitude toward the expanded Empire. The new religion was only part

of the total picture; teritorial acquisition replaced peaceful existence, developing a¡chi-"tech"-

tural advancements replaced the traditional art of building and materials and sites were exploited

instead of the two working in combination.

Had it not been for the Celts' weakness in military defence strategies, the implications
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of a western civilization founded on pagan principies, which are similar to Eastem religious

principles, would have been far-reaching. (Ihe term "pagan" received negative connotations as

the church controlled people's views to spread its power.) One can speculate that a greater

understanding would have been achieved betwe¿n religious groups today in both Irela¡rd and the

Middle East.

In this mac¡o versus micro approach to creation, the "collective body" of the church

gained dominance (in order to control the spread of Christians morals), replacing the " spi¡it of

the individuai" which had guided the Celts and their predecessors fo¡ centuries. Ironicaily, this

tendency to act with one's own spirit taken in the context of physical combat, could not comp€te

with the Romans' collective stategíes. Therefore, the Roman determination to expand, captu¡e

and cont¡ol worked with collective ideås, concepts well suited to the practice of Christianity

under the auspices of one God. The pagan Celts, once again, behaved with individual energy,

suited to thet religion of multiple gods, goddesses, and powers. The power and strength of the

material world overthrew a world lived in accordance with the spiritual'

As the value of the material aspects of the physical worid began to dominate those of the

spiritual, connects with the cosmos diminished in significance. Light and darkness were looked

at in terms of good and evil.

Surviving ancient folk tradition may have more relevance that we have been conditioned

to believe!

The Romans recorded that the Celts had a political system based on tribal, family and

kinship organization and that developments were brought in 700 B.C. from immigrants with new

agricultural and burial practices (this would explain the bones inter¡ed at Newgr¿nge, but there
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at a later date, with purposes not related to those of the megalithic builders). In 400 8.C.,

immigmnts c¿me from France and the Low Count¡ies who traded art'¡/ork across the Channei.

As this occuned, the Romans mixed with the Celts due to the enfo¡ced habitation by

Romans for military service. The Welsh and Scots rebelled for a time but it was the Irish Celts

and their way of life that remained protected almost soleiy by its isolated geography.

When the Romans re[eated in defence of their empire at home, they left the territory of

the Briúsh Isles open to other invaders. The Britons united to fight the Anglo-Saxons who were

the latest powerful enemy. Again, Ireland remained influence free.

The defeat of Vercingetorix at the Battle of Alesia in 52 B.C. weakened the feårless

repuration of the Celts. So too did the defeat of Boadicca in East Anglia in 60 A.D. Both

rebellions were indicative of the inspired Celtic spirit, but also of an energy that lacked

channeiling. The survival of any remaining Celtic culture was dependent on further erosion by

Western civilization. The Roman occupation lasted from 55 B.C. to 4i0 4.D., a considerable

time span that experienced the power of Caesar, the colonies of Claudius, and the territorial

advancements of Agricula. I¡eland remained living in peaceful circumstances until 432 A.D.

with the a¡rival of St. Patrick and the establishment of monasteries and centres of learning

patronized by the Christian church in Rome. As described earlier, what was translated must

have been censored although the Celtic afwork was encouraged. The Christian monks must

have appealed to the Celtic fervour for legend and lore, as the [ansition from pagan to the

Christian religion was in many ways reciprocal. The manuscripts are illuminated with legendary

Celtic animal forms and some Christia¡r festivals a¡e celebrated on pagan dates. What was a

pagan belief fortunately often received negative connotations in an attempt by the Christian
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church to spread the word of one God. What had been a reügion based on the reverence for the

cosmos and nature was seen as less sophisticated, less powerful, and certainly less lucrative than

the Christian church. However, the strength of the Irish Cellic religion developed on its own

for a period of 100 years at the a¡rival of St. Augustine from Rome.

When the Romans retreated, the Irish continued to th¡ive. They attacked the Vr'elsh a¡rd

forced the peopie in Wales and Cornwall into Britanny. There they reverted to the pre-Roman

Celtic tribal system. There se€med to be hope for the survival of the Celtic tradition.

The power of the Vikings brought the influences of urbanization. They established

headquarters in lrela¡d and brought with them cerlain rituals as they had no use for Christianity.

This must have affected the Irish culture heavily, as they had not suffered at the hands of

invaders as had their neighbouring Celtic counterparts. The Celts in Gaui were Celtic and

Romano-Galli, the Celts in England were Celtic, Romano-Celtic, and Germanic. Those in

Scotland had Pict, Anglo-Saxon ard Norse influences, and the Welsh received Irish and Danish

influences. The Irish had really only been influenced by the Christians and Dares, one strongly

Christian, one srongly pagan.

With William of Normandy in 1066 and later Henry II, the Celtic culture seemed to have

died. The Scots began to fight internally and the Welsh resisted also and eventually became

subsumed culturally. The Normans were protected in Ireland by the Pale and began to

intermarry. Celtic Bretons were crushed by the French Revolution in 1792. fn 1922, with the

Anglo-Irish Treaty, lip service to Celtic political orgalizations appeffs to be the only remaining

tradition and perhaps interest in the Irish language. Delaney's statement that the only true Celts

that have survived as descendants of the originai Celts of Europe inhabit the Atlanlic coast of

Europe.
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From deductions as to the a¡e¿s of development and termination of the ancient Celtic

people, it would seem that throughout history the lrish Celtic culture, whether neolithic, pagan

Celtic, or lrish Christian Celtic, would have survived more than ary other of the Celtic groups.

The emergence of an ancient society based on a reliance of the seasonal changes

determined by the cosmos must have influenced their migrations, settlement, system of kinship,

cuiture, artwork, and religion, The strength of their expression of reverence for nature in their

astronomical constructs has been preserved through time and stands as pennanent evidence of

a culture that undoubtedly influenced the Celts and permeated into lrish-Christian practices.

What was seen as a weakness in the Celtic strategy, an uncontrollable, undirected energy,

was p¡otected in its isolation. What is necessary is to recover the values of such a primitive

culture and the cosmos which escaped the onslaught of the technological advancements of

Romans and the Christian colonization that influenced the weakening of such values.



CHAPTER 9 TTIE CELTIC RELIGION AND INFUSION OF CIIRISTIÀMTY

9.1 Introduction

What characterized the spirituai beliefs of the eariy Celtic religion and how was it

changed by Roman Christianity? How was the attitude toward the landscape viewed traditionally

and how was it affected?

Farly Ceitic spiritual beliefs were pagan, eårth-based, primitive and practical with a range

of deities who both provided and protected. The spirituai beliefs of the early Celtic religion

at its most sophisticated was based on a mythology that navigated their moral path and asp€4ts

of everyday life.

Their inspiration came from naturai elements. In The Celts, Frank Delaney describes

many aspe¿ts of the Celtic system of belief, significant of which was a need for an inner

personal protection against environmental fo¡ces. To seek spiritual council, a Ceit would choose

a found object which he or she would invest with magical powers. Given a significant place in

which to conduct rituais and a piigrimage upon which to reach it, the process, much like the

Christian liturgy, took on greåteÍ spiritual meaning. To the Celts, naturai eiements became

sacred from the eariy Celtic beliefs to the coming of Christianity'

The ea¡th represented the mysteries of life. The Mother Earth (or earth goddess) was

paired with kings and heroes, and gods secured the fertility of the all-providing earth. These
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gods belonged to lakes, tre€s, groves, rocks, and animals. The landscape was blessed with

sacred significance as it was revered as their place of residence. Prayer became a ritualized part

of landscape as a tribe expanded. The landscape became a sânctuary to worship the most basic

beliefs such as the power of the change of seasons marked by a particular day.

Offerings were part of these rituals, including animals and human sacrifice as part of

Celtic worship. Animals were attributed with such symbols as virility, sfength, fertility,

defence, etc. These characte¡s answered practical daily life questions and gave the Celts powers

to turn to.

The Celtic social st¡ucture was a di¡ect reflection of their religion. Each tribe had a God-

leader (the Daghda) and many deities. The eârth goddess, Morrigan in lreland, and Sucellos

in Gaul, represented fertility and sexuality and were embodied in the raven. Flidais was the

hunter goddess, Epona and Rhiannon flilales), the horse goddess, and Sulis, the healing-spring

goddess @ath). Deities became localized, giving sites sacred connotations.

Lugh, after which Lyon is named, was one such god who entered the halls of Ta¡a where

the Tuatha De Danaan lived, and is celebrated on the Celtic festival of Lughnasa on August lst

(marking the cross-quarter days and discussed in Chapter 5).

Samhain and Halloween mark the beginning and the end of the Celtic year. On All

Hallows Eve, the earth opened up to release spirits into the darkness. The beginning represented

the ûansition from this darkness to the light time of year, when the e¿rth's fertility was

regenerated. The festival Imbolg (Imbolc) (the beginning of February) fell between Samhain

@eginning of November) a¡d Bealtaine @eginning of May), the beginning of the lighted half

of the year and responsibie for prosperous farming.
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Christianity, brought by St. Patrick, blended to a certain extent with Celtic beiiefs, The

Christian caiendar offered regular worship, a Father God Qike the Roman Zeus) and a son-God

(like Apollo), morally conceived by a mother goddess, performed miracies and lived a

mysterious afte¡life. Worship remained t¡ibal bu¡ connection to the main-Cod was di¡ect.

Christianity developed over time rather than immediately dominating in Celtic I¡eland with a¡t

acknowiedgement for the practical Celtic festivals.

Archaeological evidence indicates carved personal objects related to specific physical

ailments offering this closer relationship with the main-God. These offerings brought

immortalíty. The eanh was revered as riches, and bodies were interred in wells and shafts in

the hope of contacting the powers of the earth and water (the lå Tene culture site on the island

of Anglesey is of particular note).

Strabo, in his accounts, relates examples of human sacrihce directed by Druids' The

word Druid comes from the Greek word dru, the Celtic word for oak wood, and wid, from the

Indo-European, to know, which accords well with the Druid psychic ability.r He noted that oak

effigies of men were filled with humans and set afire for sacrificial purpose, as the oak tree had

sacred meaning. In fact, the Celts cawed oak because of its spiritual importance, untii the

Romans brought stone statuary. Stone, to the Celts, had a differing significance and eventually

the we¿kened Celtic beliefs in their practice came from this new use of stone and the neglect of

its significance in their religion.

Stonehenge, the famous stone structure on a hill in Saiisbury Plain, had been att¡ibuted

to Vikings, and noted as the tomb of Boadicca, or even brought magically from lreland.

Seventeenth century British architect Inigo Jones, described it as "The most notable antiquiry of
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Great Britain, vulgariy called Stonehenge on Salisbury Plain." General academic opinion

stresses the stone strucfures or groups as remnants of Megalithic culture. Mystical connections

exist between the sites of Avebury in Wiltshire, Stanton Drew in Somerset, and Rollright in

Oxfordshire, and Carnac in Brittany.

The sites represented a stone deity who was part of a great, popular ritual. Christian

leaders disagreed on such practices.

Caesar, in his De Bello Gallico, describes the significance of the Druids.

' , . . They also hold long discussions about the heavenly bodies, their movements,

the size of the Universe and of the eanh, the physical cotßtitution of the world,

and the powers and propenies of the gods; and they instruct the young men in

all these subjects. "ea

The power of the Druids lay in their secrecy, their commitment to orai tradition. They

interpreted the elements and the messages of their gods. The Christian parish priest had a

similar role, though his commitment was to written versus oral tradition.

One Celtic tribe, circa 125 B.C., is noted for its practice of severing heads as part of

ritual practice. The head, they felt, housed the soui. This practice is not inconsistent with other

mesolithic groups in Eastem Europe and North America.

The common ground between the two systems of spiritual belief was a super-power

possessed by the pagan-Celtic versus the Christian God and hero. Miracles, dominance over

dark forces, inspired knowledge and insight we¡e evidenced in the legends of both faiths. The

a¡rcient Celts of Ireland worshipped the Goddess of the Boyne River and the Salmon of

Knowledge that she hosted. The symbolism of the fish and signihcance of holy water is a

cornerstone in the Christian faith. The tale in the Mabinogion, in which Elphin found the infant
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Taliessin in swaddling clothes and raised him until he became a bard and seer, is in a vein

simila¡ to the story of Moses - a common folk tale motif,

The Celts could accept Christianity. Its pacifistic attitude biended with Celtic courzìge

and they respected the strength of humiiity and denial. Their hero Cuchulainn, was very similar

to Christ. Sacred Celtic mythology p¡esented a similar patriotism, mysticism, and epic. King

Arthur may have been Artoruis, a Roman-Ceit (4.D. 470) who gathered horsemen to ward off

the Saxons. Or he may have been given supernaturai associates, making him a Celtic hero. He

was Linked with Tintagel, where the medieval castie stands on the Comish hill above the Cave

of Me¡lin. es

9.2 Summar-Y

Although the transition from paganism to Christianity was peaceful, the implications were

less than visibie. Many traditions remain, yet the effects have worked insidiously on how we

relate to the landscape.

Remnants of Celtic tradition remain today, where reference is paid to elements of the

landscape in place-names and traditional ceremony. In the West of lreland, thousands make a

pilgrimage to Croagh Patrick to pray to the saint at the beginning of August, which was the feâst

of Lugh. Halloween is popularly celebrated annually at the end of October. At the beginning

of May, of the feast of Beitain, at the sites of original Celtic settlements in Northern Italy,

France, Britain, and lreland, celebrations are practised to encourage the growth of crops.

The significance of the power of stones is still ca¡ried on in traditional ceremony today.
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Ne¿r l¡chronan in Brittany, annual gatherings include priest worship around a large rock. After

the British Reformation, the Catholic Mass, out of necessity, was held outdoors, on large rocks,

that attained local importance, As Arthur drew Excaiibur from a stone, and as the Stone of

Destiny at Ta¡a ídentified Kings, so too is the British monarch crowned seâted on the Coronation

Stone at Westminster Abbey, the Stone of Scone.

These practices reflected Celtic traditionai values in ceremony. The assimilation of Celtic

pagan values that respected the landscape deveioped over thousands of years and lost significance

relatively quickly.

The honoured Druidic le¿der whose power lay in his secrecy and mystic silence had

committed his values to memory and orai tradition. The Christian monk offered literacy, which

literally crushed the power of the Druid and offered the ceits easy reference to their folkiore

which had been assimilated in Christian form. Christian morality, Celtic tradition a¡d the

immorality of women, became part of these legends.

The incentive was salvation in both pagan Celtic religion and that of Christianity. But

as Delaney explains, the destination was different. The ancient Celts searched for Tir-na-n Og,

the Iånd of Eternal Youth. This took the form of a practical voyage with miraculous encounters

such as the voyage of Bran and later Brendan on thefu spiritual quest. The Celts saivation lay:

'On the ocean that hollows the rocks where ye dwell.

A sha.dowy land has appeared as they tell.

Men thought it a region of sunshíne and rest,

And they called it Hy-Brasil, the

Isle of the Blest.Ñ

The Christians prayed for a life here¿fter that escap€d the bonds of the effth.

Deities were replaced by saints who took on their identities. This recognirion of the
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Ceitic saint represented the toppiing of the significant pagan power in the spiritual balance of

scales.

I-ocal sai¡ts were personable figures, attributed with performing local miracles. They

were not merely heroic figures, rather heroic figures of moral courage, They were a

combination of practical and mystical. But this sounds familia¡. Was practicality and mystery

not they keystone of the earliest Christian beliefs? With one notable exception that changed their

perception of the landscape at a time of rapid change brought by Roman-Christian culture.

The Christian monks recognized the significa:rce of Celtic tradition, and Celtic-Christian

worship mixed legend and scriprure. It was the cha¡acteristics as described by Delaney, of

arrogance and innocence, that inspired them to join forces with the Christians. The assimilatíon

of their religious beliefs was localized and not regionai, a symptom exactiy mirroring their

political and military organization. They lacked an identified religious cohesion. Their

innocence made them vulnerabie, their arogance made them voluntarily part of the new

Ch¡istian religion.

The one notable exception in their belief was a re[ance on one God who embodied the

powers of ail their deities. This in itself was not wrong. The Romans and Christians cross-

fertitized and brought changes to the Celtic world. The enthusiastic spirit of the Celt led to the

acceptånce of a new religion without the armour of their ancient values. The more sophisticated

society would ultimateiy change the face of their mother-eârth. This new religion neglected the

earth for its spiritual answers.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis is to rediscover those spiritual values used by the ancient

megaLithic people in their relation to the landscape. The methodology involved the analysis of

the related fïelds of study in astronomy, Celtic a¡chaeoiogy, linguistics and folk lite¡ature which

has dr¿wn evidence of the common thread of understanding between each field and e¿ch other.

Cross-referencing the finds of one Celtic held of study to the next confirms many of the ideas

about the mysteries of the megalithic constn¡cts that had once been dismissed as ir¡elevant.

I should like to summa¡ize eåch chapter and its importance to the thesis topic. i follow

by iisting the traditional megalithic values I fe€l that I may have ¡ediscovered'

A methodoiogy of the analysis of works of leading authorities in these different

professions has led to a concluding framework from which I will try to deduce the t¡aditional

values of the megalithic builders in relation to the landscape.

The study of the developments and the establishment of British prehistory identihed not

only a correct approach to the analysis of culture through archaeologicai studies, radiocarbon

dating and the study of process, but aiso the dramatic over-assumptions of cultural origins left

by a shortsighted chronology. A more thorough chronology based on the study of independent

sites, individual artifacts, place names a¡d absoiute carbon dates contribute to a more reasonable

picture of British prehistory.
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As a prelude to the introduction of landscape sites, the following chapter discusses the

history of Newgrange. Although buiit in the 3rd millennium B.C. and discovered in 1699 A.D.

by Lhwyd, who thought it to be a funery monument, it was Vailencey in 1790 who planted new

ideas about ast¡onomical alignments and references to ancient folkiore with Newgrange as the

home of the supematural Tuatha Oe Danann.

The third chapter is probably the most important in terms of establishing the origins of

the celtic people (after a.11, it is the purest t¡aditional celtic view I am attempting to

demonstrate).

Colin Renfrew has gone against the thinking of ea¡lier archaeologists ín considering the

reievance of linguistics in combination with material evidence and the scripts of Greeks a¡d

Romans. His work studies the transfer of linguistics as proof of Celtic cultural dissemination.

The spread of Celtic culture was the result of trading, not invasion. This was a culture with

Indo-European origins since the appeåra¡ce of man in Europe. According to Renfrew, the Celts

did not stem from one pivotal area but lived over a wide region of northern, western and central

Europe with only small variations in culture.

In the chapter tiúeÅ The Significance of Astronomy and Standing Stones, the basics of

as5onomical alignments are discussed by Professor Clutton-Brock. Charting the ecliptic and the

sun's a¡d moon's movements in relation to the ecliptic allowed for the prediction of eciipses and

equinoxes. What Clutton-Brock includes in his analysis, as outlined in Chapter 5, foreshadows

the significance of the following chapter. It becomes clear that eariy man's pattern of land

cultivation and movements depended greatly on the changing of seasons, and, therefore, on the

path of sun and moon against the ecliptic. It would be necessa¡y for megalithic peopie to keep
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track of such important events. In fact, they did, as specific sites were used as observatories

where the changes in season couid be recorded. These dates were then translated into the Pagan

religious festivals of Beltane, Lugnasadh, Samhain, and Imbolc. The world of these people

literaliy revoived around the cosmos.

The work of Brennan and Roberts takes Clutton-Brock's theories one step further into

actual site studies. In an attempt to unravel the mysteries of the interior stone carvings, B¡ennan

found it necessary, as have I, to study relevant background materiai prior to drawing distinct

conclusions. What he and Roberts discovered was that folklore had alluded conectly to the

significance of the Boyne Va.lley Complex and that each site played a pafi in a connected series

of solar constructs built as an early solar calendar. He was able not only to identify the dates

through physical testing to which each construct was oriented, but aiso the symbolism of the

inter¡ed art as the sunbe¿ms feli upon them.

chapter 7 looks at the cultural emergence and the decline of the celts. The influences

of the various invaders on the established early Celtic society of Britain (I have stated earlier that

these people were indigenous Indo-Europeans, whose major cultural variations were the result

of trade lather than invasion), were most prevalent in southem England. Ireland remained

relatively uninfluenced until the intrusion of the Vikings, but it experienced an intemrption in

cultural development at this time. Successive invasions by England, after the Norman Conquest,

laid to rest any chance of regenerated Celtic strength. Celtic culture now lies in linguistics,

artwork, a¡d traditional festivals, most of which have been passed down from these ancient

times.

Although Chapter 7 discusses the variety oferoding influences on Celtic ethnicity, it does
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not answer the question of Celtic origin which I have proposed as indigenous ald homogeneous

in the chapter on Celtic Ethnogenesis.

The final paragraph on Cultural ldewiry gives an abbreviated overview of the previous

chapters, noting the pagan religious significance of the landscape that was negated by the

introduction of Roman-Chrisúanity and, consequently, accompanying vaiues. The spirit of

Celtic respect fo¡ the land was traded for the new Roman spirit of progress, in both building and

religious values.

To summarize what I have proposed:

Chapter I A correct chronology where the movements of people of the British Isles was

based on se¿sonal changes rathe¡ than invasion.

Chapter 2 l¡ considering the history of Newgrange, there exists an important connection

between ancient Irish folklo¡e, its mysteries and the physicai landscape.

Chapter 3 The early Celts were Indo-European, indigenous and homogeneous, whose culture

was established based on both linguistic tradition and material culture with slight

variations due to trade rather than invasion.

Chapter 4 The basics of asüonomy and the signihcance of alignments to megalithic

structures were used as solar caiendars to predict seasonal changes upon which

their subsistence depended, and Celtic pagan religious festivals were celebrated.

Chapter 5 Megalithic mounds and astronomical alignments were connerted by actual site

observations with a methodology of studying folklore, oral tradition,

archaeoiogical finds and asronomy,

Chapter 6 The emergence a¡d decline of the Celts resulted from isolated geography rather

than political strength which, through the erosion of successive invasions, led to

their collapse in favour of Roman Christianity. Ireland remained the least

affe¿ted with a surviving tradition of festivals, linguistics, a¡two¡k a¡d earthworks

remaining.
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'What has all this to do with the role of the landscape a¡chitect today? I have pointed out

in the Introduction that I am proposing something that is pioneering in nature, and that there

is the need for much cross-referencing of different fieids in orde¡ to formulate a conclusion.

I have attempted to demonstrate the influence of the traditional Celtic values on their

treåtment of the landscape. I feel it is the role of the landscape architect today to re-int¡oduce

these values through a ¡e-examination of the vaiues and perceptions of ancient societies to

landscape in thei¡ environment. In this thesis I have concentrated on Celtic society and its

treâtment of the landscape, a feåtment that melded physicai and spiritual concerns.

I have tried to establish that the Eaditional megaiithic values were those of spiritual

respect for the landscape by:

. considering lreland as the site for analysis, as it is the area of Northern Europe

that has received the ieast cross-cultural influence a¡d remained comparatively

homogeneous from the Stone Age;

r considering the relevance of ancient folklore as there is a probable connection

between personif,red natural landscape sites and names of supernatural beings;

o considering the basics of the science of astronomy and its possibie relationship to

megalithic landscapes, which is suggested by actual field studies;

. considering the science of archaeology in the formulation of an accurate

chronology for British prehistory and exact dates for relevant material culture;

o considering the cuitural history to chart the succession of culrural influences (or

paucity thereofin lreland's case) that have transformed the original Ceitic culture;

noting the changes, both physical and spiritual, brought by the Christian Romans

to the celtic British Isies;

introducing the reievance of religion which pewaded the eariy Celtic lifestyle

unassumingly and was a¡ inherent part of the practice of creating space and

"place" in the landscape.
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It is important to give credit to the work of eariy schola¡s in these related professions.

They provided information, that through the process of elimination, restrictive theories could

ultimately lead to the evolution of broader theories. This allows for the consideration of theories

i¡ other f,relds.

The observation which i have made is original in that it is d¡awn from the overlapping

fields of study of early Celtic culture and appeffs to rediscover a common set of megalithic

values; values that pervaded ail asp€¿ts of their lives. They followed and respected the dictates

of a macrocosm that affected the change in the seasons, the movement of animals and plants,

and ultimately their own lives. The power of the cosmos was reflected in their festivais,

language, folklore, religion and building. These facts may se€m over-simplistic' Ifso, why do

these ideas seem difficult to consider in a modern society badly in need of reassessing its vaiues

towards a landscape it deems disposable.

Vy'hat the landscape architect can leam from such a study is, f,rrstly, that without

considering the views of other professions (in this case, astronomers, archaeologists and

landscape architects) and public concerns, we all run the risk of making uninformed de¡isions

concerning our landscape. In what has become a society of displaced spirituai vaiues for life,

the landscape a¡chitect must be sensitive to and integrate the traditionai vaiues in the process of

site planning and design, to avoid overlooking the sense of sacred place the natural landscâpe

offers, not only in the physicai but in an inherent spiritual sense. I feel the consequences cån

be quite damaging by neglecting the appropriateness both of newly constructed landscapes

(which, of course, includes the placement of buildings in the landscape) and landscapes that have

been restored. These values can be applied by identifying programs of landscape consewation,
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landscape heritage preservation, reforestation, and environmental education awa¡eness. Such

programs become bodies into which reievant traditional values can be re-introduced by the

landscape a¡chitect and transfer¡ed into practical reality with ân attitude of care, respect, ard

sustainability for the landscape.

From my study of prehistoric Celtic megalithic landscapes I have attempted to identify

some values that landscape architects c¡n re-introduce. These are:

. approach to a site: while I ca¡not conclude exactly how the megalithic

landscape was approached, I doubt it would be without regard for the importånce

of inter-related featu¡es in the landscape;

o appropriateness of place: the natural landscape as an integral part of the

purpose of its function;

. original purpose of the site: what the site was used for or served to identify

(without making assumptions) ;

¡ changes over time: whether the changes a¡e cultural and/or environmental, they

a¡e relevant influences that cannot be overlooked. These should be considered

whether the site is to be restored, changed, or left as is;

. the elements: include the qualities of light, temperature, precipitation, sounds

and scents, as well as the contribution to the landscape of the look and feel of the

elements;

o sacredness: megalithic sites had meaning beyond what is seen. Recognition of
the inter-relationship of physicai and spiritual elements will discourage abuse of
the landscape;

. spirit: to approach the natural landscape with a sensitivity for what it c¿n teach

us.
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'l an ø wizard; who but I sets the

cool head aflame with s¡noke?"

'I am the shield for every hope."

From Tl¡e Mystery of Àmergia

Figure 10. I

Rev. J.E. Glanville conducts outdoor service

in the absence of a church - Downpatrick, Ireland 1952

A Celtic outdoor feåst (The Celts, Delaney, F.)

Figure 10.2







Angles

Anglo-Saxons

Autochthonous

Backstone

Breton

Brittany

Bronze Age

Cairn

Causewaved enclosure

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

a Germanic, Anglo-Frisian peopie that settled in eastern

England in the 5th century A.D.; the name England is from
Englaland, land of the Angles, and English is from Engiisc,

of the Angles.

a membe¡ of the Ge¡manic, Ingivinian peopies (Angies,

Saxons, Jutes) living in England before the Norman

Conquest.

native to a play; indigenous; aboriginai.

a curbstone situated at the end of an enclosed passage,

opposite the opening upon which the sun's or moon's rays

are cast marking a solstice or equinox depending on the

orientation of the construct.

of Brittany, its people, or their language.

a fo¡mer province of the north-westem coast of France.

a period of civilization cha¡acterized by bronze tools and

weapons, usually regarded as occurring between the Stone

Age and the Iron Age.

f¡om Gaelic "heap of stones". Found in lowland Scotland

early in the 16th century, and thence recently in England,

as a term of prehistoric archaeology, and more widely and

populariy in connection with the piles of stones used or
raised by Ordinance Surveyors.

an elongated, raised way or path, with enclosed space (see

"eårthen" and " chambered longbarrows").
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Chambered longbarrow

Creation

Cu¡bstone

Diurnal sundial

Druid

Earthen longbarrow

Eclipse

Egyptian calendar

Equinox

as above, including separate compartments as part of the

overall construct (see "e¿¡then longbarrows" and

"causewayed enclosures").

a creating or being creâted. anything creåted; especially

something cre¿ted by the imagination; invention. In
theology, God's creating of the world.

vertical slab supporting the interior passage and sânctuary

of longbarrows, causewayed enclosures, gravepassages and

hillforts, Thought to track the movement of the sun's and

moon's rays for determining seasons.

instrument used to indicate time of day by the position of
the shadow of a pointer or gnomon cast by the sun on the

face of a dial marked in hours.

meaning "oak-wise", hence probabiy "very wise" in Old
Irish; a member of the Celtic religious order of priests,

soothsåyers, judges, poets, etc., in ancient Britain, Irelald
and France, influential especially before the Celts were

Christia¡ized.

an elongated hill or mound, a heap of earth or rocks

marking a grave, especially an ancient one.

the partial or total apartment darkening of the sun when the

moon comes between it a¡d the earth (cailed solar eclipse),

or of the moon when the eårth's shadow is cast upon it
(called lunar eclipse).

a system of determining the beginning, length, and

divisions of a year.

the time when the sun crosses the equator, making night
and day of equal length in all parts of the eãth; the vemal
equinox about September 22 -23. Either ofthe two points

on the on the ceiestial equator where the sun crosses it on

these dates; also caüed the e4uinoctial point.
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Extended family

Fairy

Forts and fairy mounds

Gaul

Germanic tribes

Gnomon

Grave passage

I{allstatt Culture

Henge

the cha¡acteristic and distinguishing attitudes, habits, etc,,
of a racial, political, occupational, or other group. The
universal or objective elements in a work of art, as

distinguished from the emotional or subjective elements;

opposed to pathos.

a group of people related distantly by blood or marriage;

relatives.

a tiny, graceful, delicate imaginary being in human form,
supposed to have magical powers.

hillforts with mystical associations.

an ancient division of the Roman Empire, consisting of
France, Belgium, northern Italy, and parts of the

Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland. Any of the Celtic-
speaking people of ancient Gaul.

of the Germans: the term, never used by the Germanic
people themselves, originally applied to a particular tribe,
perhaps Germanic but probably Celtic.

see "sundial".

long enclosed space fortified with stone inside a hill or
mound leading to a sanctuary which was thought to be used

for funery remains.

in 1846, George Ramsauer, Director of Mining in the

village of Hallstatt, Austria, discove¡ed a prehistoric

cemetary which provided the first discovery of the a¡rcient

Celts, outlining the Hallstatt Culture within the Iron Age in
Europe, dated from 800 - 700 B.C. until 600 - 500 B.C.

the liver, lungs and heart of any animal. In dressing sheep

the head is usually left attached by the windpipe; this is
always cailed a sheep head's hange. From hangest. A
male horse, usuaily a gelding. Also the prop€r name of the

reputed name of the founder of the Saxon or Jutish
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Hillforts

Ice Age

iron Age

Jutes

I-a Tène Culture

Megalithic monument

Megaiithic tombs

Menhir

Kingdom of Kent; and in various place names as

Hengeselbroc; in ¡elation to the landscape, probably part of
a place name.

a natural raised part of the earth's surface, often rounded,

whose dominurt landfo¡m was used to enciose space for
protection or defence.

any period of geological time when a large part of the earth

was covered with glaciers. The latest of these periods,

during the Pleistocene, when a large part of the Northern

Hemisphere was covered with glaciers.

a period of civiliz¿tion (c. i000 B.C. - 100 A.D.)
cha¡acterized by the introduction and development of iron
tools a¡d weåpons; it follows the Bronze Age. In classical

mythology, the last and wo¡st age of the world,
characterized by wickedness, selfishness and degeneracy,

a member of any of several Germanic tribes that lived long
ago in Jutland; Jutes invaded south-eastem England in the

5th century A.D.; spearheaded the Anglo-Saxon Conquest.

following the Hallstatt period, characterized by more

¡efined, luxurious iron work; named afte¡ the town of I-â
Tène ("The Shallows"), Switzerland and discovered in 1858

outside Neuchâtel it can be divided into three periods:

Early la Tène - Celts between 600 - 500 B.C.
Middle I¿ Tène - Celts between 300 - 100 B.C.
l¿te La Tène Roman occupation.

prehistoric monument or construct of ancient people using

huge stones.

as above; funery monument used for burial.

a tail stone, usually rough, standing upright (either as part

of a circle or a row, or alone), erected probably as a
prehistoric monument; megalith.
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Mesolithic

Necropolis

Neolithic

Ostrogoths

Palaeoethnoboany

Palaeolithic

Palaeontology

Petty kingship

Philology

Picts

Pleistocene

Roman Britain

Roofbox

belonging to a part of the prehistoric Stone Age;

intermediate between the Palaeolithic and Ne¡lithic.

a cemetery, especially one belonging to an ancient city.

designating, or the latter part of the Stone Age (of the Old
World), during which man developed polished stone tools

and weapons, raised cåttle, etc.

an East Goth; especially a member of the tribe which
conquered Italy in the 5th century A.D.

the bot¿ny of exti¡ct or fossil piants.

designating, o¡ of the period of the Stone Age between the

eolithic and the neoiithic, or its culture, characterized by

the use of stone tools.

the branch of geology that deais with prehistoric forms of
life through the study of plant a¡rd animal fossils.

the rule of a king; smali mona¡chicai government.

the study of written records, especially literary texts, in
order to determine their authenticity, meaning, etc..

Linguistics.

one of an ancient people of Great Britain, driven into
Scotla¡d by the Britons and Romans.

Designating, or the first epoch of the Quaternary Period in
the Cenozoic Era, characterized by the rise and re¡ession

of the continental ice sheets and the appearance of man.

part of the empte of ancient Rome, established by

Augustus in 27 B.C.; it continued until 395 A.D.

an aperture at the en[ance of an enclosed passageway

through which the sun's or the moon's beams a¡e emitted.
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Solar constructs

Soistice

Stone Age

Tribal groups

Vandals

Visigoths

Wessex Culture

the Babylonian name for the number 3600, and hence a
period of 3600 years. Adopted by modern astronomers as

the name of the cycle of 18 years 107s days, in which sola¡

and lunar eclipses repeat themselves.

a member of an ancient Germanic peoples that lived in
northern Germany; some Saxons invaded and conquered
parts of England in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D.

megalithic ea¡thwo¡ks constructed by ancient peoples to
chart the passing of the seâsons through the movement of
the sun.

either of two points on the sun's ecliptic at which it is

farthest north or farthest south of the equator.

the period in human culture during which stone implements
were used: it is divided into the Eolithic, Mesolithic,
Palaeolithic and Neolithic Periods.

any primitive or nomadic group of peopie of generally

common ancestry, possessing common leadership.

a member of an East Germanic that ravaged Gaul, Spain

and northern Africa a¡d sacked Rome (455 A.D.).

any of the West Goths, a Teutonic people who invaded the

Roman Empire late in the 4th century 4.D., overral it,
and set up a kingdom in France and Spain which lasted

until about 700 A.D.

material culture found in Wessex area, England, dated

beginning 1500 - 1450 B.C.
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APPENDX À

CIJLTURÄL TR,ÄDITIONS

NE\ryGRÄNGE

Traditional Celtic festivals and previous resea¡ch have a"lluded to such asÍonomical

connections of the mounds in the form of folklore and manuscripts. Surviving manuscripts from

medieval times record the ancient e¿rliest Irish prose called the Mythological Cycle.

Newgrange was first mentioned in this literature as the dwelling of a supernatural race of

wizards and magicians disguised as gods. Descending from the sþ the Tuatha Dé Dannan

inhabited Ireland before the Celts. Known as Bni na Bóinne, Newgrange was the most magical

of the three with a festive hali, supematurai, eternal, whe¡e no one died, yet without human

occupation. Three constantly fruiting trees and cauldron were contained within "Three times

fifty sons of Kings lived. "e

Elcmar, known as the f,irst inhabitant, named Boand the divinized Boyne River. The

river was said to be the origin of all wisdom and occult knowledge, the otherworld well, or well

of Segais. The nuts f¡om hazei trees fell into the well causing "bubbles of mystic inspiration"

to form or, na bolcca immaiss . The connection with mound cones when Newgrange is

mentioned as the Bní ma Elcmair, or Bni of the woman of Elcmar, or the Boyne where the

mystical bubbles passed into the rivet in one of seven yær cycles.s
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The second inhabitânt of Newgrange was "the good god," or "The Lord of Great

Knowiedge, " He is often associated with the sþ or atmosphere. T.F.O. Rahiily clarifled this

connection further in Early Irish History and Mythology (1940. A neolithic archaeological

site that admits the annual rays of the rising sun that is known as the supernatural home of the

sun and therefore the god must be of some significance.

Dagda is not considered Elcma¡'s son in this interpretation. He is the master of time

and tricla Elcmar into leaving for one day and actually a nine-month period. At this time he

fathers the child Oéngus with Boand. Mac ind Oc, "The Youthful Son," is born during the

lengthening of the day at Newgrange. Oéngus is conside¡ed the personification ofday. "Young

is the son who was begotten at the break of day and bom betwixt it and evening."e

It is with Oengus that Newgrange is most commoniy associated in ancient literature.

Dagda gives up possession of the mound when Oengus announced to him after residing for 24

hours, "It is cle¿¡ that night and day are the whole world, and it is that which has been given

to me,"lm

Christianity brought a new view of the Tuatha Dé Danann. It was in the Christian

scribes' interest of recording any ancient monument whose purpose propagated the idea of

diminishing these pagan beliefs in the Coli or great orb of the heavens. Flynn Mainístech, a

poet of 1056, claimed Oengus was not immortâl and drowned in the Boyne. In St. Patrick's 5th

century Confession, he cautions, "The splendour of the material sun, which rises everyday at

the bidding of God, will pass away, ard those who worship it wilt go into dire punishment".tor

Neighbouring landscapes Knowth and Dowth ate mentioned also. Oengus of Newgrange

has a love¡ named Engiec, Elcmar's daughter, who is associated with Knowth. The Dowth
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legend seems to have some biblicai influence but recails the Newgrange iegend based on ancient

Irish records where these structures are related to astronomical cycies. A druid by the name of

Bresal enlisted the help of two men for one day to buiid a tower up to heâven. His sister's

power prevents the sun from setting but his act of incest with her causes the sun's descension.

"Dubad (darkness) shail be the name of that place fo¡ever. "r02

In the Tain Bó Cuailnge beionging to the Ulster Cycle, the nobles of Ireland in cha¡iots

chase a flock of birds after the birth of iron age wa¡rior hero Cúchulainn. They reach

Newgrange by nightfall and later the charioteer lba¡ takes Cúchalainn on a tour of the renowned

sites of Ulster. "Show me the buildings and high places of that plain," he asked. Iba¡ identifies

Temair (Iara) and Tailtic, Cleitech and Cnogba (Ituowth), Brug Meic in Oc (Newgrange) and

the fort¡ess ofthe sons of Nechta Scéne. The term "déntai ocus dindgnai" means "buildings and

high places, " importânt residences of prominent gods, certainly not gnves.

Eventually the app€arance of literary gravesite reference occurs in another source, The

Fenian Cycle. The taie, The Fort of the Rowan Tree, concerns Newgrange. The house of

Oengus of the Bni will never bum, according to warrior Finn, if Oengus remains alive. In the

tenth century love story between Dia¡maid and Grainne, the former, in whose death Finn is

associated, flees in fear of Finn. Oengus retrieves Diarmaid from the grip of death to "put an

aeriai life into hím so that he will talk to me everyday. "rB Generaily, though, Newgrange is

associated with mythology and the Tuatha Dé Danann home. In the 15th century manuscript,

"Colloquy with the Ancients," one of these beings describes his origin as "Out of yonder BnÍ

chequered with many lights. " 
tÉ
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TARA

An ancient Irish manuscript called The Magical Stone of Tara, conlains a tale about the

Conn, a High King, and the Ri Raith @oyal Fortress) at Tarâ, encompassing the megalithic

mound. Accompanied by his three druids and his three poets, he made one of his daily

pilgrimages to the Rai Raith to watch the stars and hostile aerial beings. This particular morning

the stone upon which he stood cried and was hea¡d in the eastem county. The druids took 53

days to decipher the message of the stone for Conn, saying the name of the stone was Fal

(destiny) and came from the Island of Fal. The Lia Fal, or "Stone of Destiny, " remains within

the Ri Raith, though replaced from its original position beside the megalithic mound 400 feet

(120 metres) away.

The important element overriding this tale is that the megaiithic site was used for sunrise

observations, particularly at the two major Celtic festivais, Samhain (eariy November) the more

important and perhaps meaning "summer's end," and Imbolc (ea¡ly February) meåning "the

budding, " both of which are associated with Tara. There a¡e astronomical ¡eferences concerning

this site and the mound of the HaIl of Tara marks the mid-day sun with its north-south

alignment.

The Brehon l-aws which governed ancient lreland divided each year into six month

periods of summer, Samh, and winter Gamh. These periods may have been further subdivided

by the feast of Imbolc and Lugnasad (feast of a solar god in early August). The summer or

bright hatf began in eariy May on the feast of Beitine, a¡d the winter or dark half bega.n in early

November on the feast of Sambain. With e¿ch feast of the Celtic calendar there was likely a

ha¡vest festival but, in any c¿se, the events were marked by the sola¡ alignments of the
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mounds.los

In the ancient manuscript Senchus Mor, . it was beiieved that twelve consteilations

complete the yeår and the sun "runs through one each month," and "as a shell is about an egg,

the firmament is around the earth. " 
16 This shell represented the moon, Mercury, Venus, and

the sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

Place names were also associated with the sun, but early antiquarians did not make

astronomical observations to confirm the connections. At Torg Hill, Kilkenny, upon a stone in

oid Irish characters, reads Sleigh-Grain o¡ Hill of the Sun. Of this, the Reverend F. Iæman in

i811 noted, "Within view of this hiil towards the west, on the borders of Tipperary, rises the

more elevated mounlain of Sleigh-Na-Man, which, from its name, was probably consecrated to

the moon. " 
rü Ana-Mor, a Druidic temple, was composed of 48 stones representing the

constellations with a nine stone kebla near the circumference, on the inside, representing the sun

as it passed through the signs.rß

The Druidic poem rrThe Mystery of Àmergin,rr considered as an incantation, relates the

heavens to the megalithic mounds. This idea pervaded ancient Ireland befo¡e the Celtic

emergence. However, there is refe¡ence in ancient Irish manuscripts to the Celtic sun, derived

from the traditional neolithic symbols. Thomas O'Rahilly states that the lrish term "fainne an

iae" means "the ring of light on the sþ-line at day-breåk, " or dawn. In his book, Early Irish

History and Mythologl, he follows the symbol back through ancient literature and the sun god's

power to he¿i. The symbol was often a wheel, or "roth" and the sun "roth greine". God is

refer¡ed to as "Supreme King of the Sun, " and "Supreme King of the Wheel, " ard Ri-grene and

ard-Rui¡i ind roith, respectively. rB
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APPENDD( B

BRIEF OVERVIEW FROM PREHISTORY TO CHRISTIANTTY

The first true picture of Ceitic Britain has been presented to us today through records

kept by the Romans. Archaeology has been instrumental in providing and organizing this

evidence into a framework for what was most like pre-Roman Ceitic Britain.

Prehistorians suggest this culture was the result of a migration to Britain by means of

north-e¿st France. It thrived for approximateiy 2,0O0 years and encompassed the Neolithic

period.

In about 1,300 B.C. at the beginning of the Iron Age, a strong sense of British society

had emerged. The cultural roots were similar to those of the Hallstatt and l¿ Tène groups. The

weaponry discovered was similar to that used in the Rhineland of Middle Europe in 5,000 B.C.

Families were settled in singular fa¡msteads or groups of fa¡ms which hinted at a similar

lifestyle. They cleared forests and cultivated vast pastures. They took advantåge of the natural

topography and chose hilltops for defensive reasoning against invaders and began to develop

settlements as opposed to being a family of settlers.

The society of the effly Celts developed into an order of hierarchy once this stage of

settlement had been reached. From small tribal groups to extended families, petty kingships,

and frnally an aristocracy based on family organization, gave rise to a cont¡olled social system.

I:rger immigrations took place by 700 B.C. and with them came new agriculture and burial
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right practices from the south. Many of them represented warriors from the Halistatt culture

and by 400 B.C. stronger invaders inhltrated from France and the l¡w Count¡ies.

This social structure was similar to that of the Celts in Gaul. They had established a

system of Kingship and tribal rule, were dependent on agriculture, practised warfare, contributed

beautiful art and metal work, and were known to have tmded across the English Channel. They

were a society with a recognized structure, a structure that eventually suffered the same end as

that of Gaul at the hands of the Romans.

The milit¿ry administration of England was part of the Roman offrrcial civii service. The

Roman occupation drew civilians from Roman officials and native Romanized Celts for military

service.

The Scottish and Weish Ceitic tribes raised ¡ebellions to fortify their territory. They took

advantage of the wide terrain, particularly that of the Scottish Highlands, and were more

successful in containing the efforts of the Romans. Ireland remained unaffected largely due to

its relative geographic isolation. The largest contributing factor to the relatively unaffected life

of these thre€ areås was due to the rerall home of ail Romans to deai with internal strife and

corruption. This left Britain open to new invaders to contribute their system of rule. In addition

to the existing Celts and Romano-Celts came Germanic tribes, Ostrogoths, Visigoths, and

Vandals.

Into East Anglia came the Angles, Jutes and Saxons. The Romans hired the Friesiars,

Franks and Alamanni as mercenary legionnaires. These German tribes settled on the east coast

and upset the Britons who, up until that time, had taken local and regionai power after the

collapse of the Roman province. The government set up by the Romans was now faltering so

the Britons reunited into groups of petty states to fight a new common enemy - the Anglo
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Saxons.

The influence of the Celtic culture had faded, and atthough the presence of Romans could

still be felt, the Anglo Saxons moved on to establish Angieland, or England.

The Romans had battled the Celts in Gaul, a¡rd the tribes in Germany and Swiøerland

in the mld-century B.C. The Celts had occupied Central Europe in Bohemia but were breaking

into smaller settlements and retreating to old a¡e¿s such as Gaul. Despite efforts to form

prote¡tive ailiances with the Romans, inæmai strife continued. The Romans fought from the

south and tribes invaded f¡om the north. Celtic unity in Europe was beginning to unravel.

The super warrior king, Vercingetorix, was described a¡d feared by Caesar as a "man

of massive energy."tto Like most other Celtic kings, he refused any option except battle with

the Romans. He drew together forces from mainly central and northem France and weakened

Caesa¡'s legions. The culmination of the fighting came on the hilltop of the battle of Alesia in

52 B.C. in central France where Vercingetorix had retreated to repair his forces. Caesar

sur¡ounded the city while Vercingetorix sent for help. Caesar built a 14 mile fortification in 28

days of pits fiiled with pointed stakes, a high smooth wall with watchtowers every 330 feet. As

Roman accounts have it, Vercingetorix spoke to his defeated countrymen the day following the

attack: "I did not undertake this war for private ends, but in the cause of national liberty, "rrt

He let his people choose whether to kill him or sur¡ender him to Caesa¡. When they chose the

latter, he dressed in his finest robes and laid his sword at Caesff's feet. The Romans kept him

in prison for six years, finally paraded him through Rome and strangled him. Such zeai inspired

future leåders, particulariy Napoleon III in 1865.

In the centuries that followed, the fe¿rless legendary reputation of the Celts faded. Thei¡

self sufficient culture was eroded by the arrival of literacy, organized armies, and Christianity.
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Figure B. i Vercingtorix suÍenders to Caesar, 52 B.C.
(The Celts, Delaney, F.)
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Assimilation occurred, and the Keltoid people were absorbed into the European peoples. The

Roman conquest of Gaul ended the major Celtic European dream. Other Celts did thrive in

mainland a¡eas and on the isles west of Europe. How would the Celtic spirit survive? This was

dependent upon the influence of Rome and the Western Empire.

Another famous rebellion occurred in 60 A.D. in Colchester, the onc€ Celtic centre of

East Anglia which had been overtaken by the Romans. It sat unrivailed and unprotected.

Prasutagus, King of Inceni, a powerful tribe in East Anglia, had died and left half his wealth to

his two daughters (having no sons) and half to the Roman Empire. This was customary, as

Rome would then offer protection to the surviving family. The Romans took advantage of the

situation and decided to heavily tax and reduce the territory of Inceni to a "civitas"rt2 or regionai

unit of administration and refused to permit Prasutagus's wife, Boadicca, to rule her husband's

kingdom.

Boadicca's terrifying action was a counter-re¿ction to the Romans' protest to her stance.

They assaulted her daughters and she in turn gathered the support of the neighbouring

Trinovantes tribe whose land had also been confiscated. Her supporters in Londinium (l¡ndon)

offered Roman women as sacrifices to the gods of war. The Celtic settlement of St. Albans in

Verulamium (Hertfo¡dshirÐ, was allied to Rome and was flattened by her army of local tribe

support. Finally, the Twentieth and Fourteenth legions under Roman leader Svetonius Paullinus,

took decisive action. Ne¿¡ Lichfield, he organized a few troops and b¡oke her force. Boadicca,

the warrior queen, rather than suffer a humiliating de¿th at the hands of her enemies, took

poison. Like Vercingetorix's action in Gaul, she lacked the discipline characteristic of the

cohesive Roman military forces. Inspired energy of the Celts versus the calculated strategy of
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Figure 8.2 Boadicca directs her hoops, 60 B.C.
(The Celts, Delaney, F.)
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a cohesive Roman Empire were the features of the two opposing forces. "The story of the

Celts' deciine becomes a tale of utter colonizåtion, of being subsumed by other cultures,

Romans, Saxons, Viking, Normans; a story of erosion, of retreat and diminution, of winnowing,

assimilation and retrieval. Further and further back they retreåted on promontories and islands,

Atlantic Celtic ghettoes, out of ¡each and, where possible, inaccessible, "rr3 What was the sfiong

Celtic settlement of Camulodunum (a fort built to honour the war god Camulos), Colchester now

has a shopping mall built over mosaics and proof of Boadicca's attack.

The crushing of Boadicca and the defeat of Vercingetorix in Gaul typifìed Roman

dominance. Between 55 B.C. (when Julius Caesar fi¡st invaded Britain) and 43 A.D. (when the

Romans took effective control of the island), Camulodunum changed as well as the ¡est of

Britain. The following ruler, Cunobelinus, "King of the Britons, " conducted a monarchy of

defense in 10 A.D. He built fortified eârthr.vork and dykes, and took advantage of marshland

protection. His ruie was Roman in nature and foreshadowed his successor Claudius's rule three

years after his death in 40 A.D. Claudius's reign occurred when the Romans la¡ded in Kent.

He sat in court for sixteen days, a period which spelt Roman rule over the British Celts. In

return for Celtic t¡ibai submission he offered protection, citizenship, entertÀinment such as

theatre, and entry into temples and baths; Camulodunum be¡ame a colony for retired soldiers

and a temple was erected, probably to Claudius (which would anger Boadicca!)

Prior to the Roman conquest, Britain hosted mainland Celts for thre€ c€nturies. At the

time of Julius Caesa¡'s faiied attempts to land in Britain in 55 B.C., the Ceitic population in

Britain, including Scotland and Wales, was two-thirds. The South and South-west are&¡ were

heavily populated by Ceis; along the Bristol Channel, in East Anglia, now Wales, Cumbria and
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Northumbria. The Romans thought the coast of France sffetched from Spain to Holland and that

Britain lay along it with Ireland close by off shore.

"Midway across there ís an island called Mona (lsle of Man), and it is believed

îhar there are also a nwnber of smaller islands, in which according to some

writers, there is a month of perpetual darkness at the winter solstice, Our

enquiies on this subject were alwøys fruitless, but we found by accurate

measurements with a water-clock tha nights are shoner than on the continent.'tt¿

He quickly ¡ealized his mistake and also had to contend with the Celtic habitat and

defense hiilforts, vantage points where the whoie countryside could be seen. Around them was

piled earth from the deep ditches. F¿rth was put into rampa¡ts protected by Julius Caesar and

cailed "morus Gallicus."rrs These hillforts represent Celtic monuments during the Roman

occupation.

Caesa¡'s success lay only in seeing the possibility of annexing Britain to his empire. The

Celts remained independent beyond his attack in July of 54 B.C. It was actually Claudius's

efforts that saw the Roman colonization of Britai¡. This occur¡ed eighty years after Caesar's

attempts and represented many attempts by the Roman legions to subdue the Celts into political

submission.

Gnaeus Julius Agricola, who had served under Suctonius Paullus, arrived in 77 A.D.

He was successful in battle, enterprise and fair a¡bitration. Though Britain was largely under

Roman rule, Agricola's task included the calming of the Welsh by annihilating the northern tribe

of Ordovices and by leaning on the Brigantes in one year. The next yeår he unified Northem

Angleland and north of the Forth and Clyde rivers in Scotland. Coastal a¡e¿s of Northern

England and Scottish l¡wlands and the Borders were under control. The Caiedonii in the

North-\.vest region of Scotland were eventually controiled by establishing Roman garrisons
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such as Bennachie in Garroch. Fearful of Ceitic temperament, the Romans buiit Hadrian's Wall

to contåin both the Ceits and the Picts whom, because of their tâttooed bodies, the Romans

nicknamed "the painted ones." (Speculation ¡emains as to the simila¡ Eu¡opean origins of the

Picts and the Celts.)

During the Sconish assignment in 82 4.D., Agricola decided not to cross the eleven miie

channei to Ireland which continued to develop as a (presumably) Celtic coiony.

The period of the Roma¡r occupation spanned a period from 55 B.C. to about 410 A.D.

Irish culture grew in relative tranquillity. It is characteristicaily a Celtic culture bæed on

linguistic tradition and somewhat limited archaeological evidence. The question really is, "Who

were the Celts?" The suggestions range from peoples of the lost city of Atlantis to the relatives

of NoaI and an aristocratic warrior tribe from Galicia in Northem Spain.

There is mo¡e evidence of lrish society in the Roman period in Britain, 432 4.D., and

the coming of St. Patrick. A Bronze Age population lived there before the first century 8.C.,

when the Celtic society received rich contributions and depth. Around 500 B.C., people arrived

from the Hallstatt Culture in the Lower Rhine area (as archaeologists suggest). From Scotland

they travelled into Antrim and frequently from Britain. Omaments from the l¿ Tène culture

arouses debate as to whether they were the belongings of weaithy chieftains o¡ actual Celtic

migrants or refugees from the Roman conquest from Britain or Gaul (of I-a Tène culture).

Idyilic pictures are painted of ancient lreland. Christian scribes' translated (and likely

censored) local legends of oral tradition. Literacy only came about in the 5th and 6th centuries

4.D., and the Romans would have recorded had they invaded. There was, howevet, some basis

to the foiklore.
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Ne¿r the city of Armagh, Northern lreland, stands the most legendary of places, the

councii chamber of the great kings the Druids cailed Eamhain Mhacha, and representing Setanta,

the young Cuchulainn, who set out with his hurly stick and ball of silver and gold. He would

lessen his load by throwing the bail with the stick, then send the stick into the air to strike the

ball yet further. He would then catch them before they hit the ground.

Setanta lived at Eåmhain Mhacha, at the famous court now uneårthed by archaeologists.

Trumpets from a nearby lake, a gift skull and a hound skull from the 5th century B.C. shed light

on legend. Setanta was attacked by the mastiff belonging to the smith Cualann, that he killed

with his ball and stick. He offered to replace the dog and defend the smith's property himself.

His name was no longer Setånta but Cu Chulainn or "the hound of Cualann. "tr6

E¿mhain Mhacha represents massive earthworks of ci¡cular ramparts and deep inner and

outer ditches. The countryside could be easily watched from this point, built for both residence

and worship. On one side stood a circular house and at the centre a circula¡ temple which was

suddenly burnt to the ground about 100 B.C,

The relationship between Ireland and Roman Britain was one of trading and raiding, an

association that pointed to the weakening of the Irish Celts. Legend has it that the Irish captured

the son of a Roman official along with a pigherd and kept him in captivity for six years. He

hea¡d voices that alerted him to a rescue ship which took him to Gaul. He eventually found his

way back to Britain and his family where he decided to enter the priesthood following a vision

that prompted him to evangelize lreland. His name was Patrick. His enslavement interrupted

his education so his Confession is written in rough låtin syntax.

When he arrived in lreland, the Ceitic cuiture in Alpine Europe was weak. He found
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the society " tribat, rural, hierarchicai and familiar."ttT They were dependent on a kingship

structure, Patrick converted many of these petty kings as they controlled the spiritual and moral

convictions of the tribes and whose court was made up of warriors, jurists, and Druids. The

people followed.

Patrick's success was partly due to his appealing to the Celtic wonderment with legend.

At Cashel, a rock where Patrick baptized the king and accidentaily inj ured the king's foot, is

where a Romanesque church with Celtic influence was built. At Devil's Bit, Satan pursued

Patrick and bit a hole in a mountain to get through. He dropped the rock at Cashei and lost his

tooth at Killfeåkle (Cill - a church, and hacail - a tooth), where he founded a church. He also

heralded the first Irish saints.

'. . . . all bishops, distinguished and holy andfull of the HoIy Ghost, three

hundred andfifry in ntanber, all founders of churches. They had one head, Christ

himself, and one leader, Patrick. They had one mass, one liturgy, one tonsure

from ear to ear. They celebrated on Easter, on the Íouneenth moon afier the

Spring equinox, , . . they did not reject the service and associalion of women

because they were founded on the rock called Christ, and thereþre they did not

need to fear the heat of temptation. . . .'ttt

These changes in Celtic culture sound easy as related by Patrick and his monks. l¿tin

prayers gained more support for the Roman culture. Christian monasteries refer¡ed to the

extended family and the acquisition and maintenance of property as important. By the 6th

century 4.D., these changes had we¿kened the last stronghold of Celtic culture in Vy'estern

Europe. Celtic art forms were the only surviving remnant of Celric power. The Book of Kells,

The Book of Durrow, and the Lindesfarne Gospels, decorated the word of God. This last

burst of Celtic imagination was influenced by the Hallstatt and l¿ Tène cultures. The Celtic

interlace i¡ the illuminations and metalwo¡k were also monastic works of art.
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On Dunadd in Scotland (then Alba) stands the large fooþrint. He who would fit such

a large print could become the King of Scotland. The centuries after the birth of Christ sar¡/ a

flourishing culture in Dunadd. From Ireland came the Scotii with rulership called Dalriada.

Dunadd was the centre and became an Irish colony. The following centuries brought an

assimilation of thei¡ cultures and Gaelic dialects. Simila¡ assimilation occur¡ed on the west coast

of Britain, and at Pembroke in south Wales. The area of Dyfed and the Isle of Man was ruied

by the lrish.

Christianity spreåd into Scotland and Northern Angleland. In 563, Columba oflona (an

island off the west coast of Scotland) with twelve monks founded a monastery and esøbüshed

the island the capitai of his spiritual Daeriada govemment. Eighty years iater his monks, at the

request of the refugee King of Northumbria, founded the Lindisfarne monastery in the North

Sea. St. Columbus' efforts eventually evangelized the Scottish Picts.

Under Pope Gregory, a monk called Augustine arrived at Canterbury in 597 . The church

in the South of England was spreading northward and at the Pope's request Augustine, with the

latest Roman liturgical calendar, was to convert all of England.

The Irish church in Iona and the North of Engiand had lost contact with Rome for almost

one hundred years and was celebrating feasts at different dates. The lrish church sent

representatives to Rome to conhrm the news and then conformed. The King of Northumbria

and his wife from Kent even celebrated Easter on separate occasions. A meeting at Whitby in

Yorlahire confi¡med the Roman date. Regardless of disputes, Iona and Lindisfarne became the

stronghold of Gallic Scotland.

Under Julius Caesar (56 B.C.) the Venetii dominated the Britanny peninsulas. When the
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Romans were recalled to defend their home territory, a mass migration of Celts from southem

and eastern Waies and Cornwall moved to Britanny under constant attack by Irish raiders along

the west coast of southern Britain. This süong colonizing link betrveen Wales and Britanny was

evident in traded tin goods mined in Cornwall and linguistic similarities. The colony may also

have been made up of mercenary soldiers hi¡ed by the weakened Roman Empire in Gaul to

control the Saxons and Frank.

Celtic people conti¡ued to depart f¡om south west Britain and southem Wales,

particuiarly the Celts of Devon. A reciprocity continued as immigrants maintained homes in

Britain. The language Armorica (Britanny) became a combination of Gaulish, Celt, I¿tin and

Cornwall dialert. Britanny became divided into three kingdoms - Dumnonia, Bro Erech, and

Cornovaille (Comwall in the south and south west). They reverted to the ple-Roman Celtic

social and tribal system once seen in Gaul. The spirit of the old Celts of Eastern Europe seemed

to have a chance to flourish again.

In the beginning of the 8th century evidence of a new Celtic fringe became apparent.

The Irish ¡emained strong with regular invasions of Scotland and Wales and Britanny remained

a süong Celtic area. The Christian church took fi¡m root after the Romans retreated and was

responsible for teaching the dwindling Celtic people literature and Latin. The family kindred

social system became more sophisticated with a more advanced legal system.

The monasteries represented a powerful influence throughout Britain and lreland. In the

rural are¿s a form of Christian Celtic life remains unchanged today with village churches,

cemeteries and commemorative stones ". . . . . the plactice of religion, popular and colloquial,

gathered together the essentials of life, birth, marriage and death, and used them as linch pins.
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The abbeys and the abbots were as influential as the locai chieftain or petty king. The

church paÍonized Clonmacnoise on the River Shannon which became a cenfe of learning to the

service of God. Worship was expressed through artistic lettering and metalwo¡k. Ireland was

especially renowned for established wealthy iearning cenües and remained fo¡ a few hundred

yeârs as the "Isle of Saints and Schola¡s, "r20 Images and legends of heroes, and l-atin text of

basic Christian scripture and song, became the monks' way of life.

Peacefui existence ended with an invasion by the seâ warrior Vikings in 842. They

pushed into lreland via rivers and moved quickly on foot. They disrespected anything Christian

and were considered pagan by their acts of sacrilege. One Viking raider's wife was said to have

performed magic rituals on the altar of Clonmainoise in giving oracies'

The monasteries, such as Ceannanus, O'Kells, Co. Meath, Irishmurray, Co. Sligo' and

Roscommon, N.W.Ireland, as well as the communities, suffered greât losses. Artwork of siiver

and goid and books were piundered, Excavations in Scandinavia have une¿rthed the metal

treasures, but the Norsemen had no regard for books which they destroyed in the period termed

"The Age of Christ, 802."t2r

The Round Tower, which stands as a symbol of Celtic Irish sanctuary, seems the only

positive cont¡ibution of the invasion. They stood 20-40 meters tall, made of heavy stone with

a pointed stone roof and from inside the monks rang bells waming peopie of attack and offering

refuge.

The Vikings established headquarters in Britain and Ireland for their raids. They

favoured seåports such as Dublin, Waterford, and Wexford. The lrish Sea was thei¡

battleground. They had particular effect in Ireland which up untii this time had re¿eive little
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influence from the wave of invasions. In England they often assimilated pe¿cefully as they

established large coionizing communities. They conquered Anglesey in Wales and the Isle of

Man. In Scotland their chieftajnships, such as the Lordships of the Isles, supported the Norse

versus the Scottish king. Their contribution to the Celtic lrish was a form of urbanization,

They buiit towns and Dublin lying sixty miles from wales became a trading cenEe. They gave

Ireland its first form of currency.

In 1014, under the inspiration of the Irish King of Munster, Brian Boru, the Irish fought

and defeated the Vikings at the Battle of Clontarf in Dublin. But the Irish culture which had

flourished under the paüonage of the Christian Church, had been disturbed by the interest of

European people who leamed more about this saintly and wealthy island as missionaries travelled

to France and ltaiy. Although the rural areas remained tribai under petty kings and remaining

monasteries, the Celtic system of life was severeiy threåtened.

The fali of Celtic Gaul had occur¡ed a few centuries prior to the b¡eak of Norse

establishment. But the influences had been far-reaching by this time. From the Celtic, Romano-

Galli and invading Germanic influences came fresh systems of government, new tribes with

reigning kings, courts and ethics of chivalries. England had become a mix of Celtic, Roman,

Romano-Celtic, Germanic a¡d Norse peoples. The Lowlands of Scotland were Anglian to the

'West, and in the Highlands were Irish settlers and kingships; the Picts sha¡ed the eåst with the

Anglo Saxons. Smalter British tribes occupied the coast and the north of England.

Waies was hit by the Anglo Saxons from inland and first the Irish and second the Danes

from the west. Disagreements between north and south Waies was diplomatically settled by

Saxon overio¡ds such as Alfred the Great, fostering alliances.
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The strength of the Ceits lay mainiy in their geographic location rather than their national

political cohesiveness. their system of kindredship was too introverted. They were not

organized, fought intemaliy, travelled in tribes, had no lasting political nation strong enough to

establish an empire. Oniy the irish couid be said to have exhibited any cohesive Celtic presence,

but its autonomy was iargely due to its isolated geography. The Celts, unfortunately, acted

individuaily rather than collectively.

The influence of the Roman Empire and its civilization, and the No¡se and their

establishment of towns and strategic sites, paved the road for the Normans who triumphed over

the last fragments of the consciousness of the Celtic individuai. Their strength was formidable

as William of Normandy kilied Harold of England at the Battle of Hastings in i066. Dermot

McMurrough then asked Henry II to look towards Irish territory'

The Irish and the Scots fought the Normans for a few centuries with infantries and foot

soidiers. "The Pale" pivoting at Dublin, was a fence covering ground 30 miles long and 20

miles deep and protected the Normans from the Irish. The Normans began to mix with local

Irish and further eroded the Celtic culture in becoming "Hibernicis ipisis hiberniores," or, "more

Irish than the Irish themselves. "r22

The alliances formed with England by the Welsh lessened the Welsh opportunity for

political independence. Despite attempts by chieftains under Owain Glyndyr to defend Vr'ales,

the grip was lost eventually. Prince Llywelyn II, who died in 1282, was the last national Prince

of Wales.

The Scottish Celts were forced away from the centre of power after centuries of fighting,

and battling internally between chieftains and clans. "They spent all their time in wa¡s and when
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there was no war they fought one another. "ra Any hope for the Celts ended with the ¡ebellion

of "Bonnie Prince Cha¡lie", Stuart Pretender to the throne. At Culloden in 1749, he was

defeated due to characteristic tactics of Celtic combat. Both Celts in Scotland and rñr'ales had

the advantage of relative isolation compared with England, but further advances into this

territory crushed their hopes of ancient cultural identiry.

The Bretons, after defeating the Vikings, were able to establish parliament in Rennes.

Breton aristocracy merged with Norman aristocracy, adopting speech and etiquette. They heid

their independence between the French and the English untii the end of the fifteenth century at

.the Hundred Years Wa¡. In 1488, although they were defeated, thele was provision made for

some internal administration, but this ended 300 years later with the French Revolution in 1792

when the French govemment became cent¡alized with one official language of this new

Republic,

In ireland, Ceitic traditions are at best hinted at. Though it claims to be the only true

state descended from the Celts, the twenty-six counties of Southern Ireland elected a democratic

system of govemment with the signing of the Anglo lrish Treaty in 1922. Only linguistic

tradition is used in the officials' names.

Britanny, wales and scotland have fought to hold on to celtic identity, Britanny

attempted to survive staging protests, Wales has experienced a strong linguistic and cultural

revival though Celtic origins may be doubtful. The islands off the west of Scotla¡d have

remained remnants of e¿riie¡ times with a renewed interest in the a¡rcient ianguage, but the

Celtic mainland suffered the weåthering effe¿ts of persistent invasions over time. Though the

Gaelic language is said to be official in Ireland, Celtic i¡terest is intense but not widespread.
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Though the Ceits were the first to wander across the continent after the Ice Age, the

Ce1tic identity, national or political, was heaviiy influenced by the weight of the Romans,

Vikings and Normans. It is difficult to trace accurately and discover the pure Celtic people

though most countries have been affected by Celtic heritage in art, music and literature, Even

physically, their descendants today resemble those early Celts described by Greek and Roman

scribes.

'The Celtic presence, without any effective traces of the old. magical qualities,

only persists identifiably but vagueþ - now on the Atlantic shores of Western

Europe, in Britanny, Wales, the west of Scotland, and on the island of lreland,

To argue otherwise ís to bow to rhe mythology. The division benveen genuinc,

ancient Celtic peoples and their modern, diluted na¡nesakes remains clear and can

no longer be relevantly bridged.'t2a




